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ADM 2400 Series II Console

ADM understands how critical it is for professionals to be assured
of unfaltering performance under the most demanding conditions.
That's why everything we do at ADM-from initial concept to final production-is geared to providing consoles of unexcelled quality and reliability.
The finest of components are used in ADM consoles to assure long life
and trouble -free operation. Our exclusive five-year warranty, the most
generous in the industry, attests to this fact. Service-if you ever need it
-is prompt and professional. Contact ADM Technology, Inc.
Home Office: 1626 E. Big Beaver Road
Troy, MI 48084

Rocky Mountain Sales: (801) 486-8822

(313) 524-2100, TLX 23-1114

West Coast Sales: (415) 945-0181

West Central Sales: (817) 467-2990
East Coast Sales: (313) 524-2100
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HOW

DOES AN
EVOLU HON
BECOME

A

REVOLUTION?
CMX KNOWS.
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THE ONLY1-INCH

THAT WON'T
UNPREPARED

Sometimes success can be a mixed blessing.
Because as your business grows, it usually outgrows your equipment. Which could leave you
with the extremely costly prospect of having to replace your entire system.
Fortunately, there's an alternative: the Sony
BVH-2000-the only 1 -inch video system that can
be tailored to fit your present applications and

budget, then retailored as your needs change.
For example, any of three different recorder control panels can be incorporated, ranging from a
basic model to one with virtually every feature and
function currently available to 1 -inch video users.
Various remote -control connectors allow you to
alter the system's configuration as the need arises,
and various circuits and modules-including an op -

Sony and U-matic are registered trademarks and Betacam is a trademark of the Sony Corp. ©1982
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VIDEO SYSTEM
LEAVE YOU
FOR SUCCESS.

cast industry: the transition to success.
tional time base corrector-plug directly into the
To find out how the BVH-2000 can help you
BVH-2000 recorder.
What's more, you can interface directly with other deal with both your present and future needs, call
Sony formats, such as U-matic® and Betacam,Tm

and the BVH-2000 can be easily integrated into any
existing Sony 1 -inch system.

All of which enables the BVH-2000 to simplify
one of the most complicated processes in the broad-

Sony in New York/New Jersey at (201) 368-5085;
in Chicago at (312) 860-7800; in Los Angeles at
(213) 841-8711; in Atlanta at
(404) 451-7671; or in Dallas
Broadcast
at (214) 659-3600.
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FROM
CAMERA MART.
When you rent Quantel's latest digital production
effects unit from Camera Mart-you not only get high performance but also the expert service and maintenance only
Camera Mart can offer.
This exciting single -channel system gives you infinite
compression. Zoom expansion to 2X normal picture size.
Variable picture positioning. Freeze and update. Fixed and
variable border generation. Horizontal and vertical squeeze.
But you get a lot more. Like pre -select of picture position, size, and transition rate. A choice of linear moves or
camera -like Quantel-style moves. And "Digiflip" tumble -flip.
Plus, Over 40 moves instantly selectable at the touch
of a button -18 pre-programmed effects and 25 of your own
creation.
The DPE 5000/SP even includes built-in noise reduction so you eliminate the cost of separate noise reducer.
The "SP" can be used in post production or live on -air
in the studio or on location. Call today for all the facts. Long
term rental rate available.

The

Camera Mart, inc.
456 W. 55th Street, New York, NY 10019
(212) 757-6977/Telex: 1-2078

Sales Service Rental
Video Department: 800 Tenth Avenue
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WKRG-TV makes news in Mobile, Alabama
with a GVG 300/Mk II Digital Video Effects production system...
tightly formatted using visually exciting digital effects.
The 300 System makes promos...with the high quality appearance of
expensive outside services.
The 300 System makes commercials...at least eight hours a day for local
and regional clients, who have come to WKRG because of 300/Mk II DVE
capabilities.

Why did WKRG-TV purchase the 300/Mk II DVE production system?
"Because of the capabilities, and the Grass Valley Group reputation

for how their equipment stands up", says Don Koch, Assistant
Chief Engineer.

WKRG-TV understands Grass Valley Group value...but if it's news to
you, isn't it time you took a closer look at the 300 system?

DON KOCH

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.®
P.O. BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA
A

TEL: (916) 273-8421 TWX: 910-5308280

TEKTRONIx COmPANy

N.E., Ste 102, Atlanta, GA 30329
Offices: Eastern Regional: 499 Thornall St, Edison, NJ 08817, (201) 549-9600 Southeastern District: 1644 Tullie Circle
3585 North Lexington Ave, Ste 238,
(404) 321-4318 Midwestern Regional: 810 West Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514 (2191 264-0931 Northwestern District:
Arden Hills, MN 55112 (612) 483-2594 Southwestern District: 316 Seminary South Office Bldg, Fort Worth, TX 76115 (817) 921-9411 Western District:
1032 Elwell Court, Ste 244, Palo Alto, CA 94303 (415)968-6680 Western Regional: 21243 Ventura Blvd, Ste 206, Woodland Hills, CA 91364 (213) 999-2303
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Our 1983 Wish List

8

BROADCAST INDUSTRY NEWS:

Motorola AM Stereo Gets Delco's Nod for GM Cars; Harris, Chyron Announce
Major Graphics Agreement; Three -Year Rule Dropped As FCC Scans Ownership Regs.

12

RADIO PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION: Alaskan RENG Adventure

23

TELEVISION PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION: Cable Programming on the Assembly Line

27

35 Industry Leaders Examine 1983:
A Tightrope to Prosperity
Everyone, including the broadcast industry, is
looking at the bottom line these days, though industry executives still see a good year ahead.
BM/E's exclusive interviews with Julie Barnathan, Joseph Flaherty, Michael Sherlock, Martin Rubinstein plus seven other industry leaders
show you why.

SPECIAL REPORT: SPECIAL EFFECTS-THE NEW LOOK,
THE NEW SOUND FOR THE 80s!

56 Part I: A New Dimension to Digital Video Effects
Z-axis control is being incorporated in the latest
generation of digital video effects processors, with
very dramatic results.

62 Part II: Audio Effects Get Digitized
Digital audio processing adds everything from

simple delay to computer -accessed effects
banks to the audio engineer's palette-and it's
paying off.

73 SMPTE 1982: Broadcasters Discover a New Sense of Reality
The all -digital TV plant seemed to be just around the corner last year, but
this year's SMPTE Show revealed a renewed interest in analog components. A new reality is shaping the leading edge.

91 Industry Needs Survey Indicates a Close -to -the -Vest
Year in Store
Last year's spending exceeded that of 1981; TV stations
may be spending more on expansion than replacement;
and for radio stations, that split may be essentially even.
BM/E's annual survey of industry needs finds out what
are the must buys.
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At Half the Price
Its
Nearest
Com e

station's entire library. Interestingly, even these
carts will sound better due to our new noise reduction circuitry.
machine performance
Add to this the performance specifications that
misnac'thiinnethe cartridge, it's in the
rival open -reel recorders and the best mechanical design you've ever seen in a cart machine.
new generation of im
Here's the best news yet: PhaseMaster can be
proved cartridges and tapes alone
performing in your studios for as little as $1,091!
"tor cbailnit,ty saonidv thei sesperroi obuiesmp sha sereh t a At $2,600, our Stereo R/P is about half the price
of the ITC/3M Series 99B. And the margin's even
plastic cart and its guiding system
are highly imprecise, at best. The new "hot" tapes wider with Tomcat?* If you've given thought to
adding the Phasechaser, you're now up to, or
bring a slight decrease in audible noise, which is
PhaseMaster's Numbers
over the price of a new PhaseMaster with all of
not terribly significant considering the noise
0.095% max. DIN
Wow & Flutter:
its inherent advantages.
base. The maintenance of precise machine -to weighted
Feature for feature, spec' to spec ', dollar for
machine head phase alignment has been practically
(0.04 to 0.07% typical)
dollar-the Phasemaster comes out on top.
impossible in even the best installations.
Signal -To -Noise Ratio: - 68dB, @ 160 nWb/m
The only way to fully appreciate a PhaseMaster
The solution to the problem?
(A weighted)
(Playback)
is to get your hands (and ears) on one. To prove
PhaseMaster. The industry's most advanced
- 72dB, @ 250 nWb/m
to yourself that PhaseMaster really has the perbroadcast reproduction system. In the stereo
(A weighted)
formance of an open -reel recorder, that once and
units, our exclusive electronic solution utilizes
Amplifier: +0.25 dB
Frequency Response:
for all phase stability, noise and fidelity problems
variable delays in each of the output channels. A
(NAB Curve)
are a thing of the past, that there's a cart machine
sample of the left program channel is encoded on
System: 50 Hz to 16kHz
truly ready for FM & AM Mono or Stereo-write
the cue track (without interfering with the cue
t 1.5 dB
or call us now. We'll loan you a PhaseMaster at no
information), and upon decoding in the playback
±738° correction range
Phase Correction:
obligation. Free, for two weeks.
cycle is compared to its upper track (left program)
@ 16kHz
(Stereo)
Like we said, try it with anybody's cart.
mate. Thus, an apples -to -apples comparison
You'll discover performance of an open -reel
50 dB
Separation (Stereo):
which is used to correct for the time (phasing)
+25 dBm
differences due to head misalignment, tape skew- recorder, at half the price of its nearest competitor.
Output Level:
'Model PM -1 mono playback.
ing and jitter. It works flawlessly with any car0.3% max. (amplifier)
Distortion:
All prices are introductory and subject to change without notice.
tridge.
It
eliminates
the
compromise
of
unreliable
"Based
upon manufacturer's suggested professional prices 7/82.
$1,091 Model PM -1
Price:
and
inconsistent
electromechanical
schemes;
the
ITC/3M, trademark 3M Corp. Tomcat, trademark of Pacific
Mono Playback
$2,600 Model RPS-1

Stereo-Record/Play
$2,000 Model RPM -1
Mono Record/Play
$1,399 Model PS -1

Stereo Playback
0 1982 Ramko Research

Let's face it, the

secret to better cart

tradeoffs imposed by noise -inducing and non compatible matrixing approaches; the complex
and inexact cross -correlation methods.
PhaseMaster gives you compatability with all
your present, previously recorded carts too. An
easy transition can be made at your own pace
without having to immediately rerecord your
Circle 103 on Reader Service Card

Recorders & Engineering. Phasechaser, trademark of Howe
Audio, Inc.

Engineered For Your Bottom Line.

RAMKO

Ramko Research, 11355-A Folsom Blvd.
Rancho Cordova, California 95670 (916) 635-3600

EDITORIOL

Our 1983 Wish List
JANUARY IS USUALLY THE MONTH for examining the coming year and outlining the

critical challenges and problems ahead. And BM/E is no exception. If there is a
single theme that emerges from the interviews comprising this month's cover article, it seems to be that 1983 is going to be a difficult year-a year for testing the
skills and creativity of management and engineering. On the whole the feelings expressed by the industry leaders are upbeat, indicating that broadcasters will make it
through the recession in good shape.
But there are nagging problems besides the economy that could hamper industry
performance. If we had a New Year's wish list, here are a few of the problems we
would like cleared up. We wish that:
Somehow the competing manufacturers would settle through SMPTE a standard
small -format ENG recorder -camera format and the major potential users would cut
out playing politics with this issue.
The FCC would modify its rigid dedication to "the marketplace" and recognize
its responsibility in setting technical standards.
Multichannel television would become a reality, with the EIA committee finally
hammering out a transmission standard.
A single worldwide digital audio format would be decided upon.
The industry would define high definition TV so that orderly development and
implementation can go forward.
Congress would take the bull by the horns and rewrite the Communications Act of
1934 to reflect the profound changes in the industry and the need to legislate
deregulation.
The uses and impact of DBS would be sorted out so that broadcasters, cable operators, and the public could get a clear picture of what this service promises.
Television broadcasters and teleproduction facilities would speed up their movement toward higher -quality audio.
Costs of satellite delivery systems would decline to the point that every broadcaster can afford to install an earth station.
The many groups that run trade shows would critically evaluate, first, if attendees
who attract the exhibitors get adequate access to the displays and, second, if the
exhibitors who pay the freight get even-handed treatment.
For AM stereo, we wish that BM/E could this year report a marketplace decision.
How much of this wish list will come to pass? The answer to this question is what
makes covering this industry continuously fascinating.
8
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Di Harrison

TV -3

STEREO TELEVISION CONSOLE

TV -3 is the only television audio console that provides production facilities and
signal -performance specifications which match your high standards of video production.

It incorporates virtually every function and feature requested by a wide range of
surveyed teleproduction clients.
Eight stereo groups, a versatile separate multitrack -interface section, VCA input
grouping, and automation make TV -3 the perfect console for all audio production.
post -production, and master control applications.

If yo

nd

pictures, we have what you need.

HARRISON SYSTEMS, INC./P.O. Box 22964, Nashville. Tennessee 37202/(615i 834-1184. Telex 555133
Circle 104 on Reader Service Card

THE ULTIMATE VTR.
FAST, YET GENTLE.
SOPHISTICATED, YET SIMPLE.
THE REMARKABLE
VPR-3.
Twenty-six years ago, we
introduced the world's first
practical videotape recorder.
Through the years, you've
been telling us what you
wanted in a single "dream
VTR." Well, that dream's become a reality. The ultimate
VTR. We call it the VPR-3. It's
a classic. Light years ahead
of the rest in technology. Ideal
for teleproduction where time
is money. For broadcasting
where versatility is expected.
And for satellite or cable distribution where
dependability is a must.
More Features For Your Money
VPR-3 gives you a tremendous array of
exclusive features designed to deliver more
value for your money and help you get the
job done better and faster. Our ultimate VTR's
uncompromising features include gentle airguided and vacuum -controlled tape handling,
tape acceleration to 500 inches per second

shuttle in just one second with
one -hour reels, "fail-safe"
dynamic braking, fast (four
fields maximum) synchronous lockup, flexibility to
operate with three-hour to
one -minute "spot" reels
without adjustment, superior
built-in audio features, automatic audio and video record optimization, simpler
operation using a fluorescent
system status display and
soft -key -driven menus, as

well as extensive and usable diagnostics.
The Ultimate Type "C" VTR
VPR-3. The ultimate one -inch Type "C"
VTR. It's all you ever wanted. In a single
machine. For the compelling details, contact
your local Ampex sales representative, or
write Willie Scullion, National Sales Mgr.,
Ampex Corporation, Audio -Video Systems
Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA
94063. Sales, spares and service worldwide.

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies So_

SETTING
THE FASHION
IN BROADCAST
VIDEO

Circle 105 on Reader Service Card

broadcast industry
Harris, Chyron Announce
Major Graphics Agreement
Reflecting the continuing demand
among TV broadcasters to increase the
versatility of existing graphics systems
rather than adding new hardware, a ma-

jor agreement between Harris Video
Corp. and Chyron Corp. will make the
Harris IRIS II digital still store available with an internal Chyron character
generator/graphics package.
The add-on module, priced at only
$12,500, converts the IRIS keyboard

into a character generator mode and
converts the IRIS computer for character generator use; no extra hardware at
all is required for the Chyron addition.
Information on the stills for both on -

air captioning and library storage is
filed on a separate computer disk, then

nEWS

accessed simultaneously with the picture. In another mode, the system can
be set to automatically format data such
as player names and states; the operator
simply compiles a list of data, which is
inserted into the correct format when
picture and caption are called up. In
essence, a station or facility with the
new system can completely free an existing character generator from on -air
or post -production captioning tasks.
In a related move, Harris announced
the sale of four still store systems to the
ABC network-two intended for WLS,
Chicago, and two for KABC, Los An-

geles. The deal, valued at $500,000
("with more to come," according to a
Harris spokesman), includes two of the

brand-new IRIS/Chyron combination
units.

Motorola AM Stereo Gets Delco's Nod for GM Carl
After analyzing the results of more
than two months of tests, auto radio
receiver manufacturer Delco has
counseled General Motors' car divisions to install Motorola AM stereo
receivers in their new cars.

ered in the current rules-including
LPTV stations, drop -ins, and DBS
signals-may not be included in the
must -carry list.
Smaller cable systems, those with 36
or fewer channels, would have had relief
from must -carry pressure under a provision allowing them to delete any station that does not receive a one percent
share of local noncable homes or a two

percent share of all local homes. An
exception-designed to placate religious broadcasters-required the

Meanwhile, the NAB praised the

decision, said NAB president Eddie
Fritts, "stations will be compensated

more in line with what our pro-

gramming is worth for at least some of

the distant signals being imported by
cable systems." The higher fees, however, may result in some multiple system operators dropping some of their
distant figures to keep costs down, and

width of the Motorola system could
require broadcasters "to eliminate or
severely limit the use of preemphasis
to stay within the FCC limits on radia-

NAB and NCTA have asked the Senate

tion" and could cause distortion in

system was bench- and field-tested
for three weeks, with representatives
of each company invited to witness

with the provision that signals not cov-

Copyright Royalty Tribunal's decision
to raise cablers' copyright fees for distant television signals. As a result of the

Harris suggested that the wide band-

took place at WIRE, Indianapolis,
from August 2 to October 10. Each

distant signals by cable systems. It
codified the FCC's must -carry rules,

noncommercials.

not cause Harris to alter its plans."

participated in the Delco tests, which

MPAA, put no limit on importation of

signals if necessary to squeeze in the

in the AM stereo marketplace and will

Three AM stereo proponentsMotorola, Harris, and Magnavox-

primarily by NAB, NCTA, and

tems to delete duplicated network

though it is important, the Delco announcement is not a decisive factor

said, "Our position has been that we
are going to offer what the customers
want, just as we did years ago" when
FM's popularity grew.

drew to a close, chances looked slim
that the cable copyright bill passed by
the House, HR 5949, would clear its
hurdles in the Senate.
The bill, a compromise worked out

ucational stations, allowing the sys-

tests, said it was "disappointed" at
the Delco move, but claimed, "Al-

ficial reaction at press time, David
Hudgens, news relations manager
for the company's Buick division,

As the 1982 Congressional session

smaller systems to carry up to three ed-

AM stereo contender Harris Corp.,
which had participated in the Delco

current AM receivers.
Although GM had not issued an of-

Copyright Compromise
Bill May Lose Senate Battle

to amend HR 5949 to stay the CRT
Engineer Keith Schultz installs Delco-GM

receivers and AM stereo decoders (on

seat) in 1982 Cadillac Seville for AM
stereo field tests.

their systems' trials. Three other
companies with AM stereo systems,
Kahn, Belar, and Fisher, chose not to
participate.
"We clearly believe Motorola is the
preferential system," Delco spokesperson Marilyn Grant said. Final decision on whether the stereo systems

will go into GM cars will await the
results of marketing surveys, Grant
explained.

ruling.

Western Cable Show
Outlook: Back to Earth
A downbeat cable industry gathered in
Anaheim, CA, for the recent Western
Cable Show, November 17 to 19. What

excitement there was centered not
around programming, as is usual for the

show, but around hardware. The convention followed immediately after the
annual meeting of the National Cable
Television Association, leaving cablers
tired after a busy "cable week."
After returning from the show, the
cable industry was caught by surprise
when Gustave Hauser, chairman and

chief executive officer of Warner
Amex Cable Communications, an12
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WHY
M TSUBISH

c 1982 Mitsubishi Electric Sales of America, Inc.

No noise and perfect reproduction are
expected from a digital recorder. But
the performance of the Mitsubishi X-80
digital recorder at Fantasy Studios
is why you should investigate owning
this one.
As you've already heard, digital is
big news. In fact, Roy Segal compares
digital with the introduction of magnetic
tape, and the advent of the transistor.
And that's pretty good company.
Roy puts it this way. "Digital will
supplant analog, period. It's simply a
question of when. Recently, I AB'd the
Mitsubishi X-80 in my own studio and
for me the time is now."
No wonder. With a 35 db increase
in S/N ratio, the total absence of hiss
and added noise, and an uncanny
ability to reproduce the dynamics of
original performance, the Mitsubishi
X-80 comes about as close to perfection
as our greatest minds can take us.
But there's more to this machine
than meets the ears, and that's why we
went to a man who has been in the
audio engineering business for 34 years.

"We chose the X-80 because it's a
natural extension of the analog recording system" It uses 114 inch tape. It
has a traditional open reel format. And
it's the only digital machine that's
designed for good old razor blade
mechanical editing.
But what Roy likes best about the
X-80 is this: "When you consider the
quality, the reliability and the price
of this machine, it's totally cost effective."

"In a little over a year,
we've made 24 albums direct
from digital. And like anything
else, a proven track record is
the best reason to buy:'
Roy Segal
Executive Vice President
Fantasy Studios
Foy Segal did not ar cept a iy compensation for this endorsement.

110rdi
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THE PORTABLE X-80
2 -Channel Digital Audio Recordet.

When Fantasy Studios produces
a digital master on the X-80, the record
companies can make disc lacquers
directly from it, and make as many first
generation analog masters as they
require. The end product sounds better.
It sells better. And the artists come
back to Fantasy Studios.
Call or write us for more information.
Because as Roy Segal told us, "... the
Mitsubishi X-80 not only sounds good,
it's good for business."

MITSUBISHI
DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEMS
EI00-631-5377 (Outside New Jersey)
231-981-1414 (With n New Jersey)

NEWS
nounced his intention to step down.
Hauser's stated objective was to follow
some private business opportunities in

electronic communications, and the
company has denied that its financial
situation-in the red and still losinghad anything to do with the move.
Reasons for the less lively atmos-

phere at the show varied with the
observer, with many citing the sluggish economy and others the dearth of

of programming. The large exhibit
space-over 50 percent larger than the
previous year-made the floor traffic

seem lighter than it actually was, some
argued.
Still, it was the exhibit floor that provided the real news of the convention.

General Electric's display centered
around Comband, its system for compressing two TV signals onto a single
cable channel, effectively doubling a
cable system's channel capacity. To the

disappointment of cable engineers,
however, the company didn't have a

working system at the show, and

Comband won't be ready for industry
use until next year.

The Most Imitated
Compressor/Limiter
in the World:

Zenith Radio, another exhibitor,
showed its Z-TAC addressable converters, which the company says can be

adapted for teletext reception with an
add-on decoder. Other exhibitors familiar to the broadcast market included
Scientific-Atlanta, Microdyne, Hughes
Communications, and Blonder -Tongue
Laboratories.
Cable systems looking for survival in

a tough market must emphasize solid

local service to customers, warned
Daniel Ritchie, head of Westinghouse
Broadcasting and Cable, Inc. Caution
was also the keystone of an address by
Anne Marie Hutchison, chairman of

the show's host organization, the
California Cable Television Association. Hutchison warned her colleagues
that they must develop "some restraint
and a sense of reality" if they want to
avoid the full impact of the recession.

The UREI LA -4
For over 20 years, UREI electrooptical limiters have set the
standard for automatic gain
reduction. From the original LA -1
and the LA -2 vacuum tube "leveling
amplifiers" to today's LA -4, these
UREI compressor/limiters have
given thousands of users the most
musical and natural sounding
results around.
The "soft -knee" compression
curve, which eases the signal into
control, is only one of the "LA"
Series' features which have become
models for the industry. The LA -4,
like its illustrious predecessors,
employs gain reduction circuits which
respond much like your ears do.

These features, coupled with
traditional UREI quality, make an
unbeatable combination.
Insure the quality of your signal
with the LA -4. It's the original, not
an imitation. For more information
on the LA -4 and other UREI signal
processing equipment, see your
authorized UREI dealer or contact:

g 11 From One Pro to Another

United Recording Electronics Industries
a URC Company
8460 San Fernando Road

Sun Valley, California 91352
(213) 767-1000 Telex: 65-1289 UREI SNVY

Canada: E.S. Gould Marketing, Montreal

Three -Year Rule Dropped
In Ownership Review
Stating that a free-market environment

for station sales will promote broadcasting in the public interest, the FCC
has repealed its 20 -year -old "threeyear rule" and trafficking policies. The

rule, originally intended to prevent
speculation, had required broadcast li-

censees to hold a station for at least
three years before seeking to sell or
transfer the license.

In lifting the restriction, however,
the Commission mandated that the initial licensee of a new station must oper-

ate the station for at least one year, if
the license has been granted through a
comparative hearing. The Commission
also retained rules prohibiting the transfer or assignment of a construction permit for profit.
The move is a significant step in the
FCC's review of its ownership policies,

adopted at a time when scarcity of
available spectrum was taken for
granted. Shifts in viewpoint over the
past year, spearheaded by commission

chairman Mark Fowler and other
Reagan administration appointees to
the FCC, have led to a marketplace oriented philosophy that has shaken the

FCC's entrenched regulatory stance.

Fowler was jubilant at the action,
which he termed "a true blockbuster in

the unregulation process." Commissioner Mimi Weyforth Dawson concurred in most aspects of the decision,
but disagreed with the one-year holding
requirement, which she called "additional regulatory baggage" that "sim-

ply bears no relationship to the
Circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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theoretical promises exacted from a
comparative winner in the hearing
process."

CEI 310SP:

Innovation by Panavision
cinematography while delivering unmatched performance

Microprocessor featuring automatic pedestal, centering, size, white and black balance, interactive viewfinder
displayed adjustment procedures

in a video production camera. All this at a purchase

Saticon* II pickup tubes

The 310SP represents a new generation of electronic

features that provide both the "film look" of electronic

price that's very easy on your budget.

SP performance package is retrofitable to all

310's
Recessed prism mounted preamps provide unprecedented signal-to-noise ratio
Soft Clip "Film Look" increases the dynamic range
Cel-4=7ECTRONIANAVISION
and simulates the exposure range of film.
In -band and out -of -band detail enhancement provides
finer detail without signal-to-noise loss
880 Maude Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043-4089
415/969-1910 TLX: 348436
Detail Blanker defeats enhancement in peak whites
A Warner
C,^PJ
thereby eliminating unnatural black outlines

ELCS

0

Manufactured in Mountain View, CA U.SA.
GSA approved contract number GS -00C-90148
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CNN Leads Nets in News,
Turner Tells Agency Reps

When Turner tried to duplicate the
survey results with an informal hand count of luncheon attendees, however,
hardly anyone in the audience claimed
to like CNN better than network news.

"We have taken news leadership away
from the other three news networks,"

crowed a jubilant Ted Turner, addressing an audience of several hundred ad agency executives at a recent
New York luncheon. Turner based his
claim on the result of a survey, con-

Turner's explanation was quick:
"You're trying to justify your inefficient buying," he told the laughing
agency personnel.

ducted for Turner Broadcasting System
by Burke Marketing Research, that in-

The Burke survey, conducted last
October, was designed to measure ca-

dicated cable viewers preferred CNN

ble subscribers' perception of CNN

Headline News over other news

Headline News in relation to the

sources.

competing Satellite NewsChannels, a

When asked which service they would
most like to receive, 64 percent of the
371 subscribers polled named CNN
Headline News and 36 percent named
SNC, according to Turner. In another
question, the respondents were asked to

compare CNN Headline News and
SNC to network news programs. CNN
was rated better than the nets by 55 percent of the sample, with only 35 percent
considering SNC better.
Two other Turner-commissoned surveys, conducted by Opinion Research
Corp. of Princeton, NJ, showed cable
subscribers rating Turner superstation
WTBS and CNN as "very valuable" or
"somewhat valuable" more often than

:r

HBO, WGN, or ESPN. According to
Turner, current Nielsen reports show
CNN in 20 percent of all U.S. house-

IN

holds. The headline service now boasts
130 TV station affiliates and 50 radio
affiliates, Turner said.
Turner talked briefly about his pro-

I

.

joint venture of ABC and Group W.

(t)

posed "fourth network,- which he
said won't be launched before spring of

1984 at the earliest. Early meetings
with program suppliers have gotten a

El NI

"pretty good reception," Turner

claimed, and the company is now involved in one-on-one negotiations with

film companies.
negotiating for the entire rights for

Making the best better!

baseball-the whole thing," Turner

Merlin Quality Quad Refurbishing:

boasted.

Most of the thousands of quad VTRs made since 1956 are

still operational

.

.

. many performing better than new.

Thanks to Merlin Engineering.

We're dedicated to rebuilding and refitting quad VTRs

.

.

no matter what the vintage. Each machine receives

individual attention according to customer requirements,
but three basic services are available:

Standard Rebuilding Thorough overhaul and
parts replacement to return the VTR to original
operational condition.
ULTRAFURBISH Complete upgrading of the
machine to state-of-the-art performance with the
addition of a complete digital time base correction package.
Custom Engineering Development of system

Massachussetts audio manufacturer
dbx has thrown its hat into the digital
audio ring with the introduction of a
new, low-cost processor. Unveiled at
the AES Convention in Anaheim, CA,
the Model 700 Digital Audio Processor
will sell for under $5000 a price dbx
believes will make digital technology

affordable for virtually any recording
studio.
Instead of the linear pulse code mod-

ulation technique espoused by Sony

and others, the dbx processor uses

design and ancillary equipment to adapt the

companded predictive delta modulation (CPDM), which accounts for the
low price tag. The CPDM processor

Customer machine may be refurbished, or in many cases,
exchanged to eliminate down time.

promises a dynamic range of 110 dB or

VTR to specific user requirements.

arnEKLin

1880 Embarcadero, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Call Toll Free - 800-227-1980 (California - Call Collect 415-856-0900)
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better, compared with 90 dB for the
16 -bit PCM processors, says dbx.

In delta modulation, the numbers
produced by the analog -to -digital data

converter represent differences between successive sampled voltages,
rather than the instantaneous voltage of
the input signal at each point of time, as
used by a conventional PCM audio processor. However, delta modulation has
a dynamic range of only about 55 dB.

Now getting the hot story live
is as easy as calling home.
The SM82.
Sometimes a story breaks so fast there's practically no time to
set up lines of communication. Knowing that, Shure has de-

veloped a microphone to keep both you and the story well
covered.
The Shure SM82 Cardioid Condenser Microphone. It's the
only line -level microphone tough enough for the rigors of day
to day remote ENG broadcast assignments. And all your crew

variety of temperature, humidity and wind conditions
Its built-in limiter kicks in at 100 dB SPL, preventing overload of the microphone's internal line
amplifiers.
The SM82 utilizes an internal battery or it can be

externally powered by an optional PSI power

SM82's extended reach and exceptional bal-

supply or equivalent. For added security, it automatically switches to battery, power if its simplex
source should ever fail.
If you're in the broadcast operations ENG/
EFP business, you know there are lots of ways
to get a live story-even more ways to miss
one. Now, with the SM82 on the scene. it is
simply a matter of calling home.
For more information on the complete
line of professional broadcast products,
call or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222
Hartrey Ave.,

ance in hand-held situations you'll love

11) Evanston, IL

has to do is just patch it straight into the transmitter connection of the nearest telephone ... call your station, and they're
home free. Or, it can be connected directly across a dialed -up'
phone line. No separate amplifiers, limiters, or line -level
adapters are necessary.
Just as important, the SM82 is ideal for assignments involving very long cable runs (up to one mile without equalization)

typically encountered when covering sporting events,
parades, and political rallies.

While electronic news journalists will appreciate the

60204, (312)
866-2553.

its low mechanical handling noise, rugged
construction and reliable operation over a

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS"... WORLDWIDE
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To eliminate this shortcoming, senior
project engineer Robert Adams and his

team came up with two unique circuits-linear prediction and precision
companding.

"The linear prediction circuit estimates a signal's future by monitoring

its recent past history," Adams explains. "It does this 700,000 times a
second. In addition to avoiding audible
noise modulation effects, the circuit is
responsible for increasing the dynamic
range of the basic delta modulator from

55 dB to 70 dB."
The remaining dynamic range increase results from the precision companding circuit, which features a direct
digital link between encoder and decoder, thus eliminating any possibility
of mistracking. The dbx system differs
from adaptive delta modulation (ADM)

in two ways. In ADM, step size is
varied to follow the signal. The dbx
converter uses a precision compander
in which the signal itself is varied with a

voltage -controlled amplifier to avoid
overloading a fixed delta modulator.
And the dbx delta modulator has the
linear -prediction filter, which relies on
the history of the audio signal to predict
the future.

Teletext Systems Move
to Satellite Delivery
Satellite technology met teletext headon in two recent developments in the
text delivery area. Launched late last
fall, the Keyfax National Teletext Mag-

azine is billed as the first national
teletext service in the U.S. Keyfax, a
joint venture of Keycom Electronic
Publishing and Satellite Syndicated
Systems, Inc. , started as an experiment
over WFLD-TV, Chicago, more than a
year ago. The service is delivered in the

vertical blanking interval of super station WTBS and distributed to cable
operators over Westar 5. Officials for
the venture say almost 70 cable systems
had signed up at the launch date.
The second development is the formation of Satellite Network Delivery
Corp. (SND), funded by the Tribune

imately 150 receive only earth stations

in the continental U.S.; "last mile"
distribution will be over television
transmitters.

A second venture of SND will be
T -SAT, a transmission service that will
deliver spot TV commercials and syndicated programs in digital form to sta-

tions and cable systems in the top 100
markets. Material will be converted to
digital at a control center, transmitted
to a selected station in the destination
market, and there reconverted to analog
form and delivered to the end user on
videotape. A computer at the control
center will give advertising agenciesT-SAT's customers-full control over
the routing of their material.
According to the company, both ser-

vices will begin test operations this
spring. Full operation is expected in

Co. SND, which will use broadcast

about another year.

teletext technology to distribute information to business users, plans to sell
100 channels on its satellite -based system to information providers such as
brokerage firms and publishers of financial newsletters. The information

In another teletext development, a
newly formed French company, VSVideographie Systeme, has announced
its intention to seek a foothold in the

providers, in turn, will sell their services to end users. Information will be
sent by satellite to a network of approx-

U.S. videotex/teletext market. The
company, 51 percent owned by Thomson-CSF, will also operate a U.S. subsidiary, Videographic Systems of
America, headquartered in New York.

Why Your Radio Station Should Own
An Eventide H949 Harmonizer:
IT'S A COMPLETE AUDIO TIME COMPRESSION
SYSTEM AT A FRACTION OF THE PRICE
The $3500* H949 gives you the same audio time compression and expansion capabilities of competitive single -pur-

pose units costing well over twice as much. You get the
power to control time itself...with no editing, no program
material deleted and no abnormal pitch effects.
IT'S A COMPLETE SPECIAL

the non-professional's timing errors are eliminated. Use
pitch -change to make that local retailer sound more like an
announcer (He'll love that!) Time compression wih the H949

can bring order out of chaos when running back-to-back
religious or political programs which are often mistimed.
And, you'll find yourself doing more and better station -produced local spots-with those special audio effects that
make for a more professional custom production. Your advertisers will notice and appreciate the difference.
IT CAN GIVE YOUR STATION
A MORE DISTINCTIVE,
TIGHTER SOUND

EFFECTS DEPARTMENT

The Eventide H949 Harmonizer,,,
special effects unit gives you an al-

most endless variety of effects.
There's variable delay, echo and re verb. Feedback level and equalization
controls let you "custom -tune" the audio. Pitch change capability can create new voices. Mix
input with pitch -changed output for chorus and harmony
effects. Want the distinctive sound of flanging? The H949
offers the best flanging ever. There's time reversal and repeat too. For even more versatility, many more effects can
be created from combinations of the basic effects.
WHAT CAN THIS MEAN FOR YOUR STATION?
IT CAN HELP YOU MAKE MORE MONEY
Go after those co-op dollars! The H949 can easily compress an existing national spot to accommodate a local
retailer tag. Local advertisers who deliver their own ad copy
will love what the H949 can do. Endless retakes to correct

The H949 Harmonizer can really make a
difference. Use its special effects capabilities to produce
really distinctive promos, intros and custom jingles. For a
brighter, fast -paced sound, some stations choose to speed
up their music by a few percent, utilizing the Harmonizer to
maintain normal pitch. Using pitch -change, you can even
create new voices to populate your air.
MOST EVENTIDE DEALERS HAVE EVALUATION UNITS

AVAILABLE. CALL EVENTIDE TODAY FOR THE
DEALER NEAREST YOU.

Eventide
nextep

*List price in domestic U.S.
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265 West 54th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
(212) 581-9290
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IF IT WERE IMUR JOB
TO GET THIS ON TAPE,
WHAT TAPE WOULD
YOU GET IT ON?
It's a complete mismatch. A collection of
college amateurs together for only a couple of
months against the equivalent of the Russian
professional all-stars, a team that has dominated
world hockey for a decade or more, a team
that has recently embarrassed the NHL All -Stars
with a 7-2 exhibition victory. But in the end, the
amateurs win in a dramatic showdown for all the
world to see at a time in world politics when a
victory really counts.
America, like most of the world, will see the
game on tape, recorded and broadcast by ABC-TV.
In fact, many of the events at Lake Placid will
be broadcast and rebroadcast to the world on tape
under the most demanding time and temperature
conditions. It's a one -chance situation all the
way and the stakes are always high.
That's why Scotch® Video Tape was there when
the U.S.-Russia Hockey Game was first recorded.
And again when the Moon Walk was first recorded.
And again when the Space Shuttle Landing was
first recorded.
The Papal Tour of America. The Return of
the Hostages. The Eruption of Mount St. Helens.

Whenever there was one chance to get it,
chances are they got it on Scotch Video Tape.
So whether your production is important to the
world or just important to you, why take chances?
Get it on the one tape you know will get it right.
Magnetic A/V Products Division/3M.

"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M. © 3M Company, 1982.

S-Rutsia
Hockey Gan-,
rebri hiry 22, 1980

HISTORY IS RECORDED ON SCOTCH VIDEO TAPE.
3M hears you

3M

..

MOTOROLA
AM STEREO.
ONE BIG STEP
CLOSER TO

AN INDUSTRY
STANDARD.
The world's largest maker of automobile
radios has decided that Motorola has the winning
AM stereo system for its 1984 model cars. This might
make your decision about what kind of AM stereo
your station should broadcast a lot easier.
For more information about the significance of
this decision, call Chris Payne at 202/862-1549 or
Dick Harasek at 312/576-3591.
MOTOROLA AM STEREO. THE WINNING SYSTEM.

0 MOTOROLA
Circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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Alaskan RENG Adventure
THE BROADCASTER who undertakes to

cover live the Iditarod Dog -Sled Race,

run each year in March from Anchorage to Nome, AK, needs a crew with
physical stamina and plenty of Arctic style clothing, in addition to technical
proficiency with RENG equipment.
The trail is 1049 miles long, and good
average time for the trip is two to three
weeks.

KNOM-AM, in Nome, has covered
the race for ten years, lately feeding the

live account to 36 other stations

throughout Alaska and western Cana-

da. Tom Busch, general manager of
KNOM and president of the Alaska
Broadcasters Association, says the first
problem is to get to Nome a running account of the start near Anchorage, 500
airline miles away. But then reporters

have to get out on the route, and give
interim reports with the actuality and
color of the event. This could be covered comfortably from aircraft flying
overhead, but it would not satisfy the
need for close-up eyewitness and ver-

bal contact with the participants, to
capture the reality and excitement of
the race.
Ten years ago, Busch points out, the
route was considerably more primitive
than it is today. Ham radio and widely
scattered and unreliable telephones in
some villages were the only links from
the route to KNOM's studios in Nome.
Back then the remote crew had old
VHF radio equipment for shorter hauls
near the end of the route, but had to perform feats of tenacity and ingenuity to
get their reports back from the earlier
stages. KNOM became famous in the
area because of this coverage.
Today, says Busch, thanks to satellites, there is high -quality long-distance
telephone service in many villages not
too far from most sections of the race.
There are no roads linking Anchorage

and Nome, but there is plenty of air
traffic.

"Today, all one needs to cover the
wilderness part of the race is a rugged
reporter, a cassette recorder with clip
leads, and plenty of Arctic -style underwear," Busch says.
The reporter goes by plane to a landing as close as possible to one of the
checkpoints (if the weather is fit for flying) and gets two- and three -minute in-

terviews with the "mushers" who

Two teams in race "mush" through vast emptiness of trail. Damien Berger, KNOM news
director, equipped for RENG in Alaskan winter (inset).

come through. Then he gets as best he
can to the nearest town to telephone his

story and the "actualities" back to
Nome. Obviously, this is all easy only
by comparison with the earlier, more

primitive days; nothing is easy outdoors in Alaskan winter temperatures.

The KNOM crew has developed

lished through a local station that carries the race. Further out, however, the
KNOM crew must rearrange its equipment to make a talkback channel.
Overall, stresses Busch, careful

planning and flexibility are essential:
"It really pays to develop a clear overall concept of what you are trying to

such skill in the enterprise that their reports in recent years have been picked
up by Mutual and AP radio, as well as
many other stations in the area.

accomplish
. think it through to conclusion and put all your ideas on paper.

problems of its own. Because of lastminute alterations in snow conditions,
the actual start must often be shifted
from the originally chosen spot with as

Starting lineup
The basic plan at the start is usually
for a remote master control point, with
roving RENG-equipped reporters. For

little as two days' notice.

this the station has four VHF trans-

The race start in Anchorage has

At the start
In Anchorage, KNOM ordinarily reserves a special line from the local telephone company a month or so ahead to
get the signal from the starting scene to
Nome. If there is a last-minute shift, the
phone company must move very fast,
and Busch emphasizes that maintaining

excellent telco relations has been important.

Another variable is the talkback
route. Close to the city, it can be estab-

.

.

Make flow charts-examine your options

ceivers on 153.230 and 161.760 MHz:
three Regency voice -grade units and a
Marti broadcast -quality RPT-40. One

base receiver, powered by ac or a
12 -volt battery, serves all.

There are also two handheld transmitters, a Marti RPT-1 and an RPT-2,
on 450.050 and 450.250 MHz. Other
units are a Shure mixer, a handful of
RE -16 Electro-Voice mics, and a pair
of Bearcat scanners. Although it hasn't
been necessary so far, the crew, says
Busch, could quickly put together a reBM/E JANUARY, 1983 23

NEW FM AND TV
FIELD STRENGTH METER
FIM-71
225 MHz - Continuous Tuning Peak or Averaging Detector
(switch selectable) Wide or Narrow IF Bandwidth (switch
selectable) 20 dB or 60 dB Meter Range (switch selectable)
AM or FM Demodulator (switch selectable) Calibrated
Dipole Antenna, Mounted on Case for Near -Ground Measurements or Removable for TASO Measurements 140 dB
Measurement Range (1 µV to 10 V) 41/2 -Inch, Mirrored
Scale, Taut -Band Meter

Front Panel Speaker

Recorder Output
Rugged, Portable
Package Calibrated
Signal Generator,

45 MHz to 225 MHz

Battery or External
Power Use as Signal
Source/Selective Voltmeter for Insertion

Filters, etc. Measures

tr

FM Harmonics to -80 dB

CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

IITOMAC INSTRUMENTS

peater to get the UHF or VHF signal
back.

The crew's checklist for the job in-

cludes every conceivable piece of
equipment and connecting gear. "Over-

plan," say Busch. "If you forget an

Accurate - Direct Reading - Volts or dB 45 MHz to

Loss Measurements of

RADIO PROGRAMMING

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
(301) 589-2662

important connecting cable, you have
had it!"
Master control has lately been in a
heated building, Settler's Bay Lodge,
about a half mile from the start. UHF
and VHF whips and Yagis are taped to
upstairs porches, poles, and tree limbs.
Outside, the starting line reporter is on
foot (with the temperature likely to be
20 degrees below zero or worse), carrying the 1 W UHF transmitter and a
pocket scanner. A second roving reporter is in the dog -handling area, in a
good position to interview the mushers
before they go over the starting line.
The two reporters transmit to the anchor on different frequencies. The UHF
receiver is normally used at the starting
line, at the frequency of 450.050 MHz.
A scanner receiver is set to the other
frequency, 450.250 MHz. It alerts the

operator that the second reporter is
ready to talk. The anchor waits for a
pause in the action, tosses in a little col-

or information, pots down the first reporter, and cues the second one in.
Environmental extremes
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Keeping equipment warm is one of
the special requirements of the opera-

tion. "In the past," says Busch, "we

have found battery life to be a real problem. For example, the batteries in the 1
W UHF units are rated for two to three
hours at room temperatures. Drop to 20
below, and you can count useful trans-

mission time in tens of minutes."
KNOM tried for years to beef up battery life with heavy auxiliaries, for example by putting 4.5 amp -hour gel cells

inside the operator's parka. But the
-

cold, says Busch, makes the management of heavy outrigger batteries and
cables very difficult.
A solution was found: styrofoaminsulated boots for the Marti transmitters, complete with inside pockets that

COME TO COMTECH FOR THE PERFECT SOLUTION.

are tailor-made for catalytic hand warmers. The boots are sealed with

Comtech's engineering excellence, cost-effective manufacturing and sustained inventory will assure you prompt delivery of high -quality systems. Just look at the features:

3.8 meter antenna/2° spacing
Optional built-in SCPC
demodulator
Optional composite video
baseband for MCPC applications

Antenna mounted LNC
allows single low-cost coax
interconnect

Remote three -channel select
Broadcast quality audio

For details and prices, call Comtech Antenna Corp., P.O. Box 428, St. Cloud, FL 32769,
(305) 892-6111, TWX 810-870-0220. Or Comtech Data Corp., 350 North Hayden Rd.,
Scottsdale AZ 85257, (602) 949-1155, PM( 910-950-0085.

Comtech Data Corporation
COMTECH
Comtech Antenna Corporation
Creative solutions

in satellite communications.

Subsidiaries of

Comtech Telecommunications Corp.
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Velcro, to form simple wrap -around
coats.
"With the boots on, the front panels
of the transmitters may get frosty cold

but it's above freezing where the

batteries sit," says Busch. "The result
has been full battery life, even in the
coldest weather the Alaskan bush has
thrown at us."
Busch concludes: "Modem gear is
making this kind of coverage increasingly easy. Accomplishing a remote
like the Iditarod gives you a satisfaction
you can taste. And it makes everything
you do at home seem easy.
BM/E

H En YOU
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Now you can extract just one channel from a
T1 carrier multiplex system without disturbing the
other channels. And without decoding and
re -encoding through back-to-back channel
bans! Inserting a channel is just as easy. Our
new Intraplex system makes all this possible and
cost effective. Intraplex works with voice
frequency telephony, data circuits, and full fidelity audio program channels.
If we've touched on your area of operation, we
invite you to send for our Intraplex brochure.

tau-tron
A UNIT OF

GENERAL SIGNAL
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Tau-tron Inc
27 Industrial Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

(617) 256-9013
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Cable Programming on the Assembly Line
MOVE OVER, HENRY FORD -mass pro-

duction is about to hit the television
programming industry. The Program
Factory, a soon -to -be -built facility in
Nashville, TN, is designed with the aim
of turning out 1500 shows a year for the
cable TV market.

The Program Factory is the brainchild of F. Roger Muir, president of
Nicholson -Muir Productions, Inc., a
teleproduction company based in New
York City. (Muir describes his partner,
Nick Nicholson, as "the creative head
of the company. I'm the nuts and bolts

man.") Muir' s long experience in

producing cable programming, much
of it for the less affluent Canadian mar-

ket, taught him the benefits of costeffective operations.

mass production basis, with a different
audience each morning and afternoon.
An average of three shows will be produced in front of each audience. Mark
Ball of Scene Three, Inc., the Nashville
production company that is NicholsonMuir's partner in the Program Factory
joint venture, explains the setup:

"One unique element of The Program Factory," says Ball, "is that it
will be designed so the general public
will have free access to the seating to
watch a show, but not to the technical
areas." Poor audience access has been
a problem in several facilities Nicholson -Muir has used. To encourage audiences to attend and enjoy the shows, the
plant, scheduled for September 1 operation, will be equipped with good park-

The idea for The Program Factory
took root a year and a half ago when

ing facilities and comfortable seating.

Continental Broadcasting Network, the

terviewing potential contestants.

secular arm of the Christian Broadcasting Network, asked Nicholson Muir to develop some game show ideas
to run alongside Continental's soap opera, Another Life.

"Down at CBN," Muir relates, "we
developed the idea of producing different shows in the same studio. We'd do
soap operas for half a day. Then, in the

afternoon they'd roll in the game set
and we'd produce the game show with a
separate audience. The game show was
eventually dropped, but the idea ticked

It will also include areas set aside for in-

Two production areas
Although final design must wait for

the land acquisition to be completed,
Ball is able to give a good idea of what
the facility will be like. The building
will have two stage areas-a principal
stage 100 feet square, where the show
programming will take place, and a
secondary production area, 60 by 40
feet, for production of inserts and other
smaller -scale items.

A particularly important feature of
the new facility is the prop storage area,

which will measure 80 by 60 feet. To
speed set changes, the sets will never

come down-they'll just roll in 'and
out. "It will be handled in such a way
that it's almost like filing file folders,"
Ball explains. "The sets will go into
their places and wait, and when their
time comes they'll be rolled in and put
in position."
After a search that took him to such
locales as Miami, Dallas/Ft. Worth,
Omaha, and Chicago, Muir settled on
Nashville as the site for The Program

Factory. One reason was the steady
flow of people from all over the country, essential for producing shows in
front of audiences. Besides, Nashville
was the home of Scene Three, which
had collaborated with Nicholson -Muir
on a previous project, The Shopping
Game.
In order to get up and running as soon

as possible, the first stage in establishing the new Nashville facility was
to acquire a $1.5 million tractor -trailer
put together by Scene Three. Accord-

ing to Mike Arnold, Scene Three's
chief engineer, the 45 -foot semi was
built by Matlock Trailers in Nashville,
with interior work done by a number of
local subcontractors. All the engineering, however, was performed by Scene

away in my mind."
No overtime
Muir decided it would be a good idea
to set up a well -designed production fa-

cility, with all technical and program
personnel (except for major talent) on
straight salary year-round, working a
40 -hour week with no overtime. Sets
would be built on casters so they could
be rolled in and out for different shows,
and lighting would be computerized for
quick setup.

"Building from scratch and setting
up an ideal facility," Muir continues,
"we found that we could turn out some-

thing in the vicinity of 1500 shows a
year. Even with a multimillion dollar
operation, the cost per show would
come in well within the reach of cable
people."
Basically, the Program Factory plan

is to produce "formula" shows, such
as game shows (an N -M specialty), on a

At Scene Three's current facility, one -inch video edit suit features a CMX 340X editing system
and two -channel Vital SqueeZoom.
BM E
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CE Mike Arnold
operates one of

ward cable," Arnold asserts. "It's very
likely that a lot of the cable facilities
will have stereo capabilities before the
FCC approves stereo audio for broad-

the RCA one -

inch VTRs in
Scene Three
tape room.

cast."
To that end, Scene Three specified
some sophisticated audio equipment
for the truck. The console, built by
Harrison Systems, was exhibited at the

recent AES show before delivery to
Scene Three. It is, of course, fully
Three's staff. The six -camera truck is
set up for all one -inch production, as
the permanent facility will be. Its flexible setup allows the exact complement
of cameras and VTRs to vary according
to need.

The four VTRs, Arnold says, are a
combination of Sony BVH-1100As and
BVH-500s. Cameras are Ikegami HL 79s and HK -302 studio types.

Graphics come from Scene Three's
Chryon RGU-1 graphics unit, which
was recently updated to the RGU-2, in-

troduced at the last NAB show. The
production switcher in the truck is a
new Grass Valley 1680, also newly introduced at the 1982 NAB. Arnold says
Scene Three is "really excited" about
being one of the first to have a 1680,

which features such capabilities as

downstream keying on each mix/
effects unit and an improved effects

package including soft bordered wipes.
Routing equipment will be by Utah
Scientific, with 30x20 routers (the initial configuration will be 20x10) giving
the director the capability of simultaneously feeding the VTRs switched pro-

gram feed and up to three switched
isos.

ready for stereo. Its 28 inputs, according to Arnold, can be any combination
of mics or stereo line level inputs, and
unlike the typical television console, it
has eight stereo groups. Signal-to-noise

specs and overall performance are
"close to state-of-the-art," Arnold
glows.

Another advantage of the board,
Arnold says, is its exclusive use of
voltage -controlled amplifiers instead of

Stereo audio capability
A major design consideration in the

truck, Arnold points out, was full
stereo audio capability. "I think that's
something that really is important to

consider with the advent of multi-

channel audio for television, particularly in light of the fact that the programs
we'll be producing will be targeted to-

conventional faders, a boon if Scene

Three decides-as it may in the

future-to equip the console with an
automation system.

Normally, the truck doesn't carry a
multitrack recorder, but if one is required Scene Three rolls in its Studer
A80 eight -track, which is configured so
it is expandable to 24 tracks. The
truck's usual ATR collection includes a

Sharpen Your Image

With Our Image
Broadcasters-network and local-have turned to ESD. Sharp, timely, accurate digital
weather displays. National, regional, special event sectors from GOES West or East satellites.
A phone call away, all day, every day.
Now, with conventional weather -data graphics in satellite projection. ESD offers more for
your money-more quality, more clout for your forecasts.
Ready -to -air from graphic terminals by
Environmental Satellite Data, Inc.
Aurora, Chyron, Colorgraphics, Dubner,
World Weather Building
McInnis -Skinner, Phoenix and TSC.
5200 Auth Road
Call ESD: Terry Hambrick or Ken Geremia

.

Suitland, MD 20746
(301) 423-2113
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When the action's
hard-hitting,
Midwest and
Panasonic Video
Systems will
put you there!
11L1

1L20

Panasonic Gives You The Performance And
Reliability You Need. Midwest Gives Them
To You Fast ... And At A Super Price!

You can depend on Panasonic Industrial
video equipment to give you the performance you want and to take the hard-hitting
action of mobile unit installations. That's why
so many mobile production companies
choose them.
If you need a mobile unit that can take in
all the action ... and take all the punishment
on -location shots hand out ... you need to
talk to Midwest about their complete line of
Panasonic -equipped mobile units. Midwest
maintains a solid inventory of the complete
Panasonic Industrial video line. The new
WV -777 Camera shown here is but one of a
wide range of components from the
Panasonic Video Systems Division.
Let Midwest put you there when the
action's best, with dependable Panasonic
equipment in an Ml or M20 mobile unit.
For information on the complete line of
products at MAwest, call toll -free today.

1-800-543-1584
Authorized Distributor
for Panasonic Products
Cincinnati, OH

606-331-8990
Columbus, OH

614-476-2800
Cleveland, OH

216-447-9745
Detroit, MI

313.689-9730
Indianapolis, IN

317-251.5750

MIDWEST
CORPORATION
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

Louisville, KY

502-491-2888
Lexington, KY

606-277-4994
Nashville, TN
615-331-5791
Charleston. WV

304-722.2921
Virginia Beach, VA

804-464-6256

Washington. DC

301-577-4903
Charlotte, NC

704-399-6336
Miami, FL

305-592.5355
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Revox PR99 two -track machine and
three ITC stereo cart machines.
"The cart machines are really a necessity for game show production,"
Arnold explains, "because you've got

Three's post -production facility,
equipped with a CMX 340X editing
system interfaced to BVH-1100A one inch machines and RCA TR-600 quad
VTRs.

a lot of sound effects, laughter and

Emphasizing pictures

things like that, which have to be rolled
in on cue. About the only effective way
of doing that is with an audio cart ma-

Scene Three's Mark Ball, chairman
of the Program Factory enterprise, says
the layout of the truck fits in with Scene
Three's philosophy of operations.

chine. The truck is set up with three
dedicated units available and we have
another three units in-house that can go

"We place a lot of emphasis on the

in if need be."
Other audio gear includes a small
echo unit (the company hadn't deter-

pictures, and we have a way of deemphasizing the technical part of producing video," Ball comments. "In a
lot of editing rooms you feel like you're
in the cockpit of an aircraft or a spaceship. The pictures are almost lost in all
of the buttons and electronic gear. We

mined what kind at press time). A pair
of dbx 165 limiters provide protective
limiting of the output. ("The headroom
and dynamic range of the console are so

much greater than one -inch tape,"
Arnold says, "that we like to have

have tried to create an environment
where we're comfortable and where

something to protect us from the

we're primarily aware of the pictures."

screamers.")

Elaborating on the layout of the

Setting up the audio side of the truck,
Arnold admits, "is a real task for someone who's involved in the video end of

truck, Arnold explains that "it's not by
any stretch of the imagination radically
different. But I think we've allocated a
little more space for the producer and
director and client than is typical in the
popular sports -type trucks. We've been
able to take advantage of the fact that
we don't intend to do sports production
and optimize it for the program produc-

things a hundred percent of the time.
For us, audio on this scale is something

we hadn't handled in the past. So it's
been a real learning process."
Shows produced in the Program Factory truck will be edited back at Scene

6139

THE

tion and multi -camera to multi -tape
machine situation."
The truck was scheduled to be completed in December, but Ball says it
won't go into commercial use until this
month. First, he says, it will go on several music -related shoots on a sort of
shakedown cruise.

Once the truck is fully tested, production will begin on the first Program

Factory show-a 90 -minute special
spun off from the old Howdy Doody
series. If the special is a success, it may
turn into a series; in any case, Muir and

Nicholson have a number of game
show and other format ideas up their
sleeves.
Muir expects a good response to Pro-

gram Factory product. The Shopping
Game, designed for a Nashville compa-

ny called American Video Shopper to
sell products over the air, got an excellent response from cable systems, according to Muir. His advance testing of

the market-not only cable, but also
satellite networks, independent sta-

tions, LPTV operators, and DBS

operators-has demonstrated plenty of
interest, he says. Once The Program
Factory gets rolling, it should be able to
provide plenty of fodder for a producthungry industry.
BMX

FOR EXCELLENCE
IN PERFORMANCE
The signal quality of the 6139 meets the standards of
even the most exacting and demanding user. It is a
switcher you will be proud to claim your own.
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THREE MIX EFFECTS SYSTEMS

BLANKING PROCESSOR
DOWNSTREAM KEYER WITH EDGE
TEST MODE FOR SYSTEM TIMING

I

-521211MINIIIMI
-12391515/M15 1.11

FIELD EXPANDABLE TO 16 INPUTS
MASTER FADE TO BLACK
AUTO TRANSITIONS
EDITOR INTERFACES
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C`QU

8, 16, OR 24 INPUTS

-

COMPUTER CONTROL OPTION
TWO CHROMA KEYERS (OPTIONS)
GENLOCK OPTION

Prices start at 14,500. Complete
system with all options $46,370. Contact
your local dealer, or call us directly.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
95 Progress Street Union, N.J. 07083 (201) 688-1510 Telex 181160
30
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The most advanced editor
now costs less than
stripped -down units.
Mach One,-) Series II from
Bosch-Fernseh. The fastest, easiest -to -

use, and most powerful videotape
editor on the market.
Now, we're making it the most
affordable editor.

Less is more.
Series II is our second generation

Mach One system-with a combination of advanced features no other
computer -assisted editor can match.
Regardless of cost.
Features like dual -channel audio

Programmable slow motion to
let you program your selected speeds
in the edit list-with the sequences
completely repeatable.

Updated edit list formatting to
give you 6 -digit alphanumeric reel
numbers and various other edit list
features.

Cluster -event programming to
let you program complicated multiple
events in a "cluster" treated as a
single event-and preview or record in
one pass rather than event -at -a -time.

control to give you independent
control over two separate audio tracks
plus the video channel.
Variable speed control to let

Screen highlighting to brighten
the edit line you're working on while
dimming the rest of the screen-so
you'll never strain your eyes or your
nerves, and never lose your place.

you select any of 16 shuttle -jog
speeds in either direction.

There's no comparison.
Despite all its power, all its speed,
all its capability, Mach One Series II
costs less than many stripped -down
editors. And far less than any remotely
comparable system.

©1982 Fernseh Inc. All rights reserved.

Second best-or
second generation?
Now you don't have to settle for
less editing power than you need
because your budget can't handle
your first choice. We're making the
choice easy. You can have the second
generation instead of the second best.
Your local Bosch-Fernseh office
has full details. Call them. Or get in
touch with us directly: Fernseh Inc.,
P.C. Box 31816, Salt Lake City, UT
84131, (801) 972-8000.

BOSCH
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VERIfitITAL
FOR PRUDENT
Camera/Recorder
Drawn In Scale

Weight
In Pounds*

Length
In Inchest

One Tube

14.9
Three Tube

Three Tube

24.7

115

27.6

21.5

Three Tube

'Includes camera, lens, viewfinder, recorder, ba tery.' Lens excluded. "Camera, lens, battery, battery charger, recorder, playback unit,

Logic dictates that before you invest in a camera and

le recorder system you should shop around. Carefully

comparing such criteria as size, weight, image -making
capability and price.
So we arranged a little shopping guide based on
specifications from our competitors'1982 brochures and
our own. The results are quite revealing.
For news -gathering, the Sony Betacam'" one -tube with
400 resolution lines has striking advantages over the

alternatives. While for field production the Sony Betacam
three -tube with 650 resolution lines and 58dB signal-tonoise is superior to them all.
Of course, both Betacams have still more advantages
that have not been included in the chart.
Physical advantages like the removal of most of the
troublesome cables from the viewfinder, lens, mic to camera
and camera to recorder.
Technical advantages like a recording format with both

Sony and U-matic are registered trademarks and Betacam is a trademark of the Sony Corp. Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs.

STATISTICS
CAMERAMEN.
Power Consumption
In Watts*

Signal To
Noise Camera dB

Signal To
Noise Recorder dB

Price**

22

54

48/50

$38,500

Lum

Chrom

31

58

48/50

$51,500

27

58

47/48

$62,000+

40

55

47/48

$70,000+

timebase corrector, carrying case. Based on estimated suggested manufacturer's retail price. All figures based on Saticon* Tubes.

a chrominance bandwidth and signal-to-noise performance
greater than the competitions'; wideband chrominance
components with no crosstalk or other artifacts; built-in
Dolby® C noise reduction for high -quality audio; and most
important, the playback unit has built-in TBC (an
option on the competitions'units) providing full broadcast quality output.
Betacam also offers major financial advantages
beyond those shown. Namely, sparing you from having to
@1982 Sony Corp. of America, 9 W. 57th St., New York, NY 10019.

invest in a whole new editing suite. It interfaces perfectly
with the Sony U-matic® and one -inch suites you use now.
Betacam was planned as the logical progression of the
total Sony Broadcast system. To find out just how logical,
contact your Sony representative in New York/New
Jersey at (201) 368-5085; in Chicago at (312) 860-7800;

y-

in Los Angeles at (213)841-8711; s
in Atlanta at (404) 451-7671;
or in Dallas at (214) 659-3600.

Broadcast

A DIGITAL EFFECTS SYSTEM SO ADVANCED,

EVEN WE DON'T KNOW ALL IT CAN DO.
Maybe we'd better explain.
We do know the limits of our new E -FLEX DYE
system.
It's just that those limits are so theoretical, they have
almost no impact on what E -FLEX can do in the studio.
And what it can do in the studio is virtually limitless.
lb start with, E -FLEX has some of the most sophisticated effects ever offered in a digital video system. Like a
new, two -channel reciprocal function. Our mosaic and
posteiization effects. Multi -move, so you can put up to 16
copies of a moving image on the same screen. And a
trajectory function that lets you control the
movement of an image along a curved path.
But E -FLEX is so advanced, you can
also combine our "basic" effects in new,

unheard-of ways. And this is where the theoretical limits
come in. There are so many possible combinations, no one
will ever know what they all look like.
That makes E -FLEX the most potent creative video
tool ever. Every time you turn it on, you can create an effect
no one has ever dreamed of. And when you've got what
you want, you can store it permanently on a bubble memory cartridge that never wears out.
Yet while E-FLEX's capabilities may approach infinity,
the price doesn't. It'll fit comfortably into your studio budget.
And that's all the more reason to call
fora demonstration tape today. Because
once you've seen a little of what E -FLEX
can do, nothing will stop you from
discovering the rest on your own.

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO NEXT
NEC America, Inc. Broadcast Equipment Division, 130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. Call toll -free 1-800-323-6656. In Illinois, 312-640-3792.
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Industry Leaders
Examine 1983:
A Tightrope to Prosperity
The pressure is on broadcasters to walk a tightrope over the recession while at the same
time they must juggle the problems and opportunities presented by new competition and new
technology. It's a tough act, but industry Ieaders interviewed for BM/E's annual outlook feel
confident that broadcasters will make it.
With much more attention being paid to the bottom line, industry executives look ahead
with "cautious optimism." Tighter management, however, will not necessarily interfere with
expansion or renewal plans. In fact, the top brass often sees investment in new technology as a
means of reducing costs.
What kind of a year is it going to be? Perhaps unremarkable externally, but significant for
what goes on behind the scenes. For example, ABC is rapidly gearing up for the 1984 Olympic
Games. Radio networks are moving into more and more satellite distribution. Cable operators are
getting ready for the impact of DBS. And the FCC will continue on its deregulation course.
Nineteen eighty-three, then, may be a year of getting ready for the next boom. And that

next boom could be in 1984.

Martin Rubinstein
President,
Mutual Broadcasting System
Nineteen eighty-three, like the second half of 1982,

will be a test of financial management, determination, and leadership for network radio. Those
with a firm hand on expenses and the direction of a network's operations will steer a clear course through a period of economic turbulence. Those seeking to create or
maintain new network services for radio stations will succeed or fail on the depth and strength of their financial resources. So says Martin Rubinstein, president of Mutual
Broadcasting System.
Network radio will continue its battle to be recognized
as a primary advertising vehicle, but network revenue
growth may taper off as a general, national economic retrenchment makes itself felt across the industry. "In spite
of general economic trends, the marketplace will still support all kinds of programming, albeit with a greater em-

Mutual's Rubinstein

phasis on target demographics and increasing requests for

post -buy analyses and audits," Rubinstein points out.
The pace of new networks entering the marketplace
will come to a virtual halt and the long -predicted "shakeBM/E JANUARY, 1983
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"1\Tineteen eighty-three will be a test of financial

management, determination, and leadership for
network radio.
-Rubinstein

out" will take place in direct proportion to the general

phasizes. "At CBS we've been most concerned about

economic climate. Traditional networks and instant satellite networks will be forced to examine each service with

trying to achieve a single worldwide standard for high def-

an eye to the bottom line, he adds. In a tight economy
marked by rugged competition for network radio dollars

unattainable goal. Because we've always had a single
standard for high definition production -35 mm film, on

marginal program services and excess overhead costs will
be routinely dropped.
Some of the impetus for new programs on the network
level will be in the ad dollars targeted at crucial 18-34 and

25-54 demographics. To a certain extent networks will

build programming to meet a sponsor's marketing
specifications-giving the client wholesale program ID
and countless marketing and merchandising advantages.
In addition, the Mutual executive predicts, "look for a re-

newed emphasis on live concerts, breaking news and
play-by-play sports coverage made possible simultane-

inition production. We'd like to think that's not an
which we can sell and exchange programs produced that
way anywhere in the world. Prime time programs on all
networks are produced 80 percent on 35 mm film, and
that's likely to continue. But when it changes from film to
electronic media, we want to preserve the high quality so
that the residual value of the program is there for the producer.
"If you're going to make a major change like this, you
want to be sure it will last for at least the next 25 years, so
it's worth going as far as we can. I'm not sure what the

ously by satellite multicasting. Look for at least one radio
network to link up with a national cable TV program pro-

ducer to simulcast live rock concerts."
As for program distribution, Rubinstein states, "I expect that by the end of 1983 we will see the beginning of
the end for the old-fashioned use of tapes and discs as a
method of distributing network programming. Using satellites, networks will feature more live events and a much
greater range of program options fed numerous times by
satellites.

"Multicasting will become firmly established as the
expected industry standard. The leading networks will be-

gin to experiment with multiplexing, evolving sideband
technology and new refinements in high-powered amplification equipment. In a number of cases, broadcasters
will look to the skies to create nonbroadcast revenue centers which may ultimately support radio networks."
CBS' Flaherty

Joseph Flaherty
VP Engineering, CBS Television
For Joe Flaherty, VP of engineering for the CBS net-

work, several areas of "new technology" are an
almost daily concern. One of the most important is
HDTV. For Flaherty, high fidelty TV (as he prefers to call
it) "is certainly not just a lot of lines. I think a very important part is the wide screen -aspect ratio. Just imagine what
ordinary 525 -line TV would look like on a wide screen-I
think that would be worth doing all by itself. The second
most important part of HDTV is improved chroma bandwidth, particularly urgent as the picture grows larger and
larger. Third is the actual number of lines. And fourth is

the extremely important area of stereophonic sound,
which more and more is coming to mean high -quality digital audio.
"We've got to distinguish between high definition production and high definition distribution," Flaherty em36 BM/E JANUARY, 1983

standard HDTV system is going to be-probably somewhere between twice 525 -line and twice 625 -line resolution. We have never supported an 1125 -line system. In
fact, we've been extremely cautious about not supporting
any system. We've demonstrated the 1125 -line system
because it's the one that's available to show people what a
version of high definition looks like. But I don't think that
all the best ideas have surfaced yet.

"On the distribution side, we're anxious to see a
standard that will be as widespread as possible-to prevent each of the distribution media from developing its
own HDTV system. Some media are more flexible than
others-cable, for example, and videodiscs, because they
have no spectrum limitations. I wouldn't be surprised if
the first HDTV application wasn't in the disc area-they
could do it today if they could get consumer acceptance,
because HDTV encoding equipment is already a reality
and disc companies are also those which make the receiv-

ers and the large -screen projection systems. They have
every positive interest in making this thing go."
Another area of vital concern to Flaherty is the digital

HAVE IT
YOUR WAY

WITH
HAWKEYE

it
for analog components, this certainly
wasn't something which the broadcast community
asked for. ,9
-Flaherty
studio. "We've put forth through Frank Davidoff several
scenarios on how we think we could progress in an orderly
fashion from the composite analog to the component digital environment. It will probably begin where digital technology gives the most gain-in post -production suites,
which are the heart of program production these days.
This is where you build up multiple generations of tape,
and where, because the suite is like an island unto itself,
the flexibility of the digits buys you something. After that
we can begin building back to the camera and forward to

the transmitter so that eventually the lens will be the
analog input device and the transmitter encoder will put it

back into analog again, and everything else in between
will be digital.
"So there really is no danger in introducing digital sys-

events going on at once. We're only broadcasting one image, and so one of our major priorities is communications
among all the different sites. That and an extensive RF microwave system that will let our producers and directors
see what's going on all over the place so they can make
their split-second coverage decisions.
"This is the first time the summer Olympics have been

in the U.S. in 52 years. Things have really changed. In
1932 there wasn't any television, radio was just being
born, and the whole Olympics movement was questionable. In 1984 there will be eight to ten thousand athletes
from 123 countries around the world participating in 22 to
24 events for 16 consecutive days. And this is our chance

to show the television audience just what it's all about-

tems into the analog world, particularly in the post production environment. But as for analog components,
this certainly wasn't something which the broadcast community asked for, and I'm not sure how analog component
recorders fit in. The concept was handed to us by the manufacturers who suddenly woke up one day with a solution
to a problem which didn't exist before.
"If analog component systems are going to proliferate,
certainly it makes sense that the components be the same
as those that will eventually be used in digital coding. But
it's not all clear that there is a need or a market for an inter-

im between analog composite or digital components.
We're studying this very problem now, trying to decide if
the sizeable investment in equipment will be worth the an-

ticipated gains."

As for teletext, "we only went into it because we
thought it was a good business facility to be able to add to
our program," Flaherty insists. "We've finished our audience tests in Los Angeles. We've announced the initiation of a national teletext service-which is only waiting
for FCC approval. Most significant of all, CBS has placed

a senior executive in charge of this new service. So we
obviously mean business.
"I see our job in all these things as providing the tools
which the creative community thinks are useful. Not all of
these ideas are going to be successful, not all are going to
be extremely important. But some of them are."

Julie Barnathan
President, BO&E Div., ABC Television
ulie Barnathan, president of ABC's BO&E division,
s spending a lot of time these days preparing for the
network's 200 hours of coverage of the 1984 summer

Olympics in Los Angeles-much of the coverage live.
"There's nothing like it in the world," he comments.
"It's like a continual three-ring circus with sometimes 14
38 BM E JANUARY, 1983

ABC's Barnathan

because television is largely responsible for having made
the Games so popular in the first place. Just for openers

we'll be using over 200 cameras, 279 one -inch VTRs,
over 100 3/4 -inch VCRs, and 35 mobile units-staffed by
over 1500 technicians."
Olympics coverage ABC -style is concerned with more
than events reporting, however. "We're going to treat the
Olympics as a human event, not a sports show. That's
why it's particularly important for us to have close-up material. You'll see a huge amount of information in advance
of the Olympics on the athletes so people get to know who
they are as human beings, not just as athletes. They become part of your family and you invite them into your
home. To do all this we have to be extremely technically
proficient-getting the close-ups, the tight shots, rather
than just sticking to the safe route and staying back."
But Barnathan is concerned about other major issues,

too-such as half -inch recorder/cameras. "We asked
them to set a standard, and told them we wouldn't buy
without one. And frankly I think the SMPTE committee
has abdicated its responsibilities by throwing up its hands
rather than keeping these guys talking. Unfortunately this

A CAMERA...

HAWKEYE'S HC -1
DOES IT YOUR WAY
in the field...or in your studio.
with your recorders...3/4" or 1".
in triax, multicore and genlock operations.
but, most importantly, the HC -1 becomes...
(turn page)

don't care which half -inch format ends up the
winner
but until there's one, we're not even
.

.

.

Interested in which is preferable.,/

half -inch thing has become a political battle between Beta
and VHS, and we're not going to let ourselves get caught
in the middle of it. I don't care which format ends up the

winner-VHS or Beta-that's for the engineer to decide
as a practical operating manager. But until there's a format, we're not even interested in talking about which is
preferable. The only exception might be for very unusual

applications-such as giving a guy a unit to use while

_Barnathan

Michael Sherlock
Executive VP, Technical Operations
and Services
NBC Television Network

parachuting.

"We must have standards. I want to know that I can
operate anywhere in the world with other broadcasters and

know that if we don't all have access and only one of us
can tape, all of us can use the material. "
Another area of major importance to Barnathan is increased electronic graphics capability-anticipating, as
he puts it, the needs of ABC's extensive news, sports, and
programming production areas. "We want to work with
anyone who has a new idea. We have 10 Dubner systems.
We've bought an MCl/Quantel Mirage. We're working
with an Ampex ADO and Chyron and Aurora. And we're
still wide open for innovations-like the new Bosch 3D
system that is supposed to be coming along.
"Our prime criterion is the look on the air. I won't say
that money is no object in this area, but it's certainly not
our prime concern when it comes to devices that create it.
We're definitely going to continue our push to be the most
visually exciting image around. People have learned that
they can get a large amount of information in a relatively
short period of time visually, and that's what we're doing.
Newscasters can talk and we can display images at the
same time, and in a minute and a half or even thirty seconds you can get a full story across.
"The main role of engineering is to support production
of all our different divisions-including entertainment,

Mike Sherlock, who has been heading up technical operations at NBC only since last March,
is a man posessed with an almost passionate
devotion to a single idea: "improving network quality for
both us and our affiliates. Trying to improve the quality of
the picture our affiliates get is something we spend a lot of
time on.

"There's no question that NBC needs some new EJ
equipment, and we are going to be buying some this year
pending the outcome of our current evaluations. We're se-

riously looking at recorder/cameras, but the decision

sports, and newsgathering. But we do more than just
support-we try to anticipate the needs of our users. We
know what they need; we know what they haven't got; we
know what they would like to have. And we try to work
with them in the development of the products they need or
to suggest things when we come up with them first. Engineering is still basically a service function. But we also try
and lead production whenever it's desirable. But you need

to have a brave group on both sides."
One thing Barnathan is insistent on: engineering and
maintenance of ENG equipment falls under the jurisdiction of his engineering supervisors, not the news direc-

tors. "Having the full resources of the engineering
department provides the news people with their best possible alternatives. When a special event comes along, engineering is already committed to news rather than having
to bring people in just for that event. There's no sacrifice
or handout-our people are always there. When the news
people were using film, they could always go outside and

get freelance help. But in today's electronic operation
there's got to be support from inside the operation if things

are going to run smoothly. "
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hasn't yet been made as to which way we'll go. We have
to be very careful. Our engineering sense says that if we
are going to go into new equipment, part of the change
must lead to better quality-I think we differ from ABC

here in that we'd like to improve the quality of our
newsgathering images. The half -inch recording technology does that, and also offers equipment that is more portable than the current 3/4 -inch. But unless someone comes up
with a standard before we make our purchase, it's going to

be made with risks.
"Clearly if I am to give my news division-both the

network and local stations-a piece of equipment that
they are going to use as their lifeline, I have to take into

A RECORDING CAMERA
WHEN YOU CHOOSE

HAWKEYE YOUR WAY
Think about it.

A tough, lightweight camera that delivers the performance and features you demand. That works with your
present cameras and recorders. That adapts to your
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change of adaptors. Plus, o rs you all the advantages
of the HCR-1 recording camera system... mobility,
reliability and the superior iiideo quality of the
ChromaTrak recording format. Advantages you choose
when you want.
Doesn't such versatility deserve further investigation?

CALL YOUR RCA
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Wbroadcasters will have to bite the bullet
and prepare ourselves to live in one way or another
with DBS. 1,
-Hubbard

account where they do their business. If they're in
Washington covering a plane crash, they have to be able
to run into the local affiliate and play back what they have
recorded. If that affiliate doesn't have compatible equipment we're dead. Somehow I can't see a system where we
have two or possibly three different formats in the U.S.

alone."
Asked what NBC's primary technological concern for
the coming year will be, Sherlock replies that the network

"plans to begin satellite telecasting of its video signals
sometime in 1984. It seems to us that with the rising costs
of the terrestrial system and with the new technology we

can get a more flexible control system and perhaps an
even more reliable distribution system through satellites.
We've spent a lot of time over the past nine months learning about this area.
"The only question that remains is that if we commit
ourselves to going to satellite, do we go with the existing,
proven technology of the C -band or do we go with the Ku band. Ku has its advantages because there's no interfer-

ence with terrestrial microwave and you can locate the
dishes almost anywhere, which means you can save a lot
in costs, worry, local hookups, and so on. On the other
hand, Ku is perceived to have the disadvantage of not
working well in heavy rain. We're going to be testing
three- and six -meter dishes in Port Arthur, TX, Palm
Beach, FL, and New York City early this year to see ex-

Stanley S. Hubbard
President, Hubbard Broadcasting Co.,
United States Satellite
Broadcasting Corp.
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see 1983 as a very strong year for broadcasting.
But I think some of the shine will be off cable TV,

because the competition is getting heavier, the
profits lower," predicts Stanley S. Hubbard, president of
Hubbard Broadcasting Co. "Some big operations will not
be able to stand the pressure and there will be a shake -out
because the national advertisers are becoming aware that
cable cannot deliver the large, definable audiences," he
adds.

But Hubbard, who is also president of U.S. Satellite
Broadcasting Corp. , believes 1983 may be the year in
which large sections of the industry come to understand
the promise inherent in DBS. "I know that I am sailing

actly what this interference means and how to combat it in

a cost-effective manner."
Not all Sherlock's interests are with future technologies, however. Improvements in day-to-day operations
are also of immediate concern. "We've got to make sure
our current engineering and operations efforts are organized before we go leaping into the future," he insists.
"For instance, we've just brought a brand-new editing
room on line for our sports department and we're following it up with one for news next year. We're talking about

suites that are second to none in the U.S.
"Technology isn't everything, of course, and there is
no substitute for content. But on something like the Today

show bumpers, we've added a new excitement to the
display of information-the presentation of upcoming

Hubbard Broadcasting's Hubbard

stories in a bordered box with an image behind them. It's

like what we did with the three next batters up in our
World Series coverage-it provides the viewer with more
information, using the latest technology to present it."
But there is still more to do. "Our priorities are pretty
clear," concludes Sherlock. "We need some new lighting systems in our studios, some new studio cameras for

our news operation, a news control room this coming
year, improvements in our current switching central operation in Burbank, and probably some more new mobile
units like `Van -Go,' the 45 -foot truck with extension that

went out on the road for the first time last December.
We've always claimed that we're the innovative leader in
sports programming . it's going to be truer than ever.
.
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into stormy waters with this statement, since large interests in the industry will be subject to change if DBS becomes a full-scale operation."
Hubbard Broadcasting was one of the first organizations to get a license and, very recently, a construction
permit for a DBS system. Here is how Hubbard views
DBS: "The total cost of the DBS network we envisage has
been estimated to be about $380 million. This includes
three satellites in orbit, to supply three channels each in
each of the four time zones, with one six -channel satellite
as a spare. The satellites should perform for 10 years, so
the cost can be amortized at $38 million a year. With three
active channels, the cost per channel will be about $13
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think we made a very right decision on AM
stereo and don't think this Commission was
capable of choosing which was best,'
_Harris
I

million a year." Hubbard thinks this is by far the least
expensive way to send a program to every part of the
country.
"We broadcasters, before too long, will have to bite the
bullet and prepare ourselves to live in one way or another
with DBS. I predict that in about 10 years networking of
affiliated broadcast stations, as we know it today, will no
longer exist. The broadcaster will have to join with DBS,

and there will be ways to do this. The networks themselves will come to DBS because the higher profits will be

there."

Larry Harris
Mass Media Bureau Chief,
Federal Communications Commission

an idea of either modifying them or getting rid of them."

Broadcast deregulation has been a success so far and

Relief for daytimers is another priority. "Hopefully,"
Harris explains, "we'll be able to find a way to extend

will continue in both technical and nontechnical

areas, according to Larry Harris, chief of the
FCC's Mass Media Bureau. Harris disagrees hotly with
those who say the Commission should continue to regulate technical matters.

"Where else are you going to deregulate?" he demands. "The marketplace is quite capable of choosing
which system it wants. Why should this agency put its ar-

bitrary judgment on what the public wants?"
Despite the controversy over the FCC's AM stereo decision, Harris stands firm. "I think we made a very right
decision on AM stereo," he insists, "and I don't think
this Commission was capable of choosing which was the
best system."
Even if the FCC had selected a single system, Harris
says, litigation could have delayed AM stereo by three or
four years. He points to the AM stations already broadcasting in stereo as proof that the marketplace decision has
not slowed the advent of AM stereo. Technical deregulation does not imply any abdication of responsibility on the
part of the Commission, Harris claims, because the Com-

mission still outlines technical requirements for any
broadcast service.
"We don't just say we don't care, you can put out anything you want," he explains. "There are basic technical
requirements that every system must meet. It's the old
AT&T argument. Suppose we said only one kind of telephone was acceptable? This country tried that for 60 years

and didn't like it."
Ownership rules are another deregulatory priority for
this year, Harris says. Crossownership rules will be reconsidered, perhaps giving broadcasters an opportunity to
get involved in the new technologies. TV deregulation is
also high on the list. In addition, Harris says that the Commission will look at the operating maintenance logs "with
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their operating day. I'm not sure how we're going to do it

yet, but we are looking at it carefully."
On the legislative front, Harris sees little impetus in
Congress for repeal of Section 315 and the Fairness Doctrine, despite FCC requests that Congress remove those
restrictions.
Commenting on another Congressional move, Harris
admits he would have preferred to see the FCC remain at
seven members. "I think seven commissioners made a lot
of sense," Harris argues. "It spread the workload, and as

a bureau chief I found it very workable. "
Even with authorization of new technologies, broadcasting should continue to be healthy. Says Harris, "I still
think over -the -air broadcasting as we know it today is go-

ing to continue to grow and be a very viable service."

Edward 0. Fritts
President,
National Association of Broadcasters
AB will be "a major player" in developing the
rules and regulations that will define the new
communications technologies, asserts Eddie
Fritts, president of the National Association of Broadcasters. The association will not wait on the sidelines, but will
move to expand its influence at the FCC and in Congress,
Fritts says.

"We certainly hope we are able to make sure that
broadcasters can participate in the new technologies without being penalized for having been broadcasters," Fritts
comments. "In many communities, the broadcaster is the
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iechnical standards and the integrity of the
spectrum are just far too serious to turn over to the
`marketplace' to decide.
-Fritts

only one willing to take the risk and provide the necessary
programming and other expertise. To preclude broadcast-

ers from participating would certainly be an error."
Other areas for NAB lobbying efforts will be deregula-

explore what common ground we might be able to find
with NRBA," Fritts suggests, "and if a merger happens,
I think that would be great."
Fritts says broadcasters will see no sudden changes at

tion and First Amendment rights, Fritts says. The associa-

the NAB now that he has taken over the helm from former

tion's First Amendment Committee, he notes, "will be

president Vincent Wasilewski. "There may be a new
slant in some areas," he admits, "but basically it's the
same team with a new coach."

taking a very aggressive posture on behalf of broadcasters

for full First Amendment freedoms." In terms of
deregulation, Fritts says, "Broadcasters are the most
overburdened with paperwork of any industry in the country. Radio has been released from some of those shackles,

and we would like to see the same take place for televi-

sion."

David Henderson
President, Outlet Broadcasting

44 T heyou,"oversays
-the -air system is quite healthy, thank
David Henderson, president of
Outlet Broadcasting. Henderson feels cable
will pose little more of a threat in 1983 than it did in 1982.

"We operate in both Orlando and Columbus, OH,
which boast extensive cable penetration," Henderson
notes. "But we don't see that that penetration is affecting
us economically at this time, and we don't perceive that it

will in 1983."

NAB's Fritts

Technical issues are another matter, however. As Fritts
sees it, "The whole reason for being of the FCC originally
was to make sure that the spectrum was utilized efficiently

and that interference was kept to a minimum.
. We
think it's absolutely ridiculous to let the marketplace decide technical standards." Such issues, Fritts feels, still
require the supervision of the Commission. "Technical
.

.

standards and the integrity of the spectrum are just far too

serious to turn over to the 'marketplace' to decide," he
asserts.
Despite FCC chairman Mark Fowler's repeated urging

Outlet's Henderson

of a spectrum fee as a fair price for broadcast deregulation, Fritts thinks broadcasters can have deregulation

Further down the road, Henderson says, "the name of
the game is programming." Cable hasn't proved able to
develop programming that can attract large numbers of
viewers, Henderson contends, pointing out, "The single
most attractive feature that's delivered by cable is distant -

and avoid the fee, too. "If it's the sentiment of broadcasters to oppose a spectrum fee," he says, "I think they can
keep one from happening." More lobbying is needed to
insure favorable action in Congress, however.
What about recent reports that some in the NAB want to
merge with the NRBA? "That may have been erroneously
reported," Fritts replies, but adds in the same breath that
the existence of two associations offers "some degree of
confusion" on Capitol Hill. "I would like to, if possible,
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signal over -the -air television, which tends to suggest that

the public wants more of what it's had." Even a popular
service such as HBO, which may fragment viewership

somewhat, leaves the economics of the broadcast
marketplace intact because it doesn't compete for advertisers, according to Henderson.
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that cannot be transferred.

Rather than threatening local television broadcasters,
DBS will prove a threat to cable, Henderson believes.
"The copper -wire technology of cable is on the verge of
obsolescence," he points out, noting that satellite delivery is a more efficient and cost-effective method of signal
delivery than cable.
To be positioned to compete well in the marketplace,
however, broadcasters must pay close attention to their local audiences.

"I think our major effort as station operators,"
Henderson reveals, "is to continue to develop our
newsgathering capability. That's a responsibility that cannot be transferred to someone outside of the market, such

as a cable network or imported signal. Information is a
very fundamental part of the local service that we provide.
It may very well be the lynchpin." The second priority, he
continues, is to develop a high -quality entertainment

-Henderson

Perkins states. "We were told by the pundits that when
cable reaches 30 percent household penetration, advertising would take off. Well, the 30 percent came and went
and nothing happened. Now the analysts need to create

new benchmarks."
The Hearst/ABC response to the CBS postmortems was

to "put our money where our analysis is" and announce
the expansion of its popular Daytime women's program.
Despite the interest by cable operators in pay tiers and
pay -per -view, Perkins remains confident that advertiser supported cable networks can and will succeed-on their
own schedule.
Taking a broader view of cable TV than the next 12
months, Perkins states that two-way systems are the only
operations with a future. Of the metro markets only six
need cable to remove interference, so "improving the sig-

package with an emphasis on original, local pro-

nal can no longer support cable." As for diversity of
programming, with LPTV and DBS on the way, cable

gramming.

may be challenged.

On the national level, deregulation continues to be a
high priority for broadcasters. Henderson is apprehensive, however, about technical deregulation.
"Spectrum management is obviously necessary because of the competing interests involved," he insists.
"I'm not interested in seeing the sound engineering judgments that have been incorporated into the rules dismissed

or put away." A better target for deregulation, in
Henderson's book, would be the prime time access and
financial interest rules, as well as the ownership limitations. He suggests a quid pro quo whereby the Commission might rescind the financial interest rule in return for a
promise by the networks not to program prime time access

in the absence of PTAR.

James N. Perkins
President, Hearst/ABC

Hearst/ABC's Perkins

So what does cable have to offer? "The basic change
Nineteen eighty-three will not be a milestone year,

will be in the use of information and the speed of informa-

according to Jim Perkins, president and chief

tion transfer, the more immediate the better," Perkins

operating officer for Hearst/ABC, the cable TV
program service. It will not compare with 1976, a banner
year for cable in the use of satellites and the beginning of
significant cable deregulation, he adds.
Nevertheless, Perkins is bullish about 1983 and that in
itself is significant, considering that cable programming
services came under a cloud last year when CBS Cable

predicts. Interactive TV then is the key to get information
and the next generation of cable operators will be dealing
in data bases as well as entertainment and news.
What this means to the cable network companies is the

threw in the towel, triggering all sorts of shake -out jitters.

The Hearst/ABC executive believes that the media
overreacted to the cancellation of CBS's ambitious arts
cablecasting venture. In addition, industry analysts have

set arbitrary goals that get a lot of attention, but don't
mean much.
"Nobody said we had to be profitable by 1984 or else,"

need for two forms of information-entertainment services and data base services. And just as cable operators
have set up local origination programming, they will also
set up local information sources, such as universities. If
this projection sounds far-fetched, Perkins points to today's video games as an example of human -computer interaction that could not have been perceived 20 or 30 years
ago.
"There are lots of uses of cable that even the most farseeing of us cannot perceive now," he notes.
BM/E JANUARY, 1983
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1here are lots of uses of cable that even the
most far-seeing of us cannot perceive

now.

-Perkins

portant role in these systems and that over a period of sev-

Andrew F. Inglis
President,
RCA American Communications, Inc.
44

ntil recently, and with certain exceptions, the

eral years they will become dominant as compared with
terrestrial microwave systems," he predicts. The ultimate
systems will be hybrid, that is, they will employ both terrestrial and satellite transmission facilities with the satellite portion being composed of both C -band and Ku -band.
The end result will be an improvement in the quality, flex-

ibility, and cost effectiveness of the service.

broadcast industry generally has not made
widespread use of communications satellites
for program distribution to affiliates," comments Andrew
F. Inglis, president of RCA American Communications,
Inc. The reasons for this, he explains, are: an extensive,
in -place terrestrial distribution system that predates satellite distribution; and highly complex distribution require-

ments that require major switching centers and the
necessity for two-way telecommunications capability.
An exception has been the Public Broadcasting Service, which has successfully employed satellite distribu-

tion of programming. Also, ABC has begun to use

Alan Henry
President, Gulf Broadcast Group

A

lan Henry, president of Gulf Broadcast Group
(owner of five FM, one AM, one AM/FM and
three TV stations including KTSP-TV, Phoenix,
and WTSP-TV, Tampa/St. Pete), looks for three things
when evaluating a station: the facility, the market, and the

management. It's in the latter area that he sees the most
need for industry -wide improvement: "Broadcasting is
still a labor-intensive industry in which good management-people management-is becoming more and more
important. The problem is that there is a real paucity of
good managers available. People come out of training
programs thinking they can just step into a career in broadcast management. But they don't know about people, and

that's the key."
On the other hand Henry is quick to point out that "it is
time for broadcasting to become more of a business and
less of a show. If you can't read a financial statement, you
simply don't know how to operate any business, let alone
a broadcast station.

"Management's job is to make the station a profit
center-and my job is to help each station in our group
Americom's Inglis

satellites for distribution of programs to some of its
affiliates.
"Today, however, the television networks are serious-

ly studying the use of satellite systems as the primary
mode of program distribution. This new interest is based
on a growing recognition of the advantages of satellite distribution and steady advances in satellite technology and
cost effectiveness," says Inglis.
The broadcast radio industry has been in the forefront
of adopting satellites as a means of program distribution.
In 1982, RCA Americom signed contracts with ABC,
NBC and RKO radio networks to provide its Audio Digital Distribution Service (ADDS) to several thousand affiliates. Service will start early in 1983.
The timing and ultimate configuration of television network distribution systems have not been fully determined.
"We expect that satellites will play an increasingly im50
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Gulf Group's Henry

FULL PRODUCTION FEATURES
FULL JVC VALUE

TV reception simulated

JVC's 3/4"-U TapeHandlers introduced
new standards of stability, reliability,
and value into the world of professional
video. With full direct drive...no pulleys,
no belts, no idlers...they simplified tape
handling and made it better.
Now, JVC brings you three more
TapeHandlers with features that make

them even finer values than before:
The time code head brings SMPTE
PRECISION EDITING within everyone's
reach. Head switching is in the vertical
interval to eliminate undesirable switching points. The tracking meter and tape
counter add convenience. And the balanced audio with XLR connectors
insure that your production will sound
as professional as it looks.
The CR-8250U Recorder/Editor with
15x search speed is designed to make
editing easier than ever.
Adcompanying the CR-8250U are
the CR-6650U full -function recorder
with assemble -editing capability; the
CP-5550U player with on -air quality,
and the VE-90A Editing Controller with

JVC
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Division

WARNING TO PURCHASERS. The unauthorized recording of copyrighted
broadcast programming for commercial purposes is copyright infringement

© 1982 JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
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joystick control, keypad entry, fade in/
fade out capability, and optional printer
interface for edit display listing. Write:
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Division, Dept. BME 1/83
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
JVC CANADA, Scarborough, ONT.
For faster action, call toll -free

800-821-7700, Ext. 7005

Great
Character Builders
We Have Known...
Walt Disney
Vince Lombardi and

Quantafont

The Q7A is cost effective,
expandable and covers the
spectrum from editing suite
to teleproduction to film
The company we keep is
subtitling to broadcasting.
important to us. It's also
And it does all these things important to you. Make
in 15 major international
Quantafont your character
languages.
reference.

The company we keep is
important to us. Because we
build great characters, too.

In fact we think they're the
best looking characters in
the industry. Take our
Quantafont® Q7A for
example.
Where else could you find
20 nanosecond resolution
(with our patented Nanologr"t
circuit), proportional spacing
and 16 resident fonts at
one-third the price you once
had to pay for those features.
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Quanta Corporation
2440 So. Progress Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84119
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(formerly System Concepts, Inc.)
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f you can't read a financial statement, you don't
know how to operate any business, let alone
-Henry
a broadcast station. /,

accomplish that. We don't have any politics around
here-politics takes too much time. I'm accessible to everyone who needs me. My managers communicate with me
at least once a day, and we keep information and concerns
flowing back and forth. But as long as the station is showing profits, I don't interfere."
Henry has some outspoken opinions on AM Radio:
"Gulf is basically done in the AM Radio market-even if
the FCC's 7-7-7 rule is repealed. AM is going through a

tremendous reappraisal of who and what they are.
Standalone AM stations in the larger markets-the ones
group owners are interested in-cannot compete against
FM music programming; AM stations enjoy an average
2.1 share -of -market whereas FM stations have a 4.4
share. So the real place for AM is in smaller markets
where the local entrepreneur can make a successful living.
Unfortunately this is the type of operation that does not do

well in the group ownership environment."
Despite the fact that AM has seen an almost 60 percent
drop in profits recently, Henry is confident that it will
make a comeback. "The real future for AM," he asserts,

Live Remotes
Uncompromised performance of Marti's RPT-25
and RPT-40 has made them favorites of the
industry.

RPT-25
RPT-40

"is in satellite -distributed programming. DJs outside
large markets will practically disappear in a few years,
and the large programming services will tie into local operations through automation systems. For the group own-

er, this is great-they'll pay us to carry their programs!"
As for the long-term future, Henry insists that broad-

casting be viewed as a marketing effort-whether
promoting the music format of Gulf's radio stations or the

TV news of its TV operations. "The market in TV isn't
really defined yet, despite all the studies," he concludes.
"If we're in business to make money, we're going to have
to treat the business of broadcasting as any other business.

We need in-depth marketing studies-face-to-face interviews, focus groups with one-way mirrors, real marketing
surveys.
"At Gulf we think we have some of the answers; people
are more aware of events these days, and local news and
public affairs programming help fill a need that entertainment extravaganzas can't. But it all depends on what the

research shows-and we're still waiting for the studies to
reveal it."

Specializing in
broadcast facility
planning and design.

_

When it comes to LIVE Remotes these RPU

transmitters have set the standards for broadcast
quality audio and continuous duty service.

FEATURES:
* RPT-25 Type accepted for all UHF RPU channels
(25 Watts)

* RPT-40 Type accepted for all VHF RPU channels
(40 Watts)

* Four audio inputs with mixing type controls
* Built-in FM Compressor -Limiter
* Built-in AC supply or external DC
* Optional encoder and dual frequency
* Built-in metering

MARTI

MARTI Electronics, Inc.
1501 N. Main
P.O. Box 661
Cleburne, Texas 76031
(817) 645-9163 Telex 794 835
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Saticoin" is a registered trademark of NHK (Japan Broadcast Corp.)
Plumbic°Oi is a registered trademark of I.V. Philips.

AKES EVERYONE
P
URE.
While everyone else was introducing a
r_lid-priced camera, Sharp introduced a whole
r_ew generation.
"he Saticon II Generation.
?he Sharp XC-800 is the first camera in its
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P!:_mnikz-n3 plus.
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stitstantalt, less highight sticking, even when
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Mil that's just the beginning.
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nothing comes close tc the new Sharp XIC-800_
It'slightwe ght and perfectly balanced.
Anr_ while we're proud of our new on -boa -d
cmp-iter arid newly designed Remote Operations Panel with serial data transmission and
black stretch, the name of our game is more than
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1:'s -el ability.
That's what the pros were looking for when
we introduced the original XC-700, the first

mid--ic3d camera that didn't perform like a nidpriced camera.
In fact, performed so well. there are over
a tiousard of them ou: in the fie:d today.
And it's been so Kiccessful, it's encouraged
of new mid -priced cameras.
We encourage you to compare any of them
with the new Sharp XC-800.
Between the Saticon II breakthrough anc
everithiig else, nobody offers more camera fcr
tie money.
For -more information, contact your local
o- write: Sharp Electronics Corporation,
PnfessEoral Products.10 Sharp Pla
Paramus, New Jersey 07652.(201) 265-5548
From Sharp... the people who
replaced half a million transisiors
and diodes with one tiny chip.
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SPECIAL REPORT:

Special Effects
the New Sound
Part I: A New Dimension
to Digital Video Meets
ADO, Mirage, a new system under development by Bosch-the latest
generation of digital video effects processors incorporates z-axis control
for real-time three-dimensional effects.
TECHNOLOGICAL LIFE CYCLES are a reality for both users

and manufacturers. A new idea is introduced in prototype
at NAB, becomes a production model the following year,
is accepted by the networks and a few large teleproduction
facilities by the following NAB, becomes a "must have"
item throughout the industry shortly thereafter, is subsequently reintroduced as a slightly less versatile but more

affordable "workhorse" system in ensuing months, and
then begins to lose interest by the next year as the manufacturer and user start looking around for something new.

With graphics equipment, the cycle is somewhere
around five years. At the 1977 NAB Show, digital effects

processors made their first appearance in the U.S.
market-the Vital SqueeZoom and the NEC/Grass Valley
DVE, joined shortly by the MCl/Quantel DPE-5000.

Now, five years later, the technology has begun
spilling down into the lower -cost systems (although
Digital Video Systems tried the low-cost approach with
add-on processing for its framestore/synchronizer system
early in the game, it was evidently too early for widespread acceptance). Today virtually any station or facility
can afford a DCC/BIAS Digifex for only $38,000. Or the
Quantel DPE-5000SP at $65,000. Or the single -channel
ADDA VIP for around $50,000. $126,000 will buy a
two -channel NEC E -Flex processor. But for limited applications, the Harris frame synchronizer with compres-

sor/positioner, priced at only $29,500, may be quite
enough. All are quite a jump from high -end digital video

effects systems, which can run over $400,000 for fully
equipped five -channel systems.
And this year's NAB show can be expected to produce
even more low-cost systems-like the new Chyron approach to digital manipulation of its character generator
output. It's probably safe to say that virtually every manu-

facturer of digital equipment is at least seriously
contemplating the investment of programming time
56 BM/E JANUARY, 1983

needed to make the equipment capable of digital effects
(the hardware, of course, is already there).
Five years later it is also not surprising to find a certain
boredom creeping in. What were once dazzling wonders
of the video world have become almost commonplacelike a character generator. "The digital effects processor

is used so often people sometimes don't realize it's
there," notes George Hamilton, MCl/Quantel's VP of en-

gineering. "It's just another tool which the production
people have available to them-the 'box that hooks up to
the switcher that lets them move things around.' "
The impetus for something new and different, for the
next brilliant step in the evolution of digital systems, is
plainly at hand. And the change has been as exciting as
digital effects themselves were when first introduced. We
are speaking, of course, of three-dimensional effects.

Elements of 3D manipulation
When digital effects first came out, they offered for the
first time the ability to escape the 4x5 ratio which, once
laid down by the camera, had been all but inviolable for
the lifespan of the image. The next step was plainly to add
the software that would permit systems to escape the twodimensional boundaries of the image.
If the truth be known, the impetus probably came not
from inside the industry itself, but from the rather more
aggressive computer graphics field which had already pioneered the development of digital art/paint systems (the

story of how Ed Catmull, Alvy Ray Smith, and other
graduates of the Utah University Computer Graphics Program went on to develop the Ampex AVA is already quite
well known).

But while the TV industry was still catching up with
these developments of the 1960s, computer graphics itself
had forged ahead. The same group which had written the

am mall
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programming that led to AVA had gone on to develop 3D

modeling programs using a Z -buffer framestoreprograms that allowed representations of mathematical
models on the X, Y, and Z axes. Major credit must be
given here to Dr. James Blinn, who wrote many of the
programs while at the New York Institute of Technology,
where he stopped over between the Utah Graphics Program and his current position developing spacecraft simu-

lations for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab.

System details
The first of the new units which broadcasters saw was
the Ampex Digital Optics package introduced at the 1981

NAB. ADO was an unusual entry-level product from
Ampex, which hadn't been in the digital effects business

In computer graphics, the 3D modeling is accom-

before. But it could have been predicted based on the

plished with three sets of algorithms. One defines the object in three-dimensional space by plotting the points and
lines that form its boundaries and assigning them to the x,
y, and z coordinates. This provides a perspective model of
the object in outline (wire frame) form, often displayed on
a vectorgraphics terminal, which permits the model to be
manipulated in real time; this is the basis of most CAD/
CAM systems. Another program is used to remove the

company's development work with AVA.
ADO is a completely standalone effects processor, with

"hidden lines"-parts of the model that would be

option that gives each channel two inputs. They can be
front and back, inside and outside, top and bottom-the
effect itself determines how the rotation and perspective
are interpreted. But working together, the two inputs of

blocked from view if the object were solid. Formsespecially polygonal building blocks-can then be combined to form more complex objects.
As any good Renaissance artist could have pointed out,
however, perspectives and forced -line renditions are only
half of what constitutes the illusion of depth; the other is
the shading and reflection caused as one part of the object

blocks another from the viewer's perspective. Again, a
mathematical model of light reflection was developed for
the computer, allowing not only the precise mathematical
prediction of the blocking and shading, but also predicting
what happens when the light source is moved or the model

is rotated or the viewer's perspective changes.
No small amount of computing power is required for
the creation of these images, a typical arrangement being
a 4000x4000 element framestore arrangement yielding a
total of 16,000,000 pixels; sometimes four framestores
are used, one each for R, G, B, and Y. As the computations are processed (typically in a resolution -free, floating
decimal point basis), the pixels for each part of the high -

resolution display are fed to a film recorder. Each
framestore addresses the three color elements of the recording camera separately, and a high -resolution film image is created.
TV applications

For TV equipment manufacturers looking at the developments in computer graphics systems, the broadcast applications must have appeared strikingly obvious. Only
one thing stood in the way: the TV system would have to
be able to handle images in real time-live video, the stuff
of the medium. Otherwise the technology would never be
able to find a place in the day-to-day news/sports produc-

tion environment. CAD/CAM systems with real-time
vectorgraphics displays did not offer enough visual excitement; but processing was much too slow on the full color systems.
A "simple" solution was fortunately at hand, achieved
by simply reprogramming the framestore. Since television doesn't need the 4000x4000 line resolution of the
more extensive computer graphics systems, thought manufacturers, why not take the processing power and memory of a three-framestore program, juggle the programming
slightly, and use the processing power and speed to create
58

live, 500x500 line resolution images? The essential elements of 3D manipulation could thus be maintained, but
accomplished in real time.
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a maximum of four channels. A "global" combining
unit, which will allow all four processors to work on the
same effect simultaneously, or split up the processing

among different workstations, will probably be at the
Ampex booth at this NAB. What makes ADO so exciting,
however, is not the number of channels, but the software

each channel can be used to create true 3D, z-axis effects.
The front end of ADO consists of a control panel with
pushbuttons for selecting operating modes and storing effects, a joystick with horizontal and vertical moves as well
as a rotating knob used for controlling the third axis, and a

CRT which displays the status of the effect.
Besides the basic perspective effects (the amount of
perspective is controlled by the joystick knob), ADO offers rotation around any axis, complete control of size and
position, variations in the viewing angle, selection of the
horizontal aspect and vertical skew, adjustment of the axis
position, and so on. All of this happens in real time as the

operator maneuvers the joystick, or the effect can be
preprogrammed and executed on command at any predetermined speed. The net result is the dizzying array of perspective changes which characterizes three-dimensional

manipulation. (What ADO won't do, it should be observed, is handle curved surfaces; in the ADO image, all
lines remain straight.)
Achieving these effects in real time is the major accomplishment of digital effects systems. In the case of ADO,
the processing is based on a 13.5 MHz sampling frequency, with the video treated in component (Y, R -Y, B -Y)
form. The ratio between the luminance samples and the
two color difference samples is 4:1:1; but apart from this,
ADO is fully compatible with the new international digital

standards set by SMPTE and EBU (the international
standard calls for a 4:2:2 ratio).
At this sampling speed, ADO has approximately 70
nanoseconds of processing time to digitize the incoming
video, write it into the framestore, manipulate it, and
write it back to analog again. To accomplish the task, each

finished frame is actually computed from two separate
fields, the first contributing horizontal picture information, the second, vertical information. Effects processing
thus manipulates H and V components separately.
ADO, in the field the longest, has chalked up an impressive list of users-among them MTI in New York

City and The Post Group in Hollywood, both

teleproduction/post-production facilities with extensive
graphics capabilities. One of MTI' s most impressive feats

The solution is IRIS
Problems, problems, problems. The television
business can surely be that way. We know, because
Harris has been serving the broadcast industry for
sixty years. That's why we built IRIS II. To solve
some of your most pressing problems now, plus
give you the long-term benefits of
the world's most advanced electronic still store and digital imaging
system.

Lost slides, dirty slides, slides
with finger prints? Slide hassles
are over! With IRIS II you can
instantly access up to 23,000 online stills. An off-line iibrary of over
80,000 stills is also available.

digital effects with IRIS II's exclusive DIGIKEY and
Compressor/Positioner. Key in an external source
for even more visual excitement, or create your own
still from live video.
Ever wished your still store had wheels? A small,
lightweight data cartridge for van or
studio makes the IRIS II just about
perfect for mobile applications. Now
you can build your stills at the studio,
toss the data cartridge into your
briefcase and head for the field.
How can you be sure of state-of-

the-art technology and digital
standards compatibility? IRIS II is

Is everyone standing in line for
slides? With IRIS II, no more!
Production, engineer ng, art, promotion, and news can all access
stills simultaneously. Not that big yet? Buy IRIS II
with one user -station and expand it to two or more
when you're ready.
Make your stills come alive! Ever wanted to key
live video onto a montage of still images? IRIS II is
the answer! Create an almost endless variety of

a component -coded system, so it
won't become obsolete tomorrow.
You're rot locked into the composite
system of yesterday.
IRIS II. The most elegant, and
now the most flexible, digital still store and imaging
system. Truly, the best solution.
For more information about this solution, and
others we're famous for. cal us at (408) 737-2100.
Or, write HARRIS VIDEO SySTEMS, 1255 East
Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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on the system is a rotating three-dimensional cube, each
face composed of live, moving video.
ADO's most significant role thus far is probably the
creation of a spinning, 3D mirror effect for the latest Levi
Strauss commercials-produced by Robert Abel and Associates using the ADO system at Compact Video. Abel

actually "cheated" and obtained the Ampex source
codes, then rewrote the program to handle not only the
front and back sides of the rotating pair of blue jeans, but
also the edge view. The software was then married to the
film -created effects elements, and the images fed into
ADO, which produced the finished effect; the edge seen

in the commercial is unfortunately not available to
standard ADO users. Abel is thus well on his way to the
perfect special effects creation of the not -too -distant future when film -created images will be married in video generated special effects.
No mirage!

MCUQuantel's entry into the world of 3D effects came
rather prematurely; at the same 1981 NAB Show when
Ampex unveiled ADO, Quantel literally reprogrammed
the DPE-5000 overnight to be able to create 3D -like effects. By the 1982 show, this "dimensionalizing" option
had been added to the basic DPE software package that
permits rotations, flips, and tumbles.
But Quantel had something far more exciting at NABits entry into the highly sophisticated 3D computer graph-

ics world: Mirage. Even more than ADO, and certainly
more than the dimensional effects of the DPE, Mirage
added an astonishingly real "extra dimension" to real
time effects with tricks that simply couldn't be produced
by anyone else's system.
Like ADO, Mirage incorporates an A/B input into the
effects channel, so that the object being defined can be
provided with a front and back, left and right side, and so
on. But the approach to image manipulation is completely
different. In ADO, the entire raster is treated as a wholeshrunk, resized, rotated, and so forth. To achieve the
cube -like effect, for example, four separate rasters are
used, each reformatted and aligned with the others to give
the cube -like appearance. But with Mirage, the system already comes preprogrammed with basic shapes such as
cubes and spheres. The raster image is "projected" onto

the mathematical form, and the effect is created by
manipulating the algorithms which define the shape's
boundaries; the video simply rides along.
This is where Mirage comes so close to the computer
graphics programs discussed earlier. The x,y,z coordinate
shapes are defined on a graphics workstation almost identical with a CAD/CAM system. In addition to the cube
and sphere there are a cylinder and a "square cylinder," a
twisted, Mobius-strip-like figure, a page turn, and several
others. The enterprising user can design his own basic
forms out of algorithms at the workstation, but for now
this is mostly left to the programmers at Quantel.
With these basic shapes the graphics artist then creates
the specific effect desired on a DPE-like control panel.
Taking the sphere as an example, the front and back can
be views of a world map, so that the effect is of a globe. It
can be made any size and rotated at any speed and the operator can also assign transparency levels to the object-a
capability that is particularly effective in doing page turns
60
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or in using the spinning globe effect.
Since the raster curves to fit the shape and the mathematical model itself is manipulated, curved lines are a basic part of Mirage's repertory. Transitions can also be set
up between effects, with the computer interpolating the
data between the preselected model shapes, so that one
form flows into the other.
As for resolution and sampling speed, Quantel says the
system resolution is "compatible with the 13.5 MHz digital standard." Says Harrison, "Mirage is just a pixel -

mapped framestore linked with some very speedy
processing equipment."
How many of these systems will be sold at $300,000
still remains to be seen. Broadway Video in New York
City will take delivery of the first unit later this year. ABC
has been "working with Quantel" on the Mirage system,
according to Julie Barnathan, presumably for use initially

with its Olympics coverage. And the company claims a
brisk business in the product line-more interest, in fact,

than it can currently meet with a realistic production
schedule. "But 3D effects aren't like standard digital effects," reminds Harrison. "A standard processor can do
all sorts of routine tasks; 3D is something else."
A new star

Development work on real-time 3D systems for television still has some surprises in store, however, and waiting in the wings is a brand-new development from Bosch,
the FGS-4000, that may put everything else to shame. It's
not a product yet, nor even a prototype, but it will probably be introduced at this year's NAB. Its impact lies in
having abandoned pixel -mapped framestore characteristic of other digital effects systems in favor of real-time
vectorgraphics-a breakthrough not only for the television industry but even for computer graphics.
Vector displays, unlike conventional raster displays,
do not move the electron beam over the entire surface of
the CRT each time an image is created. Instead, the beam
traces over only those points representing the object to be
formed. Other mathematical programs then remove the
hidden lines of the wire frame model, as described earlier,
while other programs add color and shading. The basis of
this approach is the ubiquitous polygons which can be

used to form any shape imaginable-including curved
surfaces if enough extremely small polygons are used.
The significance of the Bosch development is that these
effects are created in real time. This puts the Bosch sys-

tem in a league with the famous Evans & Sutherland
vectorgraphics processors-originally developed to perform military flight simulations. But only the most advanced of these systems has ever been able to claim
real-time processing.
Because no framestore is being loaded, processing of
the 16 -bit data occurs extremely fast-at a 14 kHz processing speed. Only after the data has been created and manipulated is it stored for later recall-in two 24 -bit deep
framestores, capable of offering 1000 -line resolution if
necessary. This enables the system to create completely
smooth, anti-aliased figures and moves as quickly as the
joystick can be moved.
This system has only been shown once-at the recent
SMPTE show, in a carefully guarded suite. This is largely
because it is still in an almost experimental stage. Images
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consisted primarily of 3D letters and graphics being manipulated through a keyboard control and also by means of

not previously in the 3D arena can be expected to show up

a joystick. The images were completely three-dimensional as far as the hidden line perspectives were concerned, but work is still continuing on the color shading

work has already begun on lower -cost 3D systems as well.
NAB will likely see the addition of an inexpensive, line -

programs. Also undetermined is whether the system will
ultimately be able to handle live video as well as real-time

manipulation of the forms-considered by most as a
"must" for a system that will cost in the neighborhood of

$300,000. Otherwise FGS-4000 will simply be the
world's most sophisticated, but also most costly, character generator.
Nor will the Bosch development be the final word. At
least one manufacturer of a high -end digital effects system

at NAB with something "very new and exciting." And
by -line kind of 3D digital image processing added to a
system which currently has an open effects bus just waiting to be programmed.
In the words of Meryl Lipman of The Post Group, "everyone's going to want three-dimensional effects, the
same as they want ordinary digital effects today. First
come the people who just want to be new and different and

be the first to try a new system. But the real work begins

when the dust settles. That's when the creative part
starts." Certainly the technology has now come of age!

Part II: Audio [Freels
Gel Digitized
Digital audio effects are becoming more and more popular in productioneverything ranging from simple delay and reverb to digital time compression
to computer -accessed effects banks.

WHEN DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS devices were introduced

to broadcasting in the early 1970s, most broadcasters
viewed them as "jazzy little extras," novelties that weren't necessary for the continued high -quality performance
of the station.

The first systems used were basic digital delay units,
and for those in radio, for many years digital delay was
little more than a device that offered profanity protection.
In the new radio and television production environment, however, the situation is now quite different. With

At the Sound Shop, ACCESS effects are retrieved from the computer at right and manipulated by the control console.
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Every other
other way to store stills
is obsolete.
Introducing the state-of-the-art
in electronic still-storage-the
Quantel DLS 6030 digital library
system.

Obviously it stores still pictures.
Up to 800 on each small Winchester disk drive. And with the
quality that is a hallmark of
Quantel. But the DLS 6030 goes far
beyond still -storage.
It is the only electronic still -store
with production effects capabilities. So now you can compress still
pictures to any size. Crop them to
remove unwanted material. Position them anywhere you want. Put
borders around them. And dissolve
from one shot to the next.

You can even build up totally new

pictures-composites or montagesfrom existing material.

And you can always retain your
"originals" in their pristine state.

standard videotape. Then reload at
the remote site via any VTR. The
transfer is digital, so there's no
generation loss.
Because Quantel's technology is
leading -edge, the DLS 6030 is

The DLS 6030 lets you browse
through its disk library to select
the pictures you need, and gives

you unprecedented facilities for
on -air editing, previewing, and
presentation.
Off-loading? You can dump all the

pictures-in digital form-onto

small-about one -quarter the size
of still -stores using older technology-and draws far less power. So
it's ideal for mobile operations as
well as the studio.
There's nothing else like it. See for
yourself. Call your local MCl/
Quantel representative. Or get in
touch with us directly at
415/856-6226. Micro Consultants,
Inc., P.O. Box 508'10, Palo Alto,
California 94303.

MCl/QUANITEL
The digital video people.
MCl/Quantel is a trademark of Micro Consultants. Inc.
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Special Effects
Production room
rack at WKEE-FM
includes the
Deltalab DL -2
digital delay, used
for commercial

production and
post -production.

the influx of music recording equipment and techniques
into broadcasting, the need for more sophisticated effects
has become apparent. Multigeneration reverb, even infinitely repeatable reverb with absolutely no degradation in
the sound (which could not be said for analog systems), is
just one of the benefits of the new technology. Even beyond digital delay and reverb, digital processing is adding
a whole new dimension of time compression and other effects to the audio engineer's palette.

tem in which the sampling rate is the clock rate. In conjunction with this, a voltage -controlled oscillator is used
to set the digital bit rate and sampling clock. Different input voltages permit the varying of the clock in a two- or
three -octave range in delta modulation.

Digital development

the various effects capabilities once found in separate

The engineering development underlying the digital
systems is straightforward. Clearly any digital system
must begin with an analog -to -digital converter which
translates analog signals into digital codes using one of

a unit which combines digital delay and reverb.
Another example, one of the digital devices used at
WKEE, Huntington, WV, is Delta Lab's DL -2, which offels several effects in one rack unit-delay, reverb, echo,
doubling, chorusing, and flanging-in addition to a digital memory.
The in-house production of commercials and promotions has reached a level of such complexity that the digital effects are a necessity. A commercial WKEE did for a
local computer store featured a computer talking to the
consumer and explaining its usefulness. This required that
WKEE take a real voice, then phase it, delay it, and add
some reverb to make it sound synthesized. Without the
digital effects there would have been no commercial.
Another popular unit for adding digital effects during
production is the Eventide Harmonizer, the latest genera-

two current encoding/decoding schemes: pulse code modulation (PCM) and delta modulation. Each scheme has its
proponents in terms of cost and quality, related in part to
differences in sampling rates (the number of times the audio signal amplitude and frequency are read digitally each
second). The PCM systems sample at 38 kHz, while the
delta systems operate at a minimum of 250 kHz, 15 to 20

times the highest frequency.
The digital representation of the analog signal is then
sent to a digital memory for storage and manipulation of
the digital data in various ways. The signal is then converted back into analog through a D/A converter that reverses the encoding process.
Keeping all the elements of the digital processor synchronized also takes different approaches in different systems. DeltaLab synchronizes the D/A and A/D converters
and the digital memory to a common "clock" so that the
number of samples per second and the organization of the
samples in the memory are all geared to the same speed.
And, while the PCM scheme (an absolute value system
with a clock rate of 12x40) works on 12 -bit processing,
with binary words representing the amplitude, the delta
modulation technique is a rate -of -change (or one -bit) sys64 BM/E JANUARY, 1983

New digital applications
Of the new generation of digital effects devices on the
market, the most popular appear to be those that combine
units. Examples are Ursa Major's SST -282 Space Station,

tion of which has a new de -glitch circuitry. Steve
Lushbaugh, program director at WMMR, an AOR station
in Philadelphia, is one of a growing number of innovators

putting effects to work during production. Lushbaugh
uses the Eventide unit for his song parodies. "It's a fun
part of our programming. I find for this kind of application
I need the precision and ease of a digital machine that I can

plug in, as opposed to messing around with a couple of
tape machines."
The parodies are achieved by recording the left and
right channels of an album out of phase onto a four -track

Processiig fads may come and go, But
8100's adjustability and basic
of stations-large and small-in every psychoacoustical correctness guarformat-wordwide-have already antee long, obsolescence -free service.
found out that the new OPTIMOD-FM is Your investment is further protected by
even cleaner, brighter and louder than Orban's traditional battleship constructhe industry -standard Model 8000A it tion, outstanding customer service,
replaces. Improved naturalness, in- comprehensive documentation, and
creased immunity to operator gain - quality aid reliability control programs.
riding errors, and an uncanny sense of Need level control for your phone lines
musical rightness make the 8100A the or dual microwave STL? No problemprocessor of choice whether you're go- our Stud o Accessory Chassis lets you
ing for a loud, competitive sound, or the split the 5100A, putting the compressor
ultimate in transparent high fidelity. section ahead of the STL to prevent

The verdict is in: the new OPTIMOD-FM
Model 8100A is a smash hit! Hundreds

the

Run it multiband or wideband-either overload.

way, Orban's patented* circuitry gives
you a competitive edge you'll find in no When yoi add it all up: versatility, quality, reliability, service, and unbeatable
other processor-at any price.

reputation-OPTIMOD-FM comes out
on

top as

a

blue-chip investment,

yielding sound dividends every minute
of every operating day. Can you afford

to go through another rating period
without one? Your Orban broadcast
products dealer has the answer.

Call toll -free (800) 227-4498 [in California
(415) 957-1067] for the name of the
dealer nearest you.
Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107
Telex: 17-1480, Cable: ORBANAUDIO

otban

ORBAN PROCESSING
KEEPS YOU COMPETITIVE

Super sound.
nd investment.

'U.S. Patent #'s: 4 208,548; 4,249.042: others pending
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tape recorder, which usually causes the vocals to drop out,

or to fade enough so that they can be covered with new
vocals. What is left is essentially an instrumental track.
Lushbaugh writes new lyrics and sings them to the tune of

the original song (a current title is "Only Lunch Can
Break Your Heart" by Neal Younger, for the daily lunch
time program). The new vocals are processed through the
harmonizer to match the processing (any delay reverb or
flanging) done by the original artist. Or, if the vocal range

is something that he's not comfortable with, he can
change the pitch of his voice or the instrumental track to
bring them together.
This example addresses the reality that, in the highly
competitive radio, TV, and TV commercial business, the
mix of creative personnel with the new technology can
lead to a crucial advantage.
But though the technological development of digital effects systems has been welcomed by the creative sector,
this in itself will not make them widely used in the broadcast industry; for radio and TV stations and production facilities there has to be a financial payoff. Lou Mueller,
chief engineer of WKEE, claims "they give us an added

for entering the original running time and the percent of
compression or expansion desired, as well as for control
of any variable -speed tape recorder.
The way in which the 1200 accomplishes its task if
somewhat complex. It is a result of "intelligent splicing
which removes the redundant properties of vocal soundi
by sampling the audio at a very high rate. Inside the unit
a Z-80 computer as a backup to the integral high-speed
pitch processor. The pitch shifter maintains the relation.
ship of one pitch to another so that if two pitches were one
octave apart in the original, they would retain that relationship even though their absolute pitch had changed.
This is possible because the pitch processor is linear in the
frequency domain (i.e. for a given pitch change, all frequencies are multiplied by a constant).

The actual shifting of pitches is accomplished by
storing the information at one rate, and retrieving it at a
different rate. The pitch -shift ratio is the difference of the
pitch when there is a change from its record speed to its
playback speed. If it is played back at twice the record
speed, the shift ratio is two; if played back at half the record speed, 0.5 is the shift ratio. The pitch -shift ratio is the

constant by which all frequencies are multiplied.
Future systems enhancement is also easier with this
technology. There are eight audio expansion programs
and eight compression programs in the standard 1200

unit, with the capability of adding more if necessary
through the installation of additional software in the form
of read-only memories, or with the addition of hardware
such as replacement of printed circuit board modules.
Another popular time -altering device, with the addition
of an outboard computer, is the Eventide H949 Harmonizer. Called the Timesqueeze, the system consists of the
H949, Eventide's tape controller, and a Hewlett-Packard
HP85 desktop computer with proprietary software. 'The
desired play times are entered and the computer makes ail
timing, speed, and pitch ratio computations.
Computers expand audio horizons
Time compression at WNEW-TV is done with an Eventide
Timesqueeze installed in Ampex VPR-2Bs.

selling advantage over the competition. The draw to potential advertisers is substantial. For some, digital devices
might still be a luxury because of the cost, but for us special effects are useful tools that provide a substantial return on the investment."
Altering time with digital audio
Digital effects per se is not the only area under development in digital processing, however; time compression is
under full-scale attack. Lexicon's Model 1200, for example, allows the playback of recorded audio or videotape
and film at a faster or slower rate without altering the original pitch. The unit can compress the audio at up to 25 per-

cent without signal degradation. This permits the
shortening of running time to add tag lines, or simply to
lend an energetic atmosphere to the presence of the show
in question. Older television programs can now be shown
with more commercial time, without editing, by simply
running the show faster and compressing the audio. Radio
drama can benefit in a similar way with the resurgence of
some of the old syndicated shows. A keypad is provided
88 BM/E JANUARY, 1983

Since computers have long been processing information digitally, and since they are fast and cost-efficient,
they are naturally assuming a major role as the special effects scenario is played out. The use of computers aids in
the storage and retrieval of sound effects as well as in
creating them. The Synclavier is a well-known device
used for special effects in music recording and commercial sound effects generation. It is essentially a computer driven synthesizer, with memory for storage and recall of
musical passages and audio effects.
Another computerized effects system is ACCESS (Automated Computer Controlled Editing Sound System).
There are two in existence, the original at Neiman Tillar
Associates, an audio production house in Los Angeles,
and the other at the audio arm of Reeves Communications, the Sound Shop, in New York City.
Neiman Tillar designed the user application software
for the system whose hardware was provided by Mini
Micro Systems. At the Sound Shop, the computer terminal and separate control console is interfaced to audio and
videotape machines through a BTX Shadow controller.
The digitized sound data is stored in standard IBM magnetic disk data storage packs with each pack holding 40
minutes of digitized sound. The system currently accom-

You've heard the complaints a thousand times.
The sound is muddy, distorted, unintelligible! The
system just isn't doing the job! The darn thing is in
trouble again! Yet these inadequate communications systems are continually patched, reworked and
rebuilt, running up costs and ruining schedules.
The field -proven RTS Systems'
TW INTERCOM effectively solves

these problems to deliver outstanding sound quality in any teleproduction, broadcast or industrial
application. It's a high-performance conference -line system that
offers remarkable reliability, coupled with extensive capabilities.

A selection of 30 components make up virtually any
custom configuration. It's everything you need and
want in a system, but never thought you could get.
All of this performance translates into lower costs,
smoother operations, and production schedules that
are met, time and time again. The TW INTERCOM
SYSTEM, engineered by the
company dedicated to providing responsive solutions to
communication problems -RTS
Systems. So stop complaining!
Call or write
Marie Hart to-

day for more
information.

RTS SYSTEMS, INC. PROFESSIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIONS PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS
1100 WEST CHESTNUT STREET BURBANK, CA 91506 TEL. 2131843-7022 TWX 910-498-4987 TELEX 194855
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Now I can progrcc-ri, air and
control station breaks, local

commercials-in fact totally
automate my station's scheduling needs 24 hours a day
with ;List the touch of a finger.
Unlike costly 2" video cart

machines-this automatic

multi -deck random-access
video cart system developed
by Lake is compact, modular
and has the flexibility I need.

operators to perform °the]. duties.
La -Kart. It's the affordable
system for the cost-conscious

It was a turn -key system.
I had a choice of formats,
U-Matic/Type M/Type C.

La -Kart is expandable and
capable of controlling up
to 30 machines. It features
automatic frame accurate
switching-plus, total redundancy. Best of all, it reduces
tape costs, programming

time-and even cuts my
overhead by treeing

station manager.
For the La -Kart representative

nearest you please contact:
Lake Systems Corporation,
55 Chapel Street, Newton, MA

LAKE

02160 (617) 24/1-68&
TWX 710 335-1639

LAKE SYSTEMS
CORPORATION

The La -Kart Series I

shown is $94,500.

The Systems Company

"La -Kart TM

Does Everything Except
Bring Me My Coffee"
Jim Boaz: Station Manager
WXXA-TV/New York

1

LT -1., 0 0 0 0 0

Lake Systems C o:perclaon

r
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Special Effects

/Perfect Timings,
PROGRAMMABLE
CLOCKS
CONTROL TIME THE EASY,

The audio time compressor/expander from Lexicon is a
dedicated computer with keypad control of all playback
parameters.

modates seven packs, providing four hours and 40 minutes of digital effects on line at any time. This all adds up
to something on the order of 30,000 to 40,000 stored effects, which are instantly retrievable and can be modified
in volume, intensity, length, and equalization.
The data is stored and indexed in the computer by name
and number and can be easily accessed. Once the effect is
found, the sound engineer listens to it and, if he doesn't
like the effect, he skips over it. If he likes the sound, he
pulls it out, and tells the computer to insert the effect on
the tape at the specified SMPTE time code. The duration
is determined by entering time code points for the effect's
beginning and ending.
The modification of the effect is accomplished at the
custom-built ACCESS console, which has the facility for
up to 24 tracks of audio assignment, three -band equalization, and slide faders to control gain and pitch. The effect
is retrieved and auditioned while the gain, pitch, and EQ
are adjusted. If the sound is satisfactory, the engineer lays
it on tape and enters it into the computer, which locates it
in the index next to the original, unmodified effect.
A list of all edits and effects executed are listed by time
code on a computer printout for easy reference. The list
states the name of the effect, its duration, and index location in the computer.

ECONOMICAL WAY

750 L SERIES
One or Two Events,
Thumbwheel Programming

$315-390

b

23

s9

5

FAIA TIME PROGRAMMER

780 SERIES
Up to 96 Events Stored
in Random Access Memory

$1200.1650

Digital effects can save money

The drawback of such sophisticated equipment is, of
course, the price tag. Advanced, dedicated computers are
expensive to buy, and the expense is difficult to justify unless the facility has a heavy schedule of commercial production or other creative audio work.
There is, however, a viable alternative which puts digital effects capability within range of any who work with
audio-simply the small digital effects boxes mentioned
earlier. Several companies make quality units with prices
ranging anywhere from $400 up. The small delay and re verb units have many effects contained within them and
offer the fine control and reliability of digital processing.
The bottom line is that there is no excuse for claiming
the bottom line doesn't permit the purchase of digital effects. With a little creative application, the devices can

ES 790
1000 Events, Microprocessor Based, 32 Output Channels

$2190
Many More Units Available
Contact Us or Our Dealers
We'll Be Happy to Help!

work to improve the financial picture rather than be a
drain on it. The investment return has proved to be there in
the form of commercial production and post -production,

or simply in distinguishing one station's sound from all
the others. The potential is there for any application in any
BM/E
market. In short, digitize and be recognized.

(213) 322-2136

142 Sierra St., El Segundo, CA 90245
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INTRODUCING

U-MATIC
SPECIAL EFFECTS
WITHOUT
SIDE EFFECTS.

but because of the way it gives you total motion
control of three VTR's.
The BVE-800 is expandable and upgradeable
and includes full A/B sync roll capability; time
code or CTL editing; built-in BVS-500 Audio/
Video switcher control logic and something else
only Sony can offer:
A price that's at least $5,000 less than its nearest competitor.
A CHAIN WITH NO WEAK LINKS.
TWO NEW WORDS IN 3/4" VTR'S:
DYNAMIC TRACKING.'
The Sony U-matic editing system features
At the heart of the new, fully integrated, plug - another marvel of Sony technology, the BVT-800
Digital Timebase Corrector.
compatible Sony editing system is the BVU-820
Without it, the BVU-820 is capable of up to
videocassette recorder.
10x play speed-fully viewable.
It retains all the outstanding qualities of the
With it, it's capable of up to 40x play speed
BVU-800 series. Including up to 40x play speed
in shuttle, which is more than twice as fast as ever fully viewable, and full play speed in reverse to 3x
forward with broadcast quality.
before-to stop, instantly, without slewing or
For all the facts on the state
breaking up.
But there's one brilliant addition-Dynamic of the art, from the people who
invented it, call Sony Broadcast
Tracking. Which means U-matic users now have
the ability to broadcast special effects-something in New York/New Jersey at
(201) 368-5085; in Chicago at
which, until now, has only been associated with
(312) 860-7800; in Los Angeles
more expensive reel-to-reel broadcast VTR's.
at (213) 537-4300; in Atlanta at
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY AT YOUR
LJA.
(404) 451-7671; or in Dallas at
FINGERTIPS.
(214)
659-3600.
If the BVU-820 is the heart of the system,
then the BVE-800 is most assuredly the brain. Not
merely because of its 128 multi -event edit memory,
Broadcast

Sony, the inventor of the U-matie format, as
well as every link in the chain, has evolutionized
U-matic again.
Now, for the first time ever, you can make instant broadcast -quality edits of those dramatic
events which calf for freeze frame, slow motion,
fast forward or reverse, without transferring to 1".
And the implications of this in terms of saving
time and money are enormous.

SONY

Sony. U-matic and Dynamic Tracking are registered trademarks of the Sony Corp. ©1982 Sony Corp. of America. 9 W. 57th St.. New York. NY 10019.

UNDERPAID
OVERACHIEVER

It does everything but cost a lot:

8 bit, 4x subcarrier digital design for high
Chroma/Luminance delay compensation adreliability and transparent performance
justment for smear -free pictures
Wide range, 16-H line memory allows correc- Built-in RS -170A Sync Generator will opertion of large gyro errors
ate genlock or standalone if reference is lost
3.58 MHz feedback for full bandwidth
For full information contact: MICROTIME,
processing
1280 Blue Hills Avenue Bloomfield, CT 06002.
Averaging Velocity Correction for best color
(203)242-4242 TWX 710-425-1165
performance
.

MICROTIME
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SMPTE 1982:

Broadcasters Discover
a New Sense of Reality
IT WAS BUT A YEAR AGO that the industry was buzzing with

Analog components? At first the concept seemed

the idea that an all -digital TV plant might not be that far
away. International sampling standards were in the midst
of being set; digital VTR development was thought to be

unrealistic. But it was quickly realized that the new small format recorders used in one-piece recorder/cameras are

proceeding smoothly; manufacturers of various digital

"boxes" appeared to agree that a digital interface
standard was just around the corner. At the same time, the
course appeared to be set for HDTV, computer graphics,

broadcast teletext, and a number of other new technologies discussed at the 1981 SMPTE meeting.
But a funny thing is happening on the way to the digital
studio. The industry is apparently detouring through the
analog component route originally suggested by manufacturers of small -format recorders (Hawkeye, Betacam,
Lineplex-take your pick); and the ETA of the all -digital
plant is being delayed-five to 10 years, some fear.
Nowhere is this new thinking about digital more clear
than in ENG/EFP applications. Merrill Weiss of KPIX,
San Francisco, is just one of those who is exhibiting a new

sense of reality about digital. A year ago, when Weiss
traced out the steps he was planning in getting to the all digital studio, he foresaw a need for a quite separate ENG

department. Since then, he has revised his thinking to
show an improved interface between analog and digital,
thanks to the advent of more compatible analog component equipment. Although the performance of today's
ENG equipment doesn't measure up to what is to be expected in the digital post -production suite, the advent of
improved tape could satisfactorily close the gap between
4:1:1 and 4:2:2 digital systems.
Nor is digital TV the only technology apparently being
downgraded. Last year the goal for HDTV was 1125 lines

of resolution-something equivalent to 35 mm film in
quality. This year the target seems to have shifted to
something far less idealistic-upgraded 525 -line compatible TV.
Even more telling, at last year's Los Angeles SMPTE
conference, computer graphics were all set to invade TV land. This year in New York, only a few systems that had
crossed the border could be sighted.
A new sense of reality (or perhaps even conservatism)
has emerged, and the transition to tomorrow's radically
changed broadcast or production plant is going to be anything but smooth.

The analog components
Indeed, as broadcasters began to plot the all -digital studio using the new international standard (4:2:2 component
sampling as opposed to the traditional composite signal),
they recognized that when interfacing with analog equip-

ment it would be desirable to work with analog component signals.

already of the component type-luminance signal is recorded on one track, chrominance signals on another.
And these new recorders began to catch the attention of
all -digital planners as a necessary part of the plant of the
future, especially for ENG and EFP applications, since no

one can yet envision a compact, portable digital VTR.
So while the SMPTE committee working on half -inch
tape standards failed to recommend either the Beta- or the
VHS -based format for standardization, a new Working
Group on Component Analog Video Standards has just
been formed to see if agreement can't be reached on the
coding scheme used in the recorders.
Despite the speed with which these developments have
been taking place, it appears that analog component signals are now part of a broadcaster's life. The question beof analog components is

best-frequency multiplexed components such as the
YIQ frequency -modulated signals of the Matsushita
(Panasonic)/RCA format, or time -multiplexed components, represented by the Sony Betacam approach (R -Y
and B -Y signals). The Bosch Lineplex format, developed
for its quarter -inch recorder, uses similarly derived color
signals, but, through expansion of the luminance signal
and compression of color signals, it intermixes both on the

same track. A full picture is read out of the two lines.
The case for analog component signal processing for

ENG/EFP applications was spelled out by RCA's
C. Robert Thompson in the SMPTE session on small format recorders. In the analog composite domain, re-

cording is by color subcarrier, which is, of course,
bandwidth limited. The secret of producing outstanding
picture quality on small -format recorders is the elimination of color subcarriers. For high-grade NTSC signal recording, Thompson says all active lines, both luminance
and chrominance, must be recorded.
The Hawkeye approach, which records the Y FM signal and the I and Q FM signal on separate tracks (see "The
5 mm Difference," BM/E, March 1982, p. 191), delivers full NTSC bandwidth -4.2 MHz for luminance, 1.5
MHz for chrominance I, and 0.6 MHz (6 dB down as per
FCC specs) for Q.
Thompson also pointed out some of the differences between the RCA and Sony machines. Whereas Sony offers
a higher head -to -tape speed as a result of a larger drum
diameter and thus has an edge in regard to wavelengths
recorded and magnetization depth, RCA's wider track
width (on its larger cassette), which is 175 microns, com-

pared to 73 for Sony, offers a larger magnetization
volume and an inherently greater video channel capacity:
BM/E JANUARY, 1983 73

SMPTE 1982
The Bosch camera/recorder became a real contender at
the SMPTE conference. Bosch had a working unit of the
below -16 -pound complete system producing superb pictures in its Sheraton suite. The company also showed an
edit controller for two recorder decks, indicating full system possibilities. Although Bosch wasn't taking orders, it
indicated it would be ready by the next NAB.

Ninety percent single -piece by 1988
Nor were the Sony, RCA, and Bosch recorder/camera
systems the only ones on view. At Panasonic a spokesman
said he expected that single -piece camera systems would

Sony three -tube Betacam.

1.89, compared to 1.0. For audio, ChromaTrak offers an
even greater ratio of advantage, Thompson said.
T.E. Mehrens from Sony revealed, however, that the
high head -to -tape speed of the Betacam allows the recording of the newly developed compressed time division
multiplex component recording format; luminance is recorded on one track while R -Y and B -Y color difference

signals are compressed 2:1 in time and alternately recorded on a second track. In the playback process, R -Y
and B -Y signals are restored to their original form and delayed 2H. The time difference is compensated by a digital

retiming built into the BVW-10 player unit.
And Sony evidently means serious business when it
comes to capturing the recorder/camera market; it showed

for the first time a working model of the BVP-3
camera-a three x 2/3 -inch tube version of the Betacam
camera head fully interchangeable with the current three stripe version. Weight of the new camera is 9.5 pounds,

bringing the total system in at 17 pounds without lens.
Performance specs are impressive: more than 600 lines
resolution, 58 dB S/N, and sensitivity rated at 2000 lux at

f/4 with 89 percent reflectance. Power consumption is
only 11 W.
The SMPTE small -format recorder session afforded
attendees the opportunity to learn something about the
Bosch quarter -inch Lineplex system, unveiled last April
at the NAB convention. Henry Zahn of Bosch said Lineplex leapfrogs the confusion generated by the two incompatible half -inch formats. According to Zahn, while the
Bosch recorder works with much narrower tape, it does

not sacrifice signal-to-noise. By doubling the recorded
wavelength and halving the track width, a 3 dB S/N improvement can be achieved for a given surface area.
Taking advantage of the fact that the density of the

dominate the market-rising as high as 90 percent within
the next five years. Naturally the company hopes to corner
some of this market with its ReCam system.
Ampex, too, has entered the field with ARC (Ampex
Recording Camera), with both recorder and camera sections OEM -manufactured and of no relation to the BCC
camera line or Ampex -manufactured VTRs.

Ikegami, too, is making use of the Matsushita developed recorder, coupling it with the Ikegami HL -83

single -tube lightweight ENG camera. Craig Sloss of
Ikegami says the company is not permanently "married"
to this recorder, however, and points out that the HL -83's
side -mounting bracket allows for the attachment of virtually any small -format recorder. "Why weigh the cameraman down with half -inch?" says Sloss. Ikegami, which
has sold 3500 HL -79s in the U.S. alone, is off to a running
start with its small -format program, having made a major
sale to WNEV-TV along with Panasonic (see BM/E, November 1982, p. 18).
Hitachi made news by showing not one but two fully
engineered recorder/camera units: the SR -10, using the
half -inch "M" -format (Matsushita) recorder, and the
SR -1, incorporating a high -quality quarter -inch format recorder. Both units on display used the new Hitachi SK -1

high resolution MOS image sensor camera head, introduced at NAB, but Thomas Califano said the SR -10
(M -format) would also soon be available with a three x
2/3 -inch tube camera. The separate recorder portion would
be pin -compatible with either the solid-state camera or the

tube camera. Hitachi showed a complete system in the
M -format, including an HR -50 standalone field recorder
and a complete editing system.

The SR -1 is not the color subcarrier-under system
shown in prototype form at earlier NAB shows, but a full
professional -quality quarter -inch unit taking the analog
component foute with a luminance channel and a multiplexed I/Q channel. Developed under a research contract
to Nippon Television, sample units are being made availa-

ble to the U.S. networks, and the format structure has

chrominance recorded signals in NTSC is three times less
than that of luminance, Bosch elected to use a signal expansion and compression technique to record equal densi-

ties by expanding luminance by a factor of 1.5 and
compressing chrominance by two.
Two tracks are used to record odd and even tracks of
multiplexed luminance and chrominance. By displacing
heads, two horizontal line intervals are located in parallel
in correspondence with appropriate picture elements.
74
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The Hitachi SK -91 with PEP'Frezzolini-adapted VHS -C recorder.
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been submitted to the SMPTE, in case the formats
standards group decides to retackle the problem of
proposing standards. Although the SR -1 has not yet been

committed to production, that decision is not far away,
Califano intimated.
Finally, as if the two half -inch and two quarter -inch for-

mats just discussed did not offer enough choice, JVC has

come along with another possibility (one which Julie
Barnathan at ABC says is just as interesting to him as any
of the others). The VHS -C format is a standard VHS recorder, except scaled down so the cassette is little larger
than a pack of cigarettes. The field recorder clips onto any
camera and provides, if not full broadcast quality, then at
least ENG-acceptable signals. Then, for editing, the tape
is taken out, placed in a special adaptor, and played on a
standard VHS player for editing.
JVC is offering the recorder as a package with one of its

industrial -grade cameras, but both Frezzolini and PEP
have also jumped on the bandwagon. Available through
both is a VHS -C recorder made to attach to ENG cameras

by using the clip -on bracket which normally mounts an
on -board battery.
"Ordinary" VTRs and cameras
In all the excitement over the small -format recorders it

is easy to miss a major new development in one -inch

VTRs-the Ampex VPR-5 Weighing in at just 15
.

pounds, the recorder offers full bandwidth field recording
in a package smaller and lighter than portable 3/4 -inch
decks. First shown at the IBC conference (see BM/E, November 1982, p. 18), this was the VTR's U.S. debut. An
Ampex spokesman said the VPR-5 was developed in part
in response to the lightweight one-piece units.

Developments were shown in cameras, too. Though
not in the single -piece market, CEI/Panavision Electronics (the newly formed merger offering film -style products

to the TV industry and TV technology to filmmaking)
brought out the new 310SP, a "special performance"
model of the CEI 310, featuring its microprocessor control system. This camera is definitely intended for the EC

market, according to national marketing manager Alan
Sheffield, but it doesn't overlook the needs of the traditional EFP production. Processing is the key to achieving
the "film look," with the incorporation of four different
clip levels to achieve smoother transitions. Sheffield also
said the Foton studio camera-"automation that's affordable to all stations"-is now in full production with first
deliveries due soon.
Both RCA and Hitachi showed new portable versions
of their automated studio camera systems, designed for
full integration with master setup panels.
Among lens manufacturers, Canon led the way with
two new models for 2/3 -inch cameras. The first, according

to Jack Keyes, VP, is an "economical" 15:1 zoom priced
at $2100 and therefore filling a gap between low -quality/
low-priced zooms and premium quality models. Maximum aperture is f/1.8 from 9.5 to 112 mm, and f/2.3 out
to 143 mm. Canon's other new lens is a 15X zoom for
2/3 -inch studio -type cameras.
Angenieux, too, had a brand-new lens-a 10-120 mm,
T/2 model designed for cine cameras. The 15x9 ENG/
EFP lens and the 14x7 lens for half -inch tube cameras introduced at last year's NAB were also prominent.
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A lively display of new camera technology at CEI/Panavision
Electronics.

Jack Dawson, VP of Fujinon, made no startling product
introductions, though he revealed that Fujinon manufactures close to 95 percent of all beam splitting and dichroic
filter assemblies used on every manufacturer's cameras.
Dawson also promised major new developments come
NAB time, with perhaps some additions to the electronic
cinematography prime lens line by then.
Among pickup tube manufacturers, EEV has a new
1/2 -inch tube for the new generation of cameras such as the
Hawkeye, but the tube isn't in mass production yet and the
company is taking a wait -and -see attitude as far as half inch is concerned. Amperex, which introduced its 80XQ
half -inch tube at NAB, is also cautious about the market;

spokesperson Lee Nowell doesn't see much happening
with half -inch cameras yet.
News as king

One way of reading the increased emphasis on realism
is increased attention to bottom -line profits. And with
some stations reporting 60 percent of their revenues as
coming from local news operations, manufacturers have
been targeting newsgathering as never before; news is
king when it comes to revenues, and the news director has
become a major station influence.
The development of single -piece recorder/cameras is
only the tip of the iceberg. Harris, for instance, brought its
line of ENG microwave gear-a rarity at SMPTE shows,
with SMPTE itself confessing that transmission is not its
area of expertise. Even rental houses with regular network
news clients may be getting into the act (it's still impossible to rent a microwave system from any of the major rent -

C 1981 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Tape Division, 350 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10118

THE WORLD'S ONLY
FULLY DIGITAL
TELECINE

IS NOW I AMERICA!
It's the MARCONI LINE ARRAY TELECINE

B3410-the telecine that not only delivers
a new standard of quality for film -to -tape
transfers but can appreciably add to your
productivity and profits!

The reasons are simple. The Marconi
B3410's fully digital processing
and CCD image sensors deliver
an extraordinarily true video pic-

drift and no tubes to replace. It interfaces
with all available color correctors, converts
into all international standards and-by its
very digital nature-is designed to have an
exceptionally long life.
And, because the Marconi B3410 is distributed and supported by A. F.

Associates-America's largest
designers and builders of video

ture. And the Marconi B3410

systems-there is no lack of engineering backup and spares

does not require time-consuming

tweaking, day-to-day adjust-

on both the East and West

ments and set-up arrangements

coasts!
For more information on speci-

that rob you of valuable hours
of productive work.
The Marconi B3410 delivers
full performance within two minutes from the time you switch on.
Moreover, there is no registration

fications, costs and delivery,
contact Richard Lunniss in New
Jersey (201) 767-1000 or Noel

Parente in California (213)
466-5066.

THE MARCONI LINE ARRAY TELECINE B3410
Now in America and only from

APR
A. F. Associates

100 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, NJ 07647
1438 N. Gower St. Box 47, Hollywood CA 90028
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al centers, including Camera Mart and Victor Duncan).
The problem, according to John Sullivan, who owns a
rental company in Boston, is that systems are relatively
expensive and demand for them, though heavy for occasions such as election night, just isn't there year-round.

market already fully interfaced with most VTRs.
Still an attention -grabber among editing systems, Control Video's Lightfinger is now in a "Plus" version that

Editing systems, which are traditional at SMPTE

interactive screen to call up the various editing capabili-

shows, also showed this trend towards the smaller system

ties-completely eliminating mechanical machine re-

designed primarily for news. Karen Mills, product specialist at EECO, demonstrated EECO's brand-new entry
into the editing field (they've been OEM manufacturing
for Ampex and RCA until now). The IVES -1 (Intelligent

mote control.
Even Control Video, a technological innovator for the
past several years, is taking a more realistic approach.
Whereas the system was being marketed to film-makers
until fairly recently, the marketing effort in this direction
has now taken a back seat to the TV market push. With
Harris said to be experiencing some difficulties with suppliers of the film -rate time code generators used in its
EPIC -based film -style editor, this leaves really only Convergence with its ECS-104 contending for the still rather
small number of film producers who are shooting film,
transfering to tape for post -production, then going back to
film for release using the automatic shot log generated by
the video editor.
CMX/Orrox, whose FLM-1 film editor is also being
heavily promoted by Laumic, appears to be ideally positioned for those film-makers who simply want to apply
electronic technology to the editing process-especially

Video Editing System) costs only $5500 for a two machine system (successors to the IVES line, such as
IVES -2, may be available by NAB). The system has an
internal AFV switcher for split edits, a black burst generator for "striping" tape, and a CRT with full information
about the status of the edit, including time code displays,
while the editing console has a unique thumbwheel-like
joystick with extremely positive response.

Meanwhile, Joseph Horning, describing the new
Datatron ST -3 moderately priced editor, claimed "people
are saying they find this system 20 percent faster because
of the dedicated keyboard and positive keystrokes without

having to use a dialog with the machine." Moderate
pricing in this case is under $40,000 for a basic three machine editor plus special effects switcher interface, but
the system can be expanded to five machines plus interface. Perhaps best of all, says Horning, the ST -3 uses the
same interface cards as the Vanguard, so it comes onto the

includes list management. Its advantage lies in the
operator interface, since the editor merely touches an

with the new Kodak Datakode development (see the
discussion under "Film and tape").
Editing systems being designed more and more for the
expediencies of news operations are only half the story,
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Don't let your
station sound like
a phone booth.

Every broadcaster knows the problems of on -air
telephone links. The garbling when announce -feeds
go out simultaneously through the board and the
phone. Or the mysterious cutoffs in the middle of an
important interview when line noise or sibilants
generate 2600 Hz for a disconnect signal.

A lot of stations-network flagships and
others-who've had to face the problems have also
found the answer: the Studer Telephone Hybrid.
With sidetone attenuation of up to 40dB, producing
maximum isolation between send and receive circuits
through an active self adjusting bridge network, and
a 12 -Henry choke on the input to ensure positive exchange lock -in, the Studer Telephone Hybrid is simply
designed to do the job right. 30dB/octave receive and
12dB/octave transmit filters eliminate unwanted
signals that would muddy the on -air clarity you've
built into your station. All phone line requirements

are automatically matched, and a built-in limiter

and white -noise generator are included to give you
adjustable overload protection and privacy.
All in a 13/4 inch rack mount unit.
Studer can ensure a clean link for all your console feeds. The Telephone Hybrid maintains air
quality on telephone talk shows, news feeds, and
phone interviews. And our active -circuit Stereo
Balancing Unit couples balanced ins and outs
to single -ended recorders, equalizers, limiter/
compressors or other unbalanced gear.
For more information on how to keep your station from sounding like a "wrong number," call or
write today.

REVOX

Studer Revox America, Inc.

1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254-5651
Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780-4234 / New York (212) 255-4462

In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.
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however. For since more and more news operations have
their own technical areas within the station and roll their
own material to air directly from their own VCRs, several
companies have come onto the market with cart deck controllers designed not for massive program automation systems but for smaller, news -style operations. One of the
most prominent was the Lake Systems La -Cart, which
handles up to 30 machines, including U-Matic and Type C
decks-Control Video OEMs the system's finger -control
interactive CRT.

Also eyeing this market, however, is Vital. Jim
Moneyhun, the automation project manager, confided
that the SAM automation system was being seriously
thought of for post -production as well as newsroom origination applications. The time code -based operation, and
use of a DEC mainframe, make tailoring to fit any appli-

cations a simple task.
Videomedia, too, has a new product offering in this

area. STC-1 is an expandable remote control system
operating over twisted -pair wiring and capable of
controlling virtually any kind of tape transport. Again, the

emphasis is on somewhat smaller applications than the
massive station automation systems which became availa-

ble a few years ago but were rejected.
Systems such as Videomedia's, almost unthinkable at a
SMPTE show a few years ago, are suddenly very popular.
Even Microtime, which introduced a simple videocassette
automation controller to the cable industry last year, may

be planning to market actively to broadcasters soon.

,,.0Pv)-14. 3/37.

IVES, the new low-cost editing system from EECO.
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Why Beyer mics represent a viable alternative
to the usual choices in Broadcast.

a

Beyer MCM Condenser System

Beyer MCE 5 Lavalier

Beyer M 260

Now there's another high-tech
German condenser system.

With lavalier mics,
small is not enough.

Until recently, film and
broadcast engineers thought only
Sennheiser and Neumann made
high -quality condenser microphone
systems. Now the Beyer MCM Series
offers the same German excellence
in design and construction, the same
kinds of accessories (windscreens,
pistol grips, shock mounts) and
facilities for 12V and 48V "phantom"

Electret condenser lavalier
mics like SONY's ECM -50 have
proven useful for on -camera miking
situations because of their reduced
size. And while many of these mics
offer good performance in a compact
size, the Beyer MCE5 also provides
extended frequency response (20 to
20,000 Hz) and durability in an even
smaller format (diameter: 7 mm /

powering.

length: 23 mm).
To optimize its compatibility
with a variety of broadcast and film
applications, the tiny black MCE5 is
available in different configurations
for powering interface and includes a
system with accessories like
windscreens, expansion mounts etc.
At Beyer Dynamic's ultra -modem
manufacturing facility in West
Germany, we hand -build virtually all
of our microphones in the most
evolved state of fine German
engineering.

And since the MCM Series studio
condenser mic is part of a system
which combines power modules and
different mic capsules (long shotgun,
short shotgun, unidirectional, omnidirectional and figure eight), you
get more microphone potential for
dollar output.
Like all Beyer microphones, the
MCM Series is a truly professional

instrument system suited to
the widest range of applications
in Broadcast/Film and Video

There's more than one way to
bring out the warmth
in an announcer's voice.

Broadcast engineers choose the
E -V RE20 for many vocal announcing

situations because of its wide
frequency response (45-18,000 Hz)`
and smooth sound. Beyer Dynamics
M 260 also provides the extended
s.

frequency response (50-18,000 Hz),
and warmth required for critical
vocal applications with one distinct
advantage: its reduced size. Its
compact and efficient ribbon element
captures the warmth traditionally
provided by this type of mic. And
because it is considerably smaller
than a mic with a large moving coil diaphragm, the M 260 provides
a natural, balanced sound image in
a portable format that won't obscure
copy or take up valuable space in
the studio.
The Beyer M 260 has its own
custom -designed ribbon element to
optimize the mic's performance
based on its Broadcast applications.

post -production.

beyerdynamia

The Dynamic Decision
*Extracted from competitive promotional literature or advertising.
'Documentation supporting specific comparative claims available upon request.

Beyer Dynamic, Inc. 5-05 Bums Avenue, Hicksville, New York 11801 (516) 935-8000
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Quick and dirty graphics
As noted at the beginning of this report, even the highpriced, ultrasophisticated world of electronic graphics is
facing up to the realities of the current broadcast and production environment. Let there be no mistake, of course,
that in larger markets and for networks the high -ticket
graphics devices will continue to make their impact. Units
such as the MCl/Quante' DPE line and the Mirage system,
the Ampex ADO, Bosch's new 3D effects generator, the
Vital SqueeZoom, and the Grass Valley DVE are going to
continue to draw crowds with their dazzling effects packages (including the movement towards three-dimensional

effects as an industry -wide trend-see the report elsewhere in this issue). And electronic still stores such as the

ADDA ESP, Ampex ESS, and MCl/Quantel DLS will

Add-on graphics module for the Chyron IV.

also continue to make inroads. But the real push is
towards the low-cost systems, the systems that will interface immediately with current stations or facility opera-

tions, systems that expand current capabilities without
forcing a commitment to extensive new hardware.
At the top of this list of companies is Chryon, which
continues to expand the software of its Chyron IV-now
able to manipulate the character generator output in simple digital effects patterns. "If someone already has our

character generator," observes Dave Buckler, "why
should they have to invest in a digital effects system?"
Chryon's new package also includes camera -based font
compose and the digital art/paint system first previewed at
NAB. The character generator can thus become the basis

of a complete electronic graphics system for only an extra
$6500.
Also high up on the list is Bosch, which has come out

with a graphics generator that can be used either standalone or tied to a character generator such as the Compositor I. According to president William Butler, the low-cost
system offers the artist 16 colors per image chosen from a
field of 65,000. Automatic filling is offered, as is full cut

and paste and a wide choice of electronic brush and pen
styles. Up to 64 images can be stored on each replaceable
10 -megabyte cartridge.
With the move towards lower -cost systems so preva-

r.V0)
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lent, digital art/paint systems may be in for a hard time of

it-especially sophisticated units such as the Quantel
Paint Box; it's still a show -stopper, since it does things
which no other system can, but besides networks and
larger teleproduction facilities, who will be willing (or
able) to pay the price tag?
On the more affordable scale, companies such as Via
Video are still trying to drum up interest. Via announced
at the show that Videograf, a Highland Park, NJ -based
production company, would become its east coast service/
demonstration center.

A newcomer to computer -graphics -for -television,
Online Computer brought out the Cyber-Limn system.
Ten Z-80 microcomputer chips are run together in parallel
arrangement to add considerable graphics depth at minimal cost.

Film and tape: the gap closes
With film and tape busy borrowing each other's tech-

niques and technology, the once -formidable split in
SMPTE's personality is closing fast. Perhaps the most talked -about breakthrough in the film -tape area came
from Eastman Kodak, which announced that it will soon
begin producing film stocks with a "functionally transparent" magnetic coating called Datakode, which covers
the entire underside of the film in a physical marriage of
film and tape technology. Kodak envisions Datakode as a
tool for automating those aspects of film post -production
that it terms labor-intensive and basically uncreative, and
demonstrated its use on a film editor equipped with a magnetic read head.
Exactly what information will go on the magnetic coating and how film equipment will interface with it is not

final, but it is certain the film industry will waste little
time in supplying the answers. The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), in fact, formed an ad hoc
committee to explore the new technology's potential
shortly after Kodak first demonstrated its feasibility last
June. Ed DiGiulio, president of Cinema Products and
chairman of the committee, says equipment will be available to exploit Datakode by the time Datakode is avail-

The interplay of film and video was the subject of many
discussions at the show. Tom Mann of Image Transform,
for instance, is a strong advocate of video post -production
for film material because of the speed of the process and
the availability of broadcast -quality special effects. He
urges remaining at 24 fps for the whole process, thereby
eliminating the likelihood of bad edits created by the 3:2
pulldown problem. Mann is also involved in the Image -

Vision "higher definition" TV system, which gives increased video quality with unmodified cameras and
VTRs.
A major problem in film -to -tape transfers is turning out
to be a lack of standards, for which Kodak has proposed

two solutions: the use of Kodak's telecine analysis film

(TAF), and the Eastman Color Monitor Analyzer
(ECMA) for gray -scale alignment of telecines, which Kodak found highly variable in a survey of 20 transfer facilities. TAF is designed as a film tool for telecine alignment;

ECMA is a sensitive light meter with digital readout.
On the exhibit floor, A.F. Associates, at SMPTE for
the first time, showed a Marconi B3410. Response was
reported as good, especially from film people. AFA's
Rich Lunnis conceded that the Rank Cintel flying spot
scanner has plenty of vitality left but asserted, "There's
no doubt that CCDs are the future technology." CCD
telecines are gaining acceptance, Lunnis said; at any rate,
the telecine field provides "plenty of work for every-

one."
On the other side, Rank Cintel steadfastly maintains the
superiority of its flying spot telecine, the Mk III, which it

says avoids black stretch and noise problems found in

able-the second quarter of 1983, according to Kodak.

CCD models, and gives true live -frame still images. Rank

Users will be able to get the coating on a variety of 16 and
35 mm stocks.

had literature on its telecine color corrector, Amigo, expected to be ready by this spring's NAB.
Across town, TVC Video was putting the solid-state
Bosch FDL-60 telecine to work at its brand new post production facility-spawned by TVC film labs and designed by A.F. Associates. TVC actually installed the
first FDL-60B2 units to hit the market-capable of A/B
roll transfers. The Dubner color corrector, also capable of
A/B roll operation, was being converted while the show
was in progress. Typical of today's post -production facilities, TVC offers full -service editing with Chyron IV +
font compose graphics, an MCl/Quantel DPE-5000 digital effects system, Neve audio console, and CMX 340X
editing.
Color correction was a hot topic at the Magnasync/
Moviola booth, where the low-cost Videola telecine was
interfaced with an L-100 color corrector from Corporate
Communications Consultants (which had a full color correction system set up in its own booth). With the L-100,
the Videola color corrects from film to video or video to
video. Magnasync/Moviola claims to be unthreatened by

The most obvious application of Datakode is the recording of time code for ease in post -production. As Kodak's William Peck noted, standards will be required for

Demonstration of Kodak Datakode electronic film interfacing.
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both the code format and the content. DiGuilio says the
manufacturers involved in the MPAA committee have already agreed that SMPTE time code is best for the purpose, and have also agreed to record the code at the film
standard of 24 fps.
Kodak, which steadfastly maintains that film will remain the production medium of choice, also introduced a
new film stock at the show -5294, a 35 mm color negative film rated at 320 ASA; the 16 mm version, 7294, will
be available in the second quarter of this year.
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"I want the ultimate.
A camera with 3 -tube picture
quality that's tubeless:'

HITACHI HEARD YOU
So we're introducing one of the most advanced
and revolutionary professional cameras ever
made. The Hitachi SK -1 with features and performance that no tube camera can match.
Because it's 100% solid-state, the SK -1 is
always in registration. Won't burn images. Pans
without lag. Gives you absolutely no geometric
distortion.
It's extremely resistant to magnetic interference, shock and vibration. And it weighs only
7 pounds, so you can take it anywhere.
Hitachi's unique 3 -chip MOS image sensors
and precise prism optics will give you a bright,

clear, broadcast -quality picture with colors that
stack up to the finest 3 -tube cameras. And there
are no tubes to bum out or replace.
We defy you to find another camera that
offers the combination of features, performance
and value of the Hitachi SK-1-especially at its
low $14,500 price.
For more information, write or call Hitachi
Denshi America, Ltd., Broadcast and Professional
Video Divisions, 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. (516) 921-7200. Offices also in
Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas, Denver,
Los Angeles, Seattle, and Washington D.C.
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inch reel-to-reel recorder. Product manager John Carey
said the transports are specifically designed to interface
with video editors and SMPTE code -based controllers;
and he said he expected more and more business from the
TV market segment, including both production houses
and stations.
Audio Kinetics showed not merely the synchronization
of ATRs with VTRs but automated audio sweetening and
sound effects assembly using its powerful software programs, Q -Lock. AK also showed how dialogue is replaced automatically in the popular TV program Hill
Street Blues.
Dolby, too, pushes more and more towards the video
end of the marketplace with its noise reduction modules
for both Ampex and Sony VTRs. Delivery is expected to
begin shortly on the new Ampex units which not only reduce noise but generally improve the entire audio section.

Digital audio debate

It seems clear now that in both the television and
Marconi's 83410 solid-state telecine at the A.F. Associates
booth.

the high -end electronic telecines; it says its simple
mechanical system appeals to a larger market than its
competitors'.

Audio worthy of video

Another reality in television broadcasting is the
growing interest in upgrading audio quality. This trend
was apparent not only at SMPTE, but at the AES convention held two weeks earlier in Anaheim, CA. Two of the
reasons broadcasters and teleproduction houses are moving into pro audio equipment are the growing sophistica-

tion of audiences and the increased availability of
so-called component TV receivers. And there is now hope
that multichannel television will eventually emerge from
the standards -making process. Better sound will be simply good business.
At the same time it's good business for the audio equipment makers who have seen the music recording industry
go flat to go after the video market. Finally, the technolo-

gy and hardware to mate quality audio with video are
available at increasingly lower prices.
The scenario, as SMPTE speaker Paul C. Buff of Valley People, Inc., outlined it, is "more for less . . . more
sound/less cost, more manipulation/less operational complexity, more control/fewer controls. No processing function need be limited by human speed or cost."
A down-to-earth design of an audio mobile van for use
with remote TV broadcasts-some broadcast live internationally-was described by Steve Colby of WGBH, the
Boston PBS station (see BM/E, November 1982, p. 43,
for a detailed description of the WGBH bus). For a vehicle, the GBH engineers decided against the more -familiar
truck or tractor -trailer combination in favor of a used motor coach. A bus was chosen not only for the large amount
of space available in the interior but for the ample storage
capacity underneath and for the more -than -adequate suspension system.
Another manufacturer deeply committed to the audio for -video movement, Otari, showed its 5050B-ll quarter 86
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motion picture industries digital audio has a future for program production and post -production. The present barri-

ers to wide use of digital audio-high cost, interfacing
problems, scarcity of needed equipment links, and so
forth-are going to give way to the large-scale development activity now going on in production operations.
Only 3M brought its digital audio recorder to the show;
but several more can be expected at NAB.
Intense work on digital video will ease the coming of
digital audio in a number of ways, says Birney Dayton of

the Grass Valley Group, including the provision of
pathways of wide bandwidth.
David Spencer of Walt Disney Productions described
this very elaborate plant, based on four multitrack digital
audio machines (3M), nine videotape machines, and a
distributed processing control network. Spencer emphasizes the necessity of having SMPTE code tracks on both
the audio and the video machines, so that all could be tied
to house sync. Each frame of the code on the digital audio
machines is assigned to a specific number of samples, so
that video and audio are exactly synchronized.
Spencer also notes that the great quality improvement
inherent in the digital audio, the ability to dub it as often as
wanted without loss, and its time -base structure were all

important in the digital choice.
Another large digital audio installation is at Lucasfilm,
the production plant in San Rafael, CA where Star Wars
episodes are created. It was built to be an audio processing
station for all the functions of sound editing, synthesis,
and mixing, for film sound production. The raw sounds
are digitized and stored on computer -style discs. They are
kept in digital form until they are at the output of the plant,

when signals are recorded in analog form on six -track
master.
Again, the elimination of generation loss is very impor-

tant, as is the complete automation of the mix and edit
process. The editor, by pointing to the list of segments on
the computer readout, assembles premix segments automatically.
Ken Davies of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
gives a number of reasons for looking forward to the all -

digital video studio: transparency, capability of many
generations, and very sophisticated processing. He notes

"The Electro-Voice

Sentry 500 is
a monitor by design:'
Greg Silsby talks
about the New

Sentry 500
studio monitor...
Everyone expects a studio monitor system to
provide a means of quality control over
audio in production.
11.ue, other audio test equipment can
supply you with valuable data. But that data
by itself is incomplete and only displayed in
visual form.

Only a true studio monitor speaker
system can deliver an accurate indication of
audio quality in...audio! After all, this is
the language of the trained ear and doesn't
require a complex interpretation process.
I believe the Electro-Voice Sentry 500
Studio Monitor System will meet your every
expectation.

What's a "studio monitor?"
The term "studio monitor" is often a
misnomer. It's easy to tack a label on a box
and call it a "studio monitor" without including the best precision engineering available, and careful attention to application
design. Too often, these all-important
considerations are traded -off for such
marketing reasons as high cosmetic appeal,
a particular type of popular sound, and low
component manufacturing cost. While all of
this may translate into high profit margins
for the manufacturer it does nothing to produce a reliable standard for audio testing
and evaluation.

Linear frequency response
The Sentry 500 follows the well established Electro-Voice tradition of combining the most advanced engineering and
manufacturing technology available. The
Sentry 500 has been carefully thought-out
and built to meet the specific needs of the
audio professional. Like the smaller Sentry
100A, the Sentry 500 provides linear response throughout its range (40-18,000 Hz
± 3dB). In fact, because the two systems
share this linearity, program material may be
mixed on one, sweetened on the other, with

a

oulinn

company

complete confidence in quality. Acoustic
"Time Coherence" (the synchronous arrival
of acoustic wave fronts from both high and
low -frequency drivers) has been maintained
through careful crossover design and
driver positioning.

Constant Directivity
The Sentry 500 is a Constant Directivity
System, benefitting from years of E -V experience in the design and application of constant directivity devices. Utilizing a unique
E -V -exclusive high -frequency "Director", the
Sentry 500 provides essentially uniform coverage over a 110° angle from 250 Hz on up

to 10kHz and 60° dispersion from 10kHz
clear out to 18,000Hz! And it does this
on both the vertical and horizontal axes.
This means the "sweet spot': once a tightly
restricted area large enough for only one set
of ears, has been broadened to allow accurate monitoring by the engineer, producer,
and talent-all at the same time. That's what
we call Constant Directivity.

E -V components in the Sentry 500: the
Sentry 500 will deliver 96dB at one meter
with only one watt and yet will handle
100 watts continuous program material with
6dB of headroom. That's 400 watts on peaks!
The same Super-Dome/Director combination which maintains uniform dispersion of
linear response out to 18 kHz also handles a
full 25 watts of program power or 5 times
the power handling capacity of most "high
powered" tweeters. After all, tweeters
should convert electrical energy to acous-

tical energy-not to smoke and fire.
The Sentry 500 is another no-nonsense
Electro-Voice Sentry design with the incredible performance and credible price you've
learned to expect from EV. I'd like to tell
you the rest of the Sentry 500 story and
send you the complete Engineering Data
Sheet. Write to me: Greg Silsby, Market
Development Manager/Professional Markets,
Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, Michigan 49107.

A monitor by design
To qualify as a truly accurate test device.
a monitor speaker system must faithfully reproduce the wide dynamic range required by
today's music and current digital recording
techniques, and do it with low distortion.
This is no problem for the Sentry 500 which
combines the high efficiency of an optimally tuned Thiele -aligned cabinet to the brute
power handling of Electro-Voice Sentry components. Consider what you get with proven
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SMPTE 1982
that the changeover would be expensive, but urges the industry to begin it. On digital audio, says Davies, both the
video and the audio can be synchronized from a common
4.5 MHz clock, allowing digital audio to become a neces-

sary part of the studio.
The vexing questions of standards and interface specifications for digital audio are getting attention from Alistair

Heaslett of Ampex Corporation, chairman of an Audio
Engineering Society committee which is offering the industry a forum for standards discussions. The group has
centered discussion on a proposal from Sony, Studer, and
EBU for an internal interface code specification of 20 bits,

with four more bits available for expansion. This would
allow interchange of audio signals processed in the digital
domain, which will often involve bit multiplication; without more capacity than the 16 -bit standard, the "round off" necessary would be very deep. Commenting later on
the proposals for using twisted -pair cabling to link digital
audio equipment, Heaslett said that cables with a characteristic impedance around 100 ohms were capable of handling the necessary bit rate.

users of luminaires still had a good deal to say to the man-

ufacturers about the practicality of actually using the
lights. Apparently the sentiments of many were reflected
in the words of David M. Clark, an Emmy award -winning
lighting designer, who said, "The HMI and CSI are still
developing. Manufacturers need to be more aware of the
practical implementation in the field."

Conversely, it came out that video operators could
learn to be more flexible in their use of lighting techniques

and could use the excellent equipment they now have to

greater advantage. John Leay, a video engineer from
Imero Fiorentino, suggested, "Video camera operators
and producers need to use the potential of the new cameras
more. Let them operate at lower light levels, because they

the day for makers of lighting, power, and grip equipment. The interplay between manufacturers and broad-

were designed for it. Lighting for video and lighting for
the theater are the same thing. We have to learn to let the
technology develop and help the user work."
In its booth, Anton/Bauer contributed to the inexorable
move to miniaturization with the introduction of an adaptor plate that is sandwiched between the battery and the
camera, permitting the light and the camera to be powered
by the same battery. Along with others in the power field,
the company is concerned with developing a 14 V light
that will accept the higher voltages that cameras require,
without burning up the light.
Designing equipment which is more cost effective and
versatile includes fashioning new grip systems as well as

casters engendered an often uneasy, but nevertheless firm

lights. Pole -operated lights with tilting and panning

effort by both factions to meet the challenges of future
production needs.
Ken Licata, a leading cinematographer, agreed with
many other people when he said, "There is a need for a

capabilities that are easier to use have been called for by
television stations, and they are beginning to appear in the
new lines of grip equipment now available.
Worthy of special notice was the new remote control

more intensified move to miniaturization, especially with
HMIs. We need 6K and 8K luminaires that are smaller,
lighter, and more efficient, both for film and television."

pan/tilt head from Matthews Studio Equipment-

Getting a grip on production
The exchange of ideas leading toward efficiency, versatility, and a control of production costs was the order of

The manufacturers, including GE, Thorn, and Sylvania, emphasized their efforts in that direction, as well as
in incorporating "general lighting" (i.e., commercial, industrial, and consumer) into the broadcast market. Another point the manufacturers stressed was that broadcasters
will begin to see an increasing number of solid-state electronics in the base of light sources, especially for application as ignition devices. Through a good deal of research
and development, redirected infrared technology has been

resurrected and is undergoing current rapid changes
involving coatings for filtering and directing light
sources.

In spite of all of the developments taking place, the

invented by the same person who devised the Continental
Camera and Tyler rigs. It's been said that slip -rings are
not suitable for broadcast applications, but you couldn't

prove it by this system, which has a full 360 degrees of
pan and tilt by using rings. Besides this, one of the system's other special features is its truly instantaneous re-

sponse to the operator's remote controls-there is no
detectable lag from any of the remote control options,
including joystick and convention pedestal handcranks.
To realize the system's true value, imagine it mounted on
the Matthews Tulip crane hung out over a parade route
and getting intimate POV shots without the operator ever
leaving the ground!
Cinema Products' Steadicam was also on display in a
new, streamlined version. The company says the Steadicam Universal Model III will operate with any camera,

video or film, with no modifications. Its integral
monitor-smaller in size but with a larger screen-is now
viewable from any angle, and adjustable angle scales on
the unit allow users to repeat shot sequences precisely.
In conclusion, looking at the SMPTE show as a whole,
it reflects an industry which is more than ever aware both
of the limitations imposed by the current economic climate, but also of its optimistic future. The digital VTR
(subject of an upcoming special feature in BM/E) may not
be as close as many supposed, and implementation of digital standards may not happen tomorrow. But the industry
is keenly aware of the direction it must take, and the imAnton Bauer "sandwich" for camera/light power distribution.
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pact which today's decisions will have on the industry's
future.
BM/E

Ampex Announces
the Practical End of
Video Jitters.
VAC,
Video Jitters can
drive you up a wall.
It happens when you've
repeated an edit over and over.
You want it perfect. Now, everything's
cued Jp just right. You hit the edit button,
anc what do you get? A glitch. A shaky
picture. A sour stomach. Video Jitters.

The culprit is stiction-friction
build-up so bad that the tape actually
jerks across the heads and scanner.
Humic conditions can make it worse.
But not if you use Ampex 196
One -Inch Broadcast Video Tape.
Every batch of Ampex 196
has to pass the toughest test in the

industry-stiction-free operation
at the ex-reme environments of 90% RH
aid 90° F, tc guarantee that you have consistent
stiction-free operation under all conditions.
Ampex 196. _ess -riction, because who needs it?

Ampex 196 One -Inch VideoTape.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporal on One of The Signal Companies §

I want to end the Video Jitters with
Ampex 196 Or e-lnch Broadcast VideoTape.
Please seed me more information on
yDur 196 Video Tape.
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE(
Send to:
Ampex Corpo-ation, Magnetic Tape Division
401 Broadway M:3 22-02, Redwood City, CA 94063 BME
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A New Pace
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Industry We
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Most people associate the coveted
Emmy Award with television writers,
iunsei ec ri as n s .
producers, entertainers and
n
However, since
engineers
have been awarded seven Emmy's by
the National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences for their contributions
to picture perfect programming. The
most recent Emmy was presented in
recognition of the development
of the TK-47 automatic color
te'evision camera.
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Virtually any picture you encounter
or your home screen has been touched
by RCA engineering. As America's

largest supplier of commercial
video equipment, we are involved in
every step: studio cameras, portable
cameras, video recorders, editing
equipment, telecine equipment,
transmitters, and broadcast antennas.
As you read this, we are moving ahead
with advanced development programs
in digital video equipment and the
creation of a completely solid state color
television camera.
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this adventure with us. For engineering
career details, please write to: RCA
Broadcast Systems Division, Joy K.
McCabe, Dept. PR -1, Front & Cooper
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If you are an engineer who is interested
in lurthering the development of advanced
broadcast technology, we invite you to share
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Industry Needs Survey
Indicates Close -to -the -Vest

Year in Store
COMING OFF A YEAR of increased, but cautious spending,

broadcasters are likely to play their purchasing cards even
closer to the vest in 1983. According to the annual BM/E
Survey of Broadcast Industry Needs, when all the figures
are in, 1982 should show an increase over 1981, despite

the general economic recession. Some three-quarters of
the television, radio, and teleproduction facility respondents reported that last year's spending exceeded that of
1981, with most putting the increase under 25%.
This year appears to be more uncertain. Responses indicate moderate increases in TV equipment budgets, satisfactory gains for radio equipment purchases, and a slight
increase in teleproduction facility equipment outlays.
The ranges of dollar amounts earmarked for broadcast
equipment were wide, but the mean figures provide a
benchmark. For example, the 1982 television equipment
spending ranged from $10,000 to $1.5 million and the
mean worked out to be $300,000, although responses from

Who Participated
The annual Survey of Broadcast Industry Needs was
mailed to a cross section of BM/E readers at television
and radio stations and teleproduction facilities. Onethird of the TV responses came from group stations and

a quarter from independents. Half of the TV returns
were from network affiliates. For radio, not quite a fourth
represented group stations and just under a half were

independents. Forty-one percent were network affiliates. Station size was evenly distributed. TV responses
came from stations employing less than 10 people all
the way up to enterprises of over 150. Radio station returns were bunched at places employing 30 and under.
Engineering department staffs followed the same pattern. TV stations ranged from departments with under
five to those operating with over 75. Most were bunched
at under 25 on the engineering staff. Radio engineering

staffs, of course, were much smaller-virtually all had
staffs of five or less.

small market stations predominated. The mean for 1983 is
$324,000, which is an eight percent increase. In the radio
responses, the 1982 equipment purchases ranged from under $10,000 to $300,000, and the mean was $22,500. The
1983 projection is for a 13 percent increase, to $25,500.
As for the teleproduction facility figures, '83 is essentially
flat, with a mean of $55,000, compared with $54,000 for
1982.

It is difficult from the results to tell precisely what
portion of this year's spending will be for added capacity

and what portion will be for replacement. Despite the
small increase in TV budgets, it appears that these stations

will be spending more on expansion than replacement.
For radio stations and teleproduction facilities, the split is
essentially even between expansion and replacement.

Basics head equipment priorities
The table of equipment priorities depicts a year devoted
to the basics in both radio and television. Those products
that have moved up in the ranking of priority level tend to

be bread-and-butter equipment. However, it should be
noted that in previous years the survey asked for level of
interest in the many new products to be seen at the NAB
Show. This year, in an effort to pinpoint real buying
trends rather than interest in future needs, the survey
asked for ratings related to near -term purchase priorities.
As a result, there were significant shifts in the order of importance reflecting the difference between what are front
burner purchases and what are back burner. For example,
topping the list of 26 radio/audio products is cart decks,
with a priority level response of 74. (Priority level is calculated by adding all of the checks for "high" and "mod-

erate" purchase priority on the survey form, two points
for each high priority and one point for each moderate.)
The next three products-consoles and mixers, mics and

accessories, and test equipment-all moved up the
ranking ladder since last year, again reflecting the difference in this year's format. Rounding out the top five is audio processors, which was number one in interest level
last year.
In order to find out if broadcasters are ready to put their
BM/E JANUARY, 1983
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Industry Needs Survey
Radio Equipment Needs

Definite Purchases of High -Priority Radio Equipment

Rank

'83*

Rank

'82**

1983 Purchase Priority tt
1

1

4

2

3

3

7

4

5

5

Cart Decks
Consoles, Mixers
Microphones, Accessories
Test Equipment
Audio Processors

74

2

67

3

64

4

59
51

6

Monitor Equipment
Turntables

39

7

39

8

9

Remote Pickup & STL

6

Satellite Earth Stations
Noise Reduction Equipment
Power Supplies, Batteries

37
37
35
34
33

11

33

14

31

15

1

6

14

7

10

8

10

8

11

NLt

12

2

Studio ATRs

19

14

20

16

21

NL

22

16

Monitor Speakers
Time Compression Systems
Business Automation
Telco Interface Equipment
Antennas
Reverb & Special Effects
FM Transmitters
AM Transmitters
Digital ATRs
Studio Automation Equipment

23
24

18

Field ATRs

15

NL

13

25
26

20
22

Mobile Vans
AM Stereo Equipment
ATS Equipment

15
14

NL

15

23
13

17

11

18

19

Studio ATRs

29
29
27

20

21

18

22

16

12

FM Transmitters
Power Supplies, Batteries
Telco Interface Equipment
AM Transmitters
Field ATRs

18

24
23

Consoles, Mixers
Microphones, Accessories
Cart Decks
Turntables
Remote Pickup & STL
Test Equipment
Audio Processors
Satellite Earth Stations
Monitor Speakers
Antennas
Monitor Equipment

26

Noise Reduction Equipment
Business Automation
Reverb & Special Effects
AM Stereo Equipment
Time Compression Systems
Digital ATRs
Studio Automation Equipment
Mobile Vans
ATS Equipment

10

* In 1983 respondents were asked for purchase priority.
** In 1982 respondents were asked for new product interest.

t NL means new listing from previous year.
tt Weighted total of high and moderate priority.

Annual Station Budgets
RADIO

money where their priorities are, the survey asked respondents to indicate which of the "high" priority items
they will actually purchase in the next 12 months. The
will -buy list is a bit different from the interest level table.

Heading the list of near -term purchases are consoles
and mixers. Microphones and accessories are second, followed by cart decks. Turntables and remote pickup and
STL tied for fourth place. Test equipment wraps up the
top five.
Heading the 42 -product TV list in priority level this
year is 3/4 -inch VTRs, followed by video monitors. Both
these products moved up five rungs on the ratings ladder
since last year. The third position goes to time base correctors, which is not surprising, considering that 3/4 -inch
tape recorders ranked so high. ENG cameras slipped
slightly, but are obviously still a high priority for TV station purchases. Test equipment, up five notches to fifth,
underscores the bread-and-butter year ahead. As in the
92 BM/E JANUARY, 1983

1983

25

1982

TV
350

300

1983

1982

20
250
200

15

150
10

100
5

0
0

50
0

MEAN FIGURES

MEAN FIGURES

It Stands Alon
The Rohde & Schwarz Precision TV Demodulator
Type EKF2/D

* ROHDE & SCHWARZ EKE 2/D

TV-1.13ERWACHUNGSEMPFANGER TV MONITORING RECEIVER EKF2

L

1111M14311Cfl

016100.1II.

20 mV -1.5V Input For Precision Transmitter -Site Monitoring
Off -Air Monitoring Receiver EKF2 also available (250 4V-150 mV)
Unique 2 -Way Tuning:
PLL Tuning Across The Complete Broadcast Range (Channels 2-83)
plus

One Crystal (Any Channel) For High -Accuracy
(All included! No plug -ins or modifications necessary!)

All Demodulation Modes:
Switchable Envelope/Synchronous Demodulation
Switchable Sound -Trap
Zero -Reference Pulse

Built In Speaker For Direct Audio Monitoring
Available From Stock
The EKF2/D is the world's new standard for precision TV
Demodulators ... price/performance is unequaled ... because
it's from ROHDE & SCHWARZ - leaders in precision, quality
video products.

Write For New 6 Page Brochure

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
RS82 4

13 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, New York 11042 (201) 575-0750
Circle 148 on Reader Service Card
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Industry Needs Survey

TV Equipment Needs
Rank

'83*

'82**

1983 Purchase Priority tt

1

5

VTRs, 3/4 -Inch

74

2

6

Video Monitors

71

3

6

66

4

2

5

10

Time Base Correctors
ENG Cameras
Test Equipment
Studio/Field Cameras
Character Generators

Lighting Equipment
Digital Effects Devices

51

6

3

7

14
21

9

10

9
4
11

NLt
18
14

20
21

16

17

25
1

59

54
53
51

48

Satellite Earth Station Equipment 46
Frame Synchronizers
46
Power Supplies, Batteries
46
Simple VTR Editor/Controllers
46
Production Switchers
43
Time Code Equipment
43
Routing Switchers
42
VTRs, One -Inch
41

Definite Purchases of High -Priority TV Equipment
Rank
1

VTRs, 3/4 -Inch

3

4

Time Base Correctors
Test Equipment

5

Satellite Earth Station Equipment

6

ENG Cameras

7

VTRs, One -Inch

8

Lighting Equipment
Power Supplies, Batteries
Character Generators
Digital Effects Devices
Frame Synchronizers

41

11

30

VTRs, 1/2 -Inch

31

25

13

Microwave for ENG

30

26
27
28
29
30

NL

Recorder -Camera Combos
Telecines

28
27

18

Master Control Switchers

25

19

21

ENG/EFP Vehicles

23

29

Remote Control Systems
Weather Radar, Graphics

19

Digital Art/Paint Systems
Switching Automation
Slow Motion Recorders
Automation Systems
Transmitters, VHF

18

VTRs, Quad
Transmitters, UHF

13

19

16
15

21

6

17

23

25
27

NL

32

NL

27
31

35

33

36

31

35

38
39
40

32
NL

41

35
37

42

NL

Teletext Equipment
CP Antennas

39
36
36

VTRs, 1/2 -Inch
14

21

19
18

24

Studio Field Cameras
Production Switchers
Audio Consoles, Equipment
Electronic Still Stores
Simple VTR Editor/Controllers
Time Code Equipment
Routing Switchers
Multisource Video Editors
Studio Cameras
Microwave for ENG

18

Recorder -Camera Combos
Telecines

17

Master Control Switchers

13

ENG/EFP Vehicles
28

12
11

30

8

ATS

7

LPTV Equipment

5

* In 1983 respondents were asked for purchase priority.
' In 1982 respondents were asked for new product interest.
t NL means new listing from previous year.
tt Weighted Total of high and moderate priority.
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9

39

31

Video Monitors

2

Audio Consoles, Equipment
Multisource Video Editors
Noise Reduction
Electronic Still Stores
Image Enhancers
Studio Cameras

21

94

radio/audio section, the emphasis on purchasing priorities
brought the bread-and-butter products to the top.
Like the radio responses, the line-up of video equipment that will actually be purchased in 1983 differs somewhat from the interest level table. Video monitors beat out
3/4 -inch VTRs for the top spot. Time base correctors and
test equipment tied for the number three position. Satellite
earth stations and ENG cameras round out the first five.
One -inch VTRs did not rate as high on the interest level
table this year, winding up in a tie for seventeenth, but
was sixth on the list of equipment to be purchased.

37

Noise Reduction
Remote Control Systems
Image Enhancers
Slow Motion Recorders
Transmitters, VHF
VTRs, Quad
Transmitters, UHF
Teletext Equipment
CP Antennas

Switching Automation

Buyers and dec sion-makers from
300 TV channels or stations will be there.
Invi7ed by MIP-TV, they represent a considerable
purcnase potential fo your programmes and
productions.

Easy contacts and exchanges.
Meetings become easier in the New Palais des
Festivals - with twice the area, on one floor only the most modern exhibition environment in
the world.

Ideal working conditions
All necessary services have been provided by
MIP-TV to allow you to conduct your business :
- International Coproduction Office - screening rooms, video -centres - secretarial services cocktail -rooms,

Cut-price travel and accomodation.
You can benefit from special rates, afforded ".o
MIP-TV participants by air -travel companies and
hotels (up to 40 `)/c, reduction for "de luxe" hotels).

19th International Television Programme Market
22-28 APRIL 1983 - NEW PALAIS DES FESTIVALS - CANNES - FRANCE

1900, 4.308 professionals from
106 caintries. 1.127 ccrrparias ir cl Also 293 television networks cr
channels and 834 production and
dis3i3ution companies 16.100 tele visior programmes including 3,600
In

lengte eatures films were presented.

THE WORLD'S UNIQUE TV PROGRAMME MARKET
U.S.A.
Petard Assiociates inc

Office C/O John Nathan
91.9 Third Avabue 37th Floor
New York - 1D022 N.Y
Tel (2121990.90.22

Telex 235.309 OVMU UR
JOHN NATHAN
International Representative

U.K.

International Exhibition
Organisation Ltd
9. Stafford Street. London
WIX 3PE
Tel (01) 499 23 17
Telex 25230 MIP-TV-MIDEM LON
JACK KESSLER
K Representative

FRANCE
179. avenue Victor -Hugo
75116 PARIS -FRANCE
Tel 50:+14.03 +
Telex 530547 F MID-ORG

award CHEVRY
Comm Issaire General

Bernard LEMAIRE
International Sales Manager

[-Please send me the MIP-TV documentation which I understand places me under no obligationTI
First nom.
Name'
Company:
Title
!Address:
L)
I

Telex
Tel.:
Country:
Please return coupon to MIP-TV 179, avenue Victor -Hugo, 75116 PARIS (France)

I Ca

MAGNECORD

Industry Needs Survey
Increased interest by TV stations and teleproduction facilities in audio is reflected, to a certain extent, by the ap-

pearance of audio consoles in the top 20 interest level

Compare Quality at this Price

rating for the first time. In addition, audio consoles is tied
for tenth place on the list of high -priority equipment that
will actually be purchased in 1983.
What the buyers demand

Asked "What will be your main criteria when

.w. INII 0
laNZIVIKINICOPILL

evaluating the equipment to be purchased?" respondents
once again put reliability at the top of their demands along
with performance features. Even in a year of close -to -the vest buying, price comes in behind reliability and performance features.
TV station respondents gave equal weight to reliability

and performance features-over 60 percent for each.
(Readers could check more than one criterium.) Price was
checked by a fourth. A sign of the microprocessor -control

times, ease of operation was the least important factor,
727X:",:7

Meets or exceeds NAB standards, with
IEC equalization on request.
DC servo, flutter -filter drive runs true
regardless of line voltage fluctuation.
Cool operation; no ventilation required.
Full remote capability.
Long life heads and phase locked tape
guides.

Mono or stereo play models field
convertible to record.
Automation cue tones (stop, secondary,
tertiary) with LED's and external
switching contacts.

Cue track access for FSK logging.
Universal mic/line imput.

Immune to RFI and EMI.
Rugged design in the Magnecord tradition
-made in USA.
'Suggested Pro Net Price

Quality Products for the Audio Professional

TELEX.

MAGNECORD

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Ave So Minneapolis MN 55420 U S A
Ofloce 711 Centre Attaires Paris Nord 93153 Le Blanc Mesnil France

Europe Le Bonaparte
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getting a mention from only eight percent on the television
returns.

Among radio respondents, reliability just edged out
performance features, 66 percent and 62 percent, respectively. Fifty-two percent checked price among evaluation
criteria in radio equipment purchasing. And over a third
put ease of maintenance as important. Since the removal
of the licensed engineer requirement, the high marks for
reliability becomes understandable.
Yet, teleproduction facilities also put reliability ahead
of performance features 61 percent to 55 percent. Some
45 percent of this group included price as important.
Impact of radio license
When the FCC eliminated the First Class Radio Opera-

tor license, most radio station engineers complained,
while radio station managers generally expected little im-

pact. One of the special questions on this year's survey
asked radio respondents if FCC requirements and equipment maintenance are being handled by an outside technical service. The answer to both is an overwhelming no
from managers and engineers responding. Less than 14
percent said that maintenance is partly done by outsiders.
Another radio question was "How old is your present
transmitter?" While approximately four in ten are three
years old or less, over half are 10 years old or more. It's
not surprising then that most of the respondents said they
will buy a new transmitter within a year.
Recorder -camera vote

Although recorder -camera purchase priority was not

high up on the interest -level table, evaluation of the
competing half -inch and quarter -inch formats is apparently intense, judging from the high response to a set of ques-

tions on this subject posed to TV respondents. They
indicated a preference for the VHS format at present.
While a fair number of the respondents said that they will
buy recorder -camera units of some type in 1983, most do
not intend to take the plunge for another year or two. And

despite all the talk in the industry about the need for a
standard recorder -camera format, only a few respondents

said that their purchases depend on setting such a
standard.

BM/E

broadcast

EQUIPMEM
Improved Lighting Console from Strand Century

250

Integrated Sound Systems
Offers New Mixer
252
The new Model 5990 is designed for ra-

dio production work such as commer-

cials, voice overs, and prerecorded
programs. It can also be used by small
radio stations as a broadcast mixer, or
in mobile vehicles.

The 5990 has three modular input
The Mantrix lighting control console
has greater capabilities with the addition of the Mantrix 2S. Designed for the
lighting of television and live performance, the 2S features overlapping sub -

masters to provide manual access to
lighting groups. With one switch, the
new console can be operated in either a
two -scene preset mode with 56 overlapping submasters or in a four -scene

preset with eight overlapping sub masters. The unit features an electronic

patch module, permitting dimmers to
be assigned to channels at proportional
levels for greater control.

The console also offers a split cross -

fader with assignable fade rates from
one second to four minutes. It can con-

trol up to 288 dimmers on 12 to 48
channels. Display windows preview
patch assignments and indicate the
dimmer size: 2.4 K, 6 K, or the new

sections which accept a phono and line
level input. Each input has three bands
of equalization, and on the back panel

there are separate stereo send and receive jacks. Two separate mic sections
are provided with three -band EQ and
individual pan switches.
Frequency response is 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.25 dB with IM and harmonic

CD80 12 K.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card

MCl/Sony Enters Compact
251
Console Market
The JH-800 is a portable, 12 -input
mixing console with four VCA controlled subgroups. It is intended for location recording. Features include dual
stereo mix buses, fluorescent bar graph

metering, balanced transformerless

r-
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Today's Interface
For Today's Machines
Available For
BVU-800*
VPR-2B*

Compatable with ISC Superedir
and CMX Computer Editing Systems

line and microphone inputs, and three band equalizers on each input. Multi -

way and XLX connectors and two
built-in stereo compressor/limiters are
also standard.
The unit includes four sends for fold -

back and effects in recording situations, or for feeding stage monitors.
The JH-800 is 9.5 inches high, 23
inches wide, and 24 inches deep.

BVH-2000*
VPR-80*

(111114

CALAWAY EnG111EERInG
P.O Box 323, Sierra Madre, CA 91024
49 South Baldwin, Sierra Madre CA 91024

Registered Trademark of Sorry, Ampex Ono< ..7,orpoations & Interactive System Company

Circle 150 on Fleeter Service Card
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Progress by Design

EQUIPMENT
distortion at less than 0.01 percent. The
S/N is 80 dB for the phono and mic and

90 dB for the auxiliary inputs.

Swintek Offers
Wireless Mics

253

Swintek now offers a choice of wireless

hand-held microphones and finishes.
The choices include the Beyer M500
ribbon capsule, the Shure SM57, SM58,

and SM78 dynamic capsules, or the
SM85 electret condenser capsule. Finishes can be ordered in chrome, black
chrome, or gold.

Videotek's state-of-the-art TSM-5A*Waveform Monitor and VSM-5A*Vectorscope reflect this on -going

commitment, with such innovative features as Internal Gra-

ticule CRT for precise parallax -free signal analysis, and Non Glare Shields to eliminate distracting ambient light. TSM-5A
also includes selectable 1H mode for easy one -line viewing,

and 0.5 }.1s/div. scan rate for the most accurate time -base
measurements.
Now that's Progress
...by Design.

air VIDEOTEK
V
INC.

*Available in PAL Standard

25 North York Street, Pottstown, PA 19464, (215) 327-2292, TWX: 710-653-0125
9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021, (602) 997-7523, TWX: 910-951-0621
Circle 151 on Reader Service Card

LAUMIC HAS THE EDGE
IN VIDEO EDITING EQUIPMENT
Now you can

RENT

a CMX Portable
3 machine system

from Laumic Company

0.111,111.1101111
11j10,11.1,111.1

"THE EDGE"- computer assisted
editing system offers some editing
capabilities found only in large scale
systems-multi-event memory, floppy
disk, printer read out, re-edit and list
rippling. Off line support goes directly
to on-line auto assembly with events
in sequential order for final post
production assembly.
It's yours for short or long term rental.
Call today.

SALES, SERVICE AND RENTALS OF BROADCAST AND INDUSTRIAL
VIDEO EQUIPMENT. SYSTEMS DESIGNED AND INSTALLED.

LAUMIC COMPANY, INC.
306 EAST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 TEL. (212) 889-3300

Isn't it nice to know we'll be around to service
your equipment...AFTER THE DEAL IS CLOSED? Circle 152 on Reader Service Card
100
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High -efficiency integral antennas

are standard, although helical rubber
units are also available. All mics incor-

porate the company's "dB -S" cornpanding system which delivers over 80

dB dynamic range. The VHF/UHF
high band is used to avoid interference
from CB and business radio, and to prevent the mics from interfering with vid-

eo equipment. Range is 1000 feet.

Battery life is typically 10 hours using a

9 V alkaline battery or the THR-B
nicad.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card

Modulation Associates'
Satellite Receiver
254
Modulation Associates has just introduced what it calls an Optimized SCPC
audio satellite receiver for use in state

and regional radio networks. Designated the R -SAT, the receiver is de-

signed for networks of under 100
affiliates.

With its "optimized" demodulator
and a 3.7 meter antenna, the R -SAT al-

lows satellite power to be cut from 80
W to 10 W. According to the manufacturer, this provides space segment cost

reductions as well as savings on the
overall uplink costs.
Individual program channels can be

EQUIPMENT

The first 9 -bit frame

uplinked independently from diverse

synchronizer

common transponder with national networks. Two SCPC satellite links can be

is still the best.

locations, allowing shared use of a

used for stereo delivery to AM stereo
affiliates.

Numark Combines Amp,
255
EQ, and Mixer
The MA4700 is a sound control amplifier that provides 70 watts per channel
at four ohms and 60 watts per channel at
eight ohms, with outputs for two speaker systems. It also has a bridging circuit

that will accommodate any external
amplifier for more power. A multicolor
high-speed LED is used as an input level meter as well as an output power me-

ter, and a peak hold button holds the
display at peak level for reference.
The unit has a built-in low noise
preamp and features slide controls,
cueing circuit for headphone monitoring, and a talkover switch. Also built
in is a five -channel stereo equalizer. Included in the 19 -inch rack -mounted
unit are handles and rack adapters. Fre-

quency response is 10 Hz to 30 kHz,
with THD at 0.08 percent and IMD at
0.3 percent. The MA4700 is priced under $500.

RANIf SYVA#1044014

When we introduced the FS -16 in 1980, we expected our
competitors would rush to copy it.
But while all of them have copied some of the FS -16's
features, none of them have matched it.
So, we still offer the orly 3'.x19" rack -mounting frame synchronizer with the unsurpassed clarity of 9 -bit quantization.
As well as features like full proc-amp controls. Integral freezeframe field. Data rotation and a built-in memory analyzer. to
keep you on the air. And a price that's surprisingly low.

When you want the best, call NEC.

NEC

NEC America, Inc.
Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village. IL 60007

Call toll -free: 1-800-323-6656.
In Illinois. call (312) 640-3792
Circle 157 on Reader Service Card

DIRECTOR of ENGINEERING

Audio Production Facility
Bonneville Productions is looking fora key
individual to oversee the technical operation of its Salt Lake City tape duplication
and audio recording facilities.
The successful candidate will be responsi-

ble for the design, construction, maintenance, and enforcement of technical
standards for 3 Gauss high-speed duplica-

tor lines, 5 recording studios including
24 -track, and a multi -media production
center.

This position has supervisory responsibility for a staff of 10 Engineers and Technicians. The applicant must be well versed in
professional audio production techniques
and equipment, have a BSEE or equivalent

technical background, and have a minimum of 3-5 years experience in a professional audio engineering capacity to
include some supervisory experience. Excellent interpersonal skills are a must.
Please reply to Ellen Richardson, Personnel Director, Bonneville Productions, 130
Social Hall Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah
84111; (801) 237-2431.

Bonneville Productions
A Division of Bonneville
International Corp.
Equal Opportunity Employer

A Brilliant,New Cartridge
Designed For Today's
High Technology Records.
At last, a low impedance cartridge which exceeds
moving coil performance w th moving magnet reliability.
The Stanton 981LZS provides -he highest level of perfor-

mance with very low tip mass, the widest frequency
-esponse and unsurpassed trcckability. The moving
magnet (Samar um Cobalt design) offers a truly new,
exciting aid different sound experience.
Stanton Magnetics, 200 Terminal Drive, Plainview. NY11803

The 981LZS From sTaNTon

THE CHOICE 01 THE PROFESSIONALS

Circle 153 on Reacer Service Card
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Fresh, contemporary
American music
Computerized illusic5eleciorr"
Large, expanding catalog
Music buy-out option

Soper

Sound

MUSIC LIBRARY
P. 0. Box 498, Palo Alto. CA 94301
(415) 321-4022
(800) 227-9980 (outside of California)
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The New FS -30 Stereo Generator
SEPARATES
The DB from the Noise!

Videotek, Inc

100

Ward Beck Systems Ltd.

C-4

SALES OFFICES

Broadcast Management, Engineering
295 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10017
Telex: 64-4001
Vice President, National Sales

Stereo Separation: 55dB typical, 30-15,000 Hz
FM Noise: 85dB below 100% modulation
THD and IMD: .03% or less, 30-15,000 Hz
First to specify TIM: 0.1% or less!

Linear, delay equalized audio lowpass filters for
minimum overshoot without the use of clippers or
other non-linear devices.
Teamed -up with the widely acclaimed FX-30 FM
Exciter, the digital FS -30 provides your station with
the best performance available based on published
specifications of competitive units.

For more information,
call or write.

I=E

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N. 24th ST P 0 BOX 3606, QUINCY. IL 62305-3606.12171224-9600. TELEX 25-0142
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James C. Maywalt
Eastern & Central States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-685-5320

James C. Maywalt
Ruth A. Windsor
Western States
1021 South Wolfe Road, Suite 290
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Neal Wilder

United Kingdom/Europe
Chilberton House
Doods Road
Reigate, Surrey, England
Telephone, Reigate (7372) 43521

Bronwyn Holmes
Derek Hopkins
Japan/Far East
Eiraku Building
1-13-9, Ginza,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 (562) 4781
S. Yasul
K. Yamamoto

Solid State Logic at BBC Maida Vale 4. London

Technology is no substitute for human experience. The complex demands of broadcast audio
require resourceful technique and specialised skills which take years to acquire. Engineers of this
achievement need and deserve the most advanced, reliable tools available to support their artistry.
Which is one of the reasons that major broadcasters and post -production houses specify Solid State
Logic.

The SSL 4000E Series Master Studio System and the new SSL 6000E Series Stereo Video System
are products of experience. Innovative human engineering provides easy use of the most comprehensive software and hardware control systems ever offered to the audio industry. Unique
capabilities such as Total Recall capture inspiration and eliminate drudgery, while the SSL Real
lime System and Events Controller bring practical computer assistance to live broadcast, electronic dubbing and video post -production.

Write or call for complete details on Solid State Logic-The choice of experience.

UK & Europe
Solid State Logic
Churchfields, Stonesfield
Oxford, England OX7 2PQ
(099 389) 8282
Telex 837 400

North & South America

Solid State Logic
Master Studio Systems
Ci-cle 156 on Reader Service Card

Musicworks International
2352 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 333-1500
Telex 440 519
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